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Abstract 
Secondary mathematics students should be able to shift between alternative formal 

representations of the concepts they study (National Governors Association Center for Best 
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). In the case of complex numbers, 
these alternative representations are Cartesian and polar. Shifting between these two 
representations has been cited as posing challenges in high school and even beyond in college 
(Ciptowiyono, 2015; Smith, Zwolak, & Manogue, 2015).  

Motivated by these challenges, this thesis tackles the instructional problem of supporting 
students in shifting between Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane. Adopting 
a semiotic perspective on mathematics learning (Bartolini Bussi & Mariotti, 2008; Duval, 2006; 
Radford, 2003), I assume that individual students constitute mathematical objects through 
semiotic activity, for example by generating and interpreting diagrams and symbolic notations or 
making sense of an instructor or peer’s multimodal utterance. From this view, students’ 
challenge of shifting between representations of a concept becomes the challenge of recognizing 
the same mathematical object through these different representations. 

In approaching the design of educational solutions to this instructional problem, I used 
principles of embodied design (Abrahamson, 2007, 2009, 2014) to analyze, phenomenalize, and 
implement the semiotic shift as a bidirectional transition between two complementary perceptual 
constructions of one and the same display, a right triangle. If a right triangle on the plane is 
perceptually defined as having its base on the x-axis and its hypotenuse starting at the origin, it 
can be constructed in terms of either Cartesian coordinates (base and height) or polar coordinates 
(hypotenuse and the angle between the right side of the x-axis and the hypotenuse, i.e., theta; See 
Figure 1). I hypothesized that the right triangle, by virtue of bearing structural properties of each 
of the two representations, could act as a conceptual common ground for bridging the two 
representations. As such, the desired semiotic shift between Cartesian and polar representations 
of points on the plane could be reduced to coordinating between Cartesian and polar 
visualizations of the right triangle. This hypothesis was operationalized in the material form of 
SeeComplex, an instructional artifact of my design (See Figure 2). This artifact served in 
facilitating the Find the Triangle activity that solicited the two complementary visualizations of 
the triangle. 
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Figure 1. The AOX triangle as a bridging tool 
between Cartesian and polar meanings of complex 
numbers. 

Figure 2. The SeeComplex tool: A 
plywood background, an acrylic radius 
arm that can rotate about the origin, and 
an acrylic right-angle arm that can slide 
along the radius arm. 

 
Four pairs of UC Berkeley freshmen students participated voluntarily in 45 minute 

videotaped interviews, facilitated by the author, in which they used the SeeComplex device to 
work on the Find the Triangle task. The videos were transcribed, and these documents as well as 
students’ scratch work were micro-analyzed qualitatively, with periodic insight from peers in a 
graduate-level research group, in an attempt to answer the following research question:  

How does the activity support the learning objective? In particular, how, if at all, do the 
different aspects of the device and the task shape and foster students’ ability to transition 
between the two complementary constructions of the right triangle in a way that enables them to 
gain insight into the relationships between Cartesian and polar representations of points on the 
plane? 

The study results supported the hypothesis: the right triangle appears to have occasioned 
opportunities for the students to bridge the Cartesian and polar representations. Students were 
able to relate the base and height of the triangle to the hypotenuse using the Pythagorean 
theorem. They negotiated the positioning of the angle theta and were able to relate the sides of 
the triangle and theta using trigonometric functions. Additionally, students discussed how the 
trigonometric relationships were affected by the quadrant of the plotted triangle. Finally, students 
applied their composite Cartesian–polar perception of the triangle to discuss characteristics of a 
point on the plane. 

In conclusion, the thesis presents an educational design solution to the instructional 
problem manifested by the cognitive challenge of conversion between two representations of 
points on the plane. The design employs the right triangle on the plane as the conceptual 
common ground creating the potential to bridge the attributes of the two representations. 
Analysis of student work shows that they took advantage of these opportunities by expanding 
their knowledge of the right triangle to relate the two representations. 
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These findings bear implications for the theory and practice of mathematics education. 
The proposed design has shown instructional potentials for fostering students’ understanding of 
the relations between the Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane. From a 
theoretical perspective, we have corroborated embodied-design research by demonstrating in a 
new mathematics domain that a visual display comprising perceptual properties of two 
representations of the same concept can be employed in mathematics education design to support 
student conversion between the corresponding semiotic content. 

Implementing this activity in a classroom setting may require the design revision of 
embedding the interviewer’s protocol-based response to student action in the form of automated 
interaction feedback. Future work could also explore the potentials of the SeeComplex tool in the 
broader complex number domain. For example, activities could be designed that foster students’ 
learning of arithmetic operations with complex numbers. 

Finally, we do not claim that the outcomes of this project are generalizable to all students 
and every instructional setting. Students participated voluntarily in the current study, therefore, 
there was no control on their mathematical level other than being enrolled in the same freshman 
mathematics course in UC Berkeley. In fact, it seems more likely that these self-selected students 
were more mathematically inclined and interested than their peers. A more diverse population of 
students may respond differently to the proposed design. Additionally, an interview setting is not 
representative of a classroom setting in terms of the instructor’s concerted attention and perhaps 
the general physical and perceptual circumstances, therefore we cannot as yet anticipate similar 
results from classroom settings. These limitations may be addressed by broadening the scope of 
the research in future work. 
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Introduction 
Being able to work with complex numbers is part of the Common Core State Standards 

(CCSS). In particular, the CCSS states that students should be able to perform arithmetic 
operations with complex numbers, use complex numbers in polynomial identities and equations, 
and represent complex numbers and their operations on the complex plane (National Governors 
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). These 
expectations continue to exist for pre-calculus college courses (Ciptowiyono, 2015), a necessary 
course for many majors. 
 One of the mathematics standards that is often manifested within the domain of complex 
numbers and that secondary and postsecondary students are expected to meet is the ability to 
shift between alternative formal representations of the concepts they study (National Governors 
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010; 
Ciptowiyono, 2015). In the case of complex numbers, these alternative representations are 
Cartesian and polar.  

Design Problem 
Shifting between the Cartesian and polar representations has been cited as posing 

challenges in high school and even beyond in college (Ciptowiyono, 2015; Smith, Zwolak, & 
Manogue, 2015). For example, Ciptowiyono (2015) mentions difficulties with choosing the best 
representation for a particular operation and converting from one representation to another. 
Additionally, Smith and colleagues (2015) show that “student difficulties switching from 
rectangular to exponential form…seem to primarily originate from relying on equations (e.g., 
𝜃 = tan!! !

!
) without considering the geometry relating the forms” (p. 313). 

 Motivated by these challenges, this thesis tackles the instructional problem of supporting 
students in shifting between Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane. Adopting 
a semiotic perspective on mathematics learning (Bartolini Bussi & Mariotti, 2008; Duval, 2006; 
Radford, 2003), I assume that individual students constitute mathematical objects through 
semiotic activity, for example by generating and interpreting diagrams and symbolic notations or 
making sense of an instructor or peer’s multimodal utterance. From this view, students’ 
challenge of shifting between representations of a concept becomes the challenge of recognizing 
the same mathematical object through these different representations. 
  In Duval’s (2006) work on mathematical objects and their semiotic representations, he 
introduces two types of transformations of representations: treatments and conversions. 
Treatments are “transformations of representations that happen in the same representation 
register” (p. 111), whereas conversions are “transformations of representation that consist of 
changing a register without changing the objects being denoted” (p. 112). Duval (2006) argues 
that conversions are generally more complicated than treatments because the former first requires 
recognizing that the two representations are actually denoting the same mathematical idea. With 
regards to complex numbers an example of a treatment is adding two complex numbers that both 
have a Cartesian representation. On the other hand, an example of a conversion is turning a 
number represented in the Cartesian form into the same number represented in the polar form. 
This particular conversion is worth closer scrutiny: Without recognizing that the Cartesian and 
polar representations are designating the same number, the conversion between the 
representations becomes difficult and, as others in the education field have also cited, this 
difficulty becomes an impediment to learning and problem solving in the complex number 
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domain (Ciptowiyono, 2015; Smith et al., 2015). 

Previous Solutions 
 Given the research studies on the difficulties of converting between Cartesian and polar 
representations of points on the plane, one might assume that they are accompanied by suggested 
solutions. However, the author’s search found only one relevant article with a proposed solution. 
Nordlander and Nordlander’s (2012) study of Swedish students’ conceptions of complex 
numbers suggests that introducing complex numbers in a non-visual way generates “severe 
obstacles to learning” (p. 639) and that introducing them in a visual way might be more 
beneficial. Although they do not explicitly discuss how to deal with the issue of conversion 
between representations, this project borrows their emphasis on visualization. 
 Another work in the field of mathematics education that might point to a solution for the 
problem of converting between the two representations is Seeing the Unseen. In this work, 
Arcavi (2003) suggests that “the development and use of an intervening conceptual structure” 
could “enable us to see through the same visual display, things similar to those seen by an 
expert” (p. 234). 
 A closer search in the mathematics education design area reveals the notion of a bridging 
tool. In their 2007 work, Abrahamson and Wilensky present a design-theory construct, the 
learning axis. They describe this construct as extending “between two necessary and 
complementary components of a mathematical concept…The notion of learning axis positions 
these differentiated conceptual elements as potentially co-present within the learner’s attention 
and reasoning. Student learning is stimulated when the two elements are experienced as 
competing and the student attempts to construct logical reconciliation (“bridging”) of these 
competing perceptions. Such cognitive conflict is mediated through problem-solving activities 
with a bridging tool.” (p. 29). The authors go on to explain a bridging tool as “a hybrid 
representation bearing structural properties of each of two identified conceptual-composite 
elements at the poles of a learning axis” (p. 29). Thus, the learning axis is a suggestive construct 
when contemplating design solutions for the instructional problem of supporting students in 
shifting between two representations, which they experience as competing. 
 Finally, a specific tool that was not intended for this design problem, but that was similar 
to the design that the author had in mind is the Trig Trainer (Stokes Publishing Company, 1993; 
see Figure 1). This device is intended for use in trigonometry classrooms as an educational aid. 
As evident from the figure, the device consists of one-fourth of a unit circle with angles 
distributed on the perimeter, a fixed cosine indicator, a fixed tangent indicator, a radius arm, and 
an arm that indicates the sine value of an angle that is between zero and 90 degrees (i.e., in the 
first Cartesian quadrant). To date, no research has been conducted to evaluate this artifact (Jim 
Wehrly, patent holder, personal communication, Sep. 25, 2017). The potentials of this artifact 
and its shortcomings with regards to the conversion between Cartesian and polar representations 
of points on the plane are discussed in the next section. 
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Figure	1	The	Trig	Trainer. 

 

Cognitive Domain Analysis 
In approaching the design of educational solutions to this instructional problem, I used 

principles of embodied design (Abrahamson, 2007, 2009, 2014) to analyze, phenomenalize, and 
implement the semiotic shift as a bidirectional transition between two complementary perceptual 
constructions of one and the same display, a right triangle. If a right triangle on the plane is 
perceptually defined as having its base on the x-axis and its hypotenuse starting at the origin, it 
can be constructed in terms of either Cartesian coordinates (base and height) or polar coordinates 
(hypotenuse and the angle between the right side of the 𝑥-axis and the hypotenuse, i.e., 𝜃; see 
Figure 2). In terms of mathematical representations of points on the plane, 𝑥 and 𝑦 represent the 
Cartesian coordinates of a point on the plane and 𝑟 and 𝜃 represent the polar coordinates, where 
𝑟 is the distance between the origin and the point of interest and where 𝜃 is the angle going 
counter-clockwise from the right side of the 𝑥-axis and the line connecting the origin to the point 
of interest. Within this setting the right triangle, having structural properties of both 
representations, acts as a bridging tool between the two representations. Table 1 shows the 
bridging attributes of the right triangle, constructed as explained above on the plane. 
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Figure	2	The	AOX	triangle	as	a	bridging	tool	between	Cartesian	and	polar	representations	of	points	on	the	plane. 
	

Table	1	Concept-oriented	bridging	attributes	of	the	right	triangle.	

Name Description 
Pythagorean Theorem Pythagorean theorem relationship between the base 

(𝑥), height (𝑦), and hypotenuse (𝑟) of a right 
triangle. 

Positioning of Theta 𝜃 as an angle that may fall outside of the right 
triangle (when the triangle is in the second, third, 
and fourth quadrants). 

Trigonometric Relationships Trigonometric relations between the angles in a 
right triangle (and specifically 𝜃) and the base (𝑥), 
height (𝑦), and hypotenuse (𝑟) 

Sides with Negative Values Change in the sign of base (𝑥) and height (𝑦) as the 
quadrants change. 

 
 At this point, the shortcomings of the Trig Trainer are worth mentioning. First, with the 
Trig Trainer one cannot change the 𝑟 coordinate; it is preset at 1. This restriction fits the tool’s 
intended use for trigonometric calculations in the unit circle, which has a radius of 1. However, it 
is constraining for the study of Cartesian and polar representations, because points on the plane 
are not necessarily located on the unit circle. Second, the Trig Trainer only includes the first 
quadrant of the four on the plane. When thinking about representations of points on the plane a 
cognitive difficulty rises when dealing with points in the second, third, or fourth quadrant. In 
these cases, the angle 𝜃 goes beyond 90 degrees and the sign of its trigonometric relations 
becomes important in the conversions. For example, a point in the second quadrant with polar 
coordinates 𝑟 = 6 and 𝜃 = 120° has Cartesian coordinates 𝑥 =  −3 and 𝑦 = 3√3. With only the 
first quadrant and an 𝑟 that is preset at 1, the Trig Trainer does not afford these visualizations. 

Conjecture 
I hypothesized that the right triangle, by virtue of bearing structural properties of each of 

the two representations, could act as a conceptual common ground for bridging the two 
representations. As such, by employing the right triangle in a set of problem-solving activities 
with a visual-manipulative tool, the desired semiotic shift between Cartesian and polar 
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representations of points on the plane could be reduced to coordinating between Cartesian and 
polar visualizations of the right triangle. Therefore, it is hypothesized that students will learn the 
relationships between Cartesian and polar representations by attempting to reconcile the two 
perceptions of the right triangle.  

Design Solution 
 The proposed design solution is SeeComplex, an instructional artifact of my design (see 
Figure 3). This artifact served in facilitating the Find the Triangle activity that solicited the two 
complementary visualizations of the triangle (see Appendix A). As Figure 3 shows, the tool is 
made of a plywood background that indicates the plane on which the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axes are etched 
with numbers. A protractor circle is also etched with its center on the origin of the plane. The 
circle can be used to indicate different angles and the numbers on the 𝑥𝑦 axes can be used to 
indicate 𝑥𝑦 coordinates. The tool also includes two acrylic arms. One of the arms is attached to 
the origin and is etched with numbers similar to the 𝑥𝑦 axes. This arm is used to indicate a 
particular 𝑟 value. The other arm is a right angle that can slide onto the radius arm and can be 
used as an indicator of where the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates of a certain point on the plane will be. The 
tool was designed using Adobe Illustrator. The design was then sent to a laser cutter for the final 
product. 

	
Figure	3	The	SeeComplex	tool. 
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Research Question 
The conjecture and design solution bring forth the following research question: How does 

the activity support the learning objective? In particular, how, if at all, do the different aspects of 
the device and the task shape and foster students’ ability to transition between the two 
complementary constructions of the right triangle in a way that enables them to gain insight into 
the relationships between Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane? 

Frameworks for Data Analysis 
The theoretical lens through which the data for this project were analyzed includes three 

frameworks: Instrumental Genesis, Professional Vision, and Semiotic Mediation. Each of these 
frameworks is described below. It is worth mentioning that the process of analysis revealed 
intricate relations between these three seemingly separate theories. These connections are 
examined further in the Summary and Discussion section. 

Instrumental Genesis 
 In studying any situation that involves artifacts, the "total system of human, task, and 
artifact" must be studied. This framework suggests a model including the subject (person using 
the artifact), the instrument (the artifact being used), and the object (what the instrument is being 
applied to). These three elements interact with one another: artifacts can impose constraints on 
the subject or the object and they can open new possibilities of action for the user. The main 
constructs of the framework are instrumentation and instrumentalization. Instrumentation refers 
to when a person extends their actions using an artifact. Instrumentalization is when a person 
uses an artifact and skillfully applies it to a medium. Thus, instrumentalization is when the 
artifact becomes an instrument (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995). 

Professional Vision 
 In this framework Goodwin (1994) describes how, in a social interaction between the 
teacher and the learner, features of a shared perceptual display are foregrounded, named, and 
symbolized or elaborated on. In the context of a task-based interview with multiple participants, 
Goodwin’s notion of the teacher may be the interviewer, one of the students, or even the task 
prompt. Each of these can initiate the highlighting, coding, or representation of a particular 
aspect of the shared display for other participants. 

Semiotic Mediation 
Knowledge-construction is a consequence of instrumented activity, where signs emerge 

and evolve within social interaction (Mariotti, 2009). These signs may be related to the 
accomplishment of the task with the utilization of the artifact, or they may be related to the 
mathematical content that is to be mediated. Accordingly, the polysemous artifact is said to have 
semiotic potential in that it can give rise to both personal meanings and mathematical meanings 
(Bartolini Bussi & Mariotti, 2008). “The construction of knowledge relative to the use of the 
artifact is thus explicitly connected to helping students become conscious of the personal 
meanings and linking them to mathematical shared meanings” (Mariotti, 2009, p. 429). 
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Methods 

Participants 
UC Berkeley freshmen students, enrolled in Math 10A, a calculus course for the life 

sciences, were recruited for taking part in the study. They were given the option of working as a 
pair or as individuals. Four pairs of students voluntarily signed up for participating in the study. 

Materials 
The materials used during the task-based interview session were the SeeComplex tool, 

the Find the Triangle activity (read to students or provided as separate sheets of paper), paper, 
pencil, video camera, and some snacks for the students. 

Procedure 
The author interviewed the student pairs for about 50 minutes each. Students were first 

asked to read over and sign a consent form if they agreed to be videotaped. All eight students 
signed the forms. The camera was then set up behind the students to capture their work. 

The first two interviews started with Part I of the activity, and the device was not 
introduced until the beginning of Part II. At the beginning of the activity the prompt was read 
and clarifications were made, if students had difficulty understanding the prompt. Students then 
went through the first part of the activity. After the first part the device was introduced to them, 
and they were asked to talk about what they thought the device could do, what it was used for, 
etc. After a few minutes of exploring the device the students went through the second part of the 
activity. 

In the second two interviews, before the activity started, students were asked to explore 
the device and discuss what they thought it could do, or what it was used for. After some 
exploration they went through Part I and then Part II of the Find the Triangle activity. The 
reasons for the decision to introduce the device before starting the activity are described in the 
reflections section of the second interview. 

In the end the students were asked a few reflection questions about what they thought 
about the activity. 

The task-based interview technique was adapted from Ginsburg (1997) in that I was 
active rather than passive in my interaction with the students. Even though the activity was 
prepared in advance, I did not resist asking students to clarify, elaborate on, or justify their 
responses when necessary. At times it was even imperative to compensate for the shortcomings 
of the activity protocol using improvised prompts that were based on my theoretical framework. 

Data Gathered 
The available data includes about 50 minutes of video recording for each pair of students 

working on the task. These interviews were transcribed for analysis. The complete transcripts are 
included in Appendix B. In addition, hard copies of student work were also collected. 

Data Analysis 
 The data analysis process employed methods from interaction analysis, microgenetic 
analysis, and grounded theory. I chose to video record the interactions between the two 
participants and between the participants and the artifact and task. The benefit of video data as 
opposed to observation alone is twofold: it opens the opportunity to go back and watch the 
episodes over and over, and by virtue of this replay one can overcome relying on the recollection 
of events (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). 
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 After conducting each of the four interviews, I watched the video multiple times to 
identify concept-relevant moments, aiming to build a theory around the participants’ use of their 
social and material resources (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The video was then presented to one or 
two research groups. My goals for this collaborative viewing were to first overcome my own 
biases towards the analysis and also to achieve finer levels of participants’ interactions with each 
other and with the artifact and the task (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). Additionally, through my 
discussion with these research groups I was able to reflect on the interview process and make 
relevant changes for the next pair of participants. 
 Following these initial viewings, I fully transcribed each video. The transcriptions 
included the students’ verbal utterances and their nonverbal behaviors particularly their gestures 
and their device manipulations. In addition to enabling another round of more finer grained 
viewing of the video, full transcriptions made sure that no relevant detail of the students’ 
performance would be lost (Schoenfeld, Smith, Arcavi, 1991). 
 Finally, relevant excerpts of the data were chosen that showed how the different aspects 
of the device, the task, or the social interaction between the students enabled their understanding 
of the relationships between Cartesian and polar representations. Each excerpt was analyzed in 
detail, using the theoretical frameworks discussed in the previous section (Schoenfeld et al., 
1991). From these excerpts I developed the concept-oriented bridging attributes of the right 
triangle (see Table 1). Additionally, using the evidence in these excerpts I developed the theories 
around how the students come to a composite Cartesian-polar perception of the triangle (Strauss 
& Corbin, 1990). Lastly, I checked for global consistency of these theories across the four 
interviews (Schoenfeld et al., 1991; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

Results 
The results of the four video analyses are presented in this section. For each interview, I 

first give a brief overview of how far along the students have gotten. Following this, I will 
review the excerpts that have been chosen based on the criteria mentioned in the Data Analysis 
section. Each excerpt will be an annotated transcription that shows which bridging attributes of 
the right triangle (see Table 1) were mentioned during that time and how students came to 
reconcile the two perceptions of the right triangle to formulate relationships between Cartesian 
and polar representations. 

Interview 1 
 In this interview, students NZ and JC go through the first part of the activity before the 
device is introduced to them. The tool is then presented and they are given a chance to explore 
the device and think about its functionality. After some exploration they go through the second 
part of the activity. The first of the two excerpts, chosen for this analysis, starts near the end of 
the students’ exploration of the device and moves into their response to the first question in Part 
II. In this question they discuss how the base and height of a triangle with a constant hypotenuse 
change as the angle theta gets larger and larger. Two of the bridging attributes of the right 
triangle are discussed in this excerpt. I will describe how these attributes have the potential to 
facilitate the transition between Cartesian and polar coordinates. In the second excerpt the 
students answered the last question of the activity, discussing what sufficient information is 
needed to find a right triangle of the type defined in the task prompt. They debated three of the 
bridging attributes and showed that they gained insight into the relationships between the two 
representations of points on the plane. 
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Excerpt 1: The Pythagorean Theorem and Sides with Negative Values (Lines 244-
303). By the start of this excerpt NZ and JC have had a couple of minutes to explore the tool. 
There are multiple moments of instrumentation as they learn to use the tool and hypothesize 
about its functionality. Of particular interest is when JC suggests that the tool can be used to find 
triangles (Lines 244-248). She also highlights the base of the triangle by tracing it on the device 
(Line 248, see Figure 4). 
 

244 JC: Oh yeah. I guess if you wanted…Can you find the height and the base of a triangle if 
245 you have… 
246 NZ: Oh! 
247 JC: If you set to this degrees and make sure it’s aligned correctly you could like find the 
248 length and then you can read it. 

 

	
Figure	4	Tracing	the	base	of	the	triangle. 

JC implies that setting the radius arm at a particular angle affects the base and height of 
the triangle they would find. Shortly after, in another moment of instrumentation, she notices 
numbers on the radius arm and mentions that the hypotenuse can be measured as well (Line 254, 
see Figure 5). These comments show that by constraining the students’ attention to right 
triangles, the task has elicited the initial anticipation of a relationship between height-base and 
theta-hypotenuse. Though this relationship is not elaborated here, JC’s realization is certainly a 
first step in bridging the two perceptions of the triangle. 
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Figure	5	Showing	numbers	on	the	radius	arm. 

The students are then asked to discuss how the base and height of a triangle would 
change if the hypotenuse stays constant but theta increases (Question A in Part II of the activity). 

 
271 NZ: Oh so when theta is really small then the base would be maximum at 8 and the 
272 height would be zero. 
… 
275 NZ: So then when we move it a bit higher then the base would be a little bit less than 8 
276 and the height will be a little bit greater than zero 

	
Here we see that identifying the base and height of the triangle by using the tool, which 

moments before was just a personal hypothesis, has turned into a mathematical sign through the 
students’ engagement with the artifact and their discussion. Through this semiotic mediation 
process the students have become capable of using the artifact to reach the objective of the task, 
they have instrumented themselves, and the artifact has become instrumentalized (see Figure 6). 
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Figure	6	Moving	radius	arm	to	increase	theta. 

In Line 286 we see that the continuity of the tool evokes students’ anticipation about 
other quadrants: NZ says, “I guess we could continue” while JC skillfully moves the set of arms 
to the second quadrant. As JC moves the set of arms to the second quadrant she gestures where 
the height would be in this new area, highlighting and coding it (Line 287, see Figure 7). 

 
287 JC: Yeah if you continue then like the height is still large in magnitude and the base is 
288 small in magnitude. 
 

 JC’s use of the word “magnitude” shows that she has realized that the triangle sides could 
have negative values in other quadrants. There is no indication, on her part, of how this fact 
relates to the relationship between the two perceptions of the right triangle. However, we will see 
in the next excerpt that JC’s observation comes back and does enable her to hypothesize about 
the relationships in question. 
 

	
Figure	7	Showing	the	height	of	a	triangle	in	the	second	quadrant. 
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 Finally, in Line 300, NZ comments that by using the Pythagorean theorem, they can 
relate the base-height to the hypotenuse. This comment shows that as students are going through 
the task the two perceptions of the triangle are becoming conceptualized as one by means of 
bridging attributes (see Table 1) such as the Pythagorean relationship. If we look back at the task 
prompt wherein the hypotenuse is considered constant and the base-height change is in question, 
recalling this theorem on the students’ part is not unusual. We might suggest that the way the 
task prompt was presented triggered this recall. 
 Excerpt 2: Positioning of Theta, The Pythagorean Theorem, and Sides with 
Negative Values (Lines 499-539). Here the students are working on the last question of the 
activity. This question asks students to come up with sufficient information to give the 
interviewer so that the interviewer would be able to identify a unique triangle. The goal of 
presenting this question was for students to bring together the two perceptions of the triangle by 
realizing that giving information about the hypotenuse and theta could indicate the same triangle 
as giving information about the base and height would. The shortcomings of this question are 
discussed in the Reflections section. In Line 522 JC offers that three sides might be sufficient 
information. Here we see the Pythagorean theorem come up once again in NZ’s response when 
she states that because this is a right triangle two sides would be enough since they can calculate 
the third side (Line 523). Although this is an important realization with regards to the 
relationship between the two representations of points on the plane, it is insufficient in that it 
does not account for a potentially negative base or height. We see this shortcoming being 
addressed in the next few lines of the transcript: 
 

527 NZ: Yeah. Then you don’t know if it’s like here or here or here. I think you need the 
528 angle or the quadrant. 

 
NZ is referring to the different quadrants that a triangle can fall in if the only information 

given about the triangle is the size, and not the signs, of its sides (see Figure 8). By referring to 
“the angle or the quadrant” we can infer that NZ has realized that the positioning of the angle 
theta is important in determining the triangle. Furthermore, in Lines 531-534, JC establishes that 
triangles can have negative sides and if the sign of the sides were given then providing theta 
would not be necessary. This conversation shows that the students have come to realize the 
relationship between the two perceptions of the triangle in a new way: The angle theta can have a 
similar effect on the construction of a triangle as do negative sides. This is an imperative 
observation on the students’ part when it comes to the relationship between Cartesian and polar 
coordinates because the angle theta in the polar coordinate is determined not only by the 
magnitude of the Cartesian coordinates, but also by their signs. 
 

531 JC: Well if you’re given 3 sides too then 
532 NZ: But they can be in different quadrants right? 
533 JC: If you’re given only the magnitude of the base and height…But if you’re given like 
534 the exact. If it’s like below and like the height is negative then like you know. 
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Figure	8	Four	triangles	that	can	be	created	if	only	the	base-height	magnitudes	were	given:	AOQ,	BOP,	COP,	DOQ. 

 Summary of Interview 1. We have seen that different aspects of the task and device 
have opened up opportunities for the participants of this interview to bridge between the two 
perceptions of the right triangle. First, when the students were learning to use the tool, we saw JC 
anticipating certain relationships between the base-height of the triangle and the hypotenuse-
theta. This shows that the task prompts constrained the students’ attention to specific right 
triangles so that the different characteristics of the triangle and how they might relate to each 
other were elicited in the students’ talk. Anticipating the existence of such relationships is the 
first step to later mathematizing them in service of relating Cartesian and polar coordinates. Later 
on when students worked on the first question of Part II, we saw that the continuity of the tool 
motivated them to move the set of arms to the second quadrant and talk about the questioned 
relationships there. This aspect of the tool evoked the notion of negative sides. In the last 
question, this notion was brought up by JC leading to the students’ elaboration on the 
relationship between the base-height and theta. Finally, we also saw that the way the task prompt 
was presented in Question A of Part II may have elicited NZ’s last comments about the 
Pythagorean relationship between the base, height, and hypotenuse. This relationship also came 
up in the last question when NZ narrowed down JC’s suggestion for 3 sides to 2 sides. The 
Pythagorean relationship, simple as it is, is a fundamental bridging attribute of the right triangle 
(see Table 1). It connects the Cartesian coordinates of points on the plane to the r value of polar 
coordinates. It is worth mentioning, that although a direct question about points on the plane was 
not designed in the first interview protocol we still see that by bringing together the two 
constructions of the right triangle, the students show potential for being able to relate the 
Cartesian and polar coordinates as well. 

Reflecting on the First Interview and Making Informed Adjustments. Following the 
first interview I reflected on the process and did a preliminary analysis of the videos in order to 
make informed changes for the second interview. As mentioned in the methods section, the 
videos were also brought to different research groups for insight from colleagues. Aside from 
minor adjustments, two major aspects of the task were altered: First, the questions that were 
intended to elicit trigonometric relationships in the second part (Questions C and D of Part II) 
were worded in a way that did not foster students’ recognition of those relationships. Reflecting 
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on the first question of the second part of this interview (Question A, Part II) it was suggested 
that using the device’s affordance of continuity could potentially elicit those responses. 
Therefore, these two questions in Interview 1 were replaced with two other questions in 
Interview 2 (see Questions B and C of Part II in the second interview protocol in Appendix A). 

Second, it was originally anticipated that the last question in Interview 1 (discussed in 
Excerpt 2) would serve as relating the hypotenuse-theta characteristics to the base-height 
characteristics of the triangle. Although the question led to students realizing certain 
relationships that are important to conceptualizing the two perceptions of the triangle as one, it 
did not serve its original purpose. With this shortcoming in mind, it was suggested that a 
question about conversions of representations of points on the plane be designed so that students 
have the opportunity to discuss the relationship between these representations in a more explicit 
and formal way. Therefore, the last question in the second interview was added in which students 
are asked about the relationship between the coordinates of a particular point and the aspects of 
the triangles (see Question F of Part II in the second interview protocol in Appendix A). 

Interview 2 
 In the second interview, similar to the first, students GM and AN start off by working on 
Part I of the activity. After going through the first part they are introduced to the device and 
asked to explore it. Next, they go through Part II of the activity. Three excerpts have been chosen 
for this analysis. In the first, the students work on Question B from the first part of the activity. 
Although they have not been introduced to the device at this point, I will discuss how the task 
itself leads students to talk about some of the bridging attributes of the right triangle (see Table 
1) and make connections between the two perceptions. The second excerpt shows students 
working on Question A of Part II. Here, we will see how the task prompt and the tool’s 
affordance of continuity allow students to bridge between the two constructions of the triangle. 
In the third excerpt, all of the four bridging attributes of the right triangle come up in the 
students’ talk, allowing them to make some formal conclusions about the relationships between 
Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane. 

Excerpt 1: Positioning of Theta, The Pythagorean Theorem, and Trigonometric 
Relationships (Lines 52-103). In this excerpt the students are working on the second question of 
Part I and they have not been introduced to the device yet. However, we do see that through 
semiotic mediation, the two students come to realize some of the bridging attributes of the right 
triangle. The question asks the students to find a triangle with hypotenuse 6 units and a theta of 
120 degrees. In Line 52, GM correctly draws the hypotenuse of the triangle in the second 
quadrant, but the students then diverge from the right triangle by instead drawing an isosceles 
triangle (see Figure 9, Lines 53-70). This is possibly due to not attending to the original task 
prompt, which asked the students to think about right triangles with their base on the x-axis and 
their hypotenuse starting at the origin. In Line 71 the two students are asked to look back at this 
prompt and in Lines 72-75 they debate the positioning of the angle theta, given that they have a 
right triangle. 

 
72 GM: A right…on the x-y plane. Oh this isn’t a right angle one that makes sense. So we 
73 need to make the angle 120, but it still has to be a right triangle. 
74 AN: That doesn’t work though because a triangle has to be 180 degrees, 
 
Finally, they arrive at the formal, task definition of theta and GM highlights the important 

fact that theta might not be part of the triangle (see Figure 10, Lines 76-82). 
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76 AN: So would it have to be this one? (A draws a vertical line connecting the hypotenuse 
77 to the left side of the x-axis). 
78 GM: Yeah. 
79 AN: Because technically we’d still use (at this point A draws over the hypotenuse with 
80 his pencil). 
81 GM: Yeah. Cause does the angle of theta not necessarily have to be part of the triangle 
82 per se? 

 

	
Figure	9	Drawing	an	isosceles	instead	of	a	right	triangle. 

	
Figure	10	Completing	the	right	triangle	in	the	second	quadrant. 

 The question then asks the students to find the base and the height of the triangle. In Line 
85 we see that GM mentions using trigonometric relationships, anticipating the connection 
between the two constructions. AN then formalizes GM’s suggestion, writing out the actual sine 
relationship between the height and the hypotenuse and finding a mathematical relationship 
between the two perceptions of the right triangle (Lines 87-91). Furthermore, in Lines 92-98, 
GM offers using the Pythagorean theorem to find the base of the triangle, now that they have two 
of the other sides (i.e., the hypotenuse and the height). GM’s comment highlights another 
bridging attribute of the right triangle and paves the way for later connecting the two 
representations of points on the plane. 

This question served two purposes: First, it provided an opportunity for the students to 
realize that theta might fall outside of a triangle (as is the case if the triangle is in the second, 
third, or fourth quadrants). Second, the question elicited students’ talk about trigonometric 
relationships and the Pythagorean relationship, which connect the two perceptions of the right 
triangle. Processing this information on the students’ part was important to their progress through 
the activity because they arrived at ideas that could later be utilized in connecting the Cartesian 
and Polar representations. 

Excerpt 2: Positioning of Theta and Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 245-329). 
Here the students have been introduced to the device and are now working on the first question 
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in Part II of the activity. This is the question that asks students about how the base and height 
change as theta gets larger in a dynamic triangle with a constant hypotenuse. Although the 
students have had some time before this question to explore the device and represent right 
triangles on it, at the beginning of this question there is still a long process of instrumentation as 
the students engage with the device and learn to use it effectively to show a right triangle with a 
constant hypotenuse and a changing theta (Lines 245-271). Eventually, in Line 272 
instrumentalization happens as GM applies the device to the task correctly while also 
highlighting and coding the hypotenuse on the device (see Figure 11, Line 272-274). 

 
272 GM: Just put it there…a constant hypotenuse…Oh then this is the hypotenuse in that 
273 case. Oh then you would just want it to stay right here like at 4 I guess. It’s like your base 
274 gets smaller but your height increases until you hit this point and then it flips. 
 

	
Figure	11	Highlighting	the	hypotenuse. 

In Lines 275-277 AN formalizes GM’s conjecture, relating the base and height to cosine 
and sine, respectively. Here we see initial mathematization of the relationships between theta and 
the base and height. 

 
275 AN: So at 45 degrees sine and cosine are equal but from 0 to 45 cosine is larger so the 
276 base would be larger and then from 45 to 90 sine is larger so the height would be or the 
277 base yeah the height would be larger. 
 
In Line 279, AN questions their hypothesized relationships for the third quadrant. We see 

that the tool’s continuity and the tasks’ demand for increasing theta have afforded exploration of 
other quadrants. In a semiotic mediation process we first see GM comment that in the third 
quadrant you first start with a “small-ish” theta (see Figure 12, Line 291-294). 
 

291 GM: and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. So it’s like this. So if you started off like at a 
292 really…yeah constant 4 let’s do that. If you started off with a theta that was small-ish not 
293 small but in relation to the third quadrant, if you start off small the base would be really 
294 long and the height would be really short 
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Figure	12	Indicating	a	small-ish	theta.	Red	arrow	shows	the	angle	GM	is	referring	to	and	blue	arrow	shows	the	

actual	theta. 

This personal sense-making is important because it shows that GM realizes that theta 
would not actually be small in this quadrant, and concurrently shows that she can reason about 
theta and its relationship to the base and height. In Line 300, AN uses sine and cosine functions 
to describe GM’s results in the first quadrant and after my prompt in Line 305 the two students 
talk about these formal relationships in the second quadrant (Lines 306-329). At this point they 
show evidence of being able to use formal mathematics to connect the two constructions of the 
right triangle not only in the first, but also in the second quadrant. 

Excerpt 3: Positioning of Theta, The Pythagorean Theorem, Sides with Negative 
Values, and Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 540-585). In this short excerpt we see that the 
students engage with all of the bridging attributes of the right triangle (see Table 1) by discussing 
the last question of the activity (see Appendix A). This question was added to the interview 
protocol after reflecting on the first interview. The goal was to have students explicitly talk about 
point coordinates (see Reflecting on the First Interview). In this question the students are asked 
about the green point, demonstrated by the screw attaching the right-angle arm to the radius arm. 
This is the point for which Cartesian and polar coordinates can be represented by each of the two 
perceptions of the right triangle in the Find the Triangle Activity. The task brings the students’ 
attention to this point and they instrument themselves with this new aspect of the device by 
talking about which corner of the triangle it represents (Lines 541-551). In Line 556 AN 
highlights a relationship between the angle theta and the signs of the x-y coordinates: 

 
556 AN: We could say like if the angle’s between 0 and 90 it’s positive x positive y and then 
 
AN’s words trail off, but his gesture indicates that he is able to generalize his comment to 

other quadrants as well (see Figure 13). This short, but significant comment shows that once 
again the continuity of the tool has allowed the students to realize that the coordinates could have 
negative values and whether they are negative or positive depends on the positioning of the angle 
theta. This is important to connecting Cartesian and polar coordinates because the angle in a 
polar coordinate is not only determined by the tangent relationship between the magnitude of the 
x and y values, but also the signs they carry with them in each quadrant. 
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Figure	13	Gesturing	rotation	around	the	four	quadrants. 

The next part of the question asks students to find a relationship between the green 
point’s coordinates and the angle that is between the line connecting the point to the origin and 
the x-axis. Though this definition is very close to the original definition of the angle theta, the 
small difference in restating it (see Figure 14) has led the students to talk about the angle within 
the triangle that is between the hypotenuse and the base. This is a limitation of the task, which 
will be addressed in the Reflections section of this interview. In Lines 575-582 the students 
arrive at the tangent relationship between this newly defined angle and the x-y coordinates while 
mistakenly calling this angle theta. Though they have arrived at the formal tangent relationship 
between the base and height of a right triangle, the presentation of the task prompt has hindered 
them from considering the actual angle theta and the possibility of the triangle having negative 
sides. Finally, in Line 581 AN briefly mentions how all this reminds him of polar coordinates 
and formally connects the r value to the x-y coordinates through the Pythagorean theorem (Lines 
583-584). 
 

	
Figure	14	The	angle	indicated	by	the	last	question	in	Interview	2	(α)	and	the	angle	theta	for	a	triangle	in	the	

second	quadrant	(AOX). 

Summary of Interview 2. Three instances in this interview showed us the potentials of 
the device and the activity in fostering students’ understating of the relationships between 
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Cartesian and polar representations of points on the plane. In Question B Part I the task prompt 
provided the opportunity for the students to discuss how the angle theta, as defined in the Find 
the Triangle Activity, is situated in relation to a right triangle in the second quadrant. 
Additionally, by asking students to find the base and height of the triangle, given that they had 
the hypotenuse and theta, the task elicited trigonometric relationships and the Pythagorean 
relationship between the two perceptions of the right triangle. These were important milestones 
in the students’ progression through the activity because they surfaced ideas that could later be 
used to connect the two representations of points on the plane. While working on Question A in 
Part II, similar to the first interview, the continuity of the tool, the ability to move the set of arms 
around to different quadrants, and the task prompt itself allowed students to explore their 
hypothesized relationships in other quadrants. In the last question, we see that the same aspect of 
the tool allowed AN to talk about and gesture how the signs of the x-y coordinates depend on the 
position of the angle theta. Noticing the different effects of each quadrant is imperative because 
the relationship between Cartesian and polar representations is not only depicted by 
trigonometric relationships and the Pythagorean theorem, but it also depends on the quadrant of a 
point, the signs of its x-y coordinates, and where the angle theta is situated. 

Reflecting on the Second Interview and Making Informed Adjustments. Preliminary 
analysis of the video data for this interview and discussion with the research groups in which I 
participated led to two major changes to the protocol for Interviews 3 and 4. First, in Interviews 
1 and 2 the device was introduced between Part 1 of the activity and Part 2. The analysis of these 
two interviews showed that when students were introduced to the device their attention was 
already constrained to right triangles. In Interview 1 this allowed JC to anticipate certain 
relationships between height-base and theta-hypotenuse, which were important to their later 
advances on the activity. Regardless of the potential benefits of this presentation on the students’ 
progression through the activity, from a design perspective it would have been useful to also see 
the students’ reactions to the device before their attentions were directed towards right triangles. 
For this reason, in Interviews 3 and 4 the device was introduced at the beginning of the activity 
in an exploratory phase, before students started working on the questions in the Find the Triangle 
Activity. 
 Second, as previously mentioned, realizing the effects of the positioning of theta on the 
signs of the x-y coordinates is important to relating Cartesian and polar representations. The last 
question in Interview 2 is about a newly defined angle and this hindered students from making 
the important connection between the angle theta and the base and height having negative values 
(see Figure 14). In Interviews 3 and 4 this question is altered so that it asks about theta and not 
the angle that is currently stated in the prompt (the angle between the x-axis and a line going 
from the origin to the green point). As we will see in the next two interviews, when the question 
includes theta itself there is a more elaborate, and mathematically coherent conversation about 
signs changing and the relationship of that to the tangent of theta. 

Interview 3 
In this interview, unlike the previous two interviews, students RT and JL first had a 

chance to explore the SeeComplex device. After some exploration they were introduced to the 
Find the Triangle activity. Two excerpts were chosen for discussion. In the first, while working 
on Questions B and C in Part II, the students navigate between the two perceptions of the triangle 
while discussing trigonometric relationships and how they are affected by the different quadrants 
that the triangle falls in. In the second excerpt, the students work on the last question of the 
activity. Here, in addition to discussing trigonometric relationships and the possibility of 
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negative sides for triangles, the students mention the positioning of theta and the Pythagorean 
theorem as affecting the decisions they were making. 

Excerpt 1: Sides with Negative Values and Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 351-
491). The students’ progress through Questions B and C in Part II of the activity is permeated 
with multiple moments of instrumentalization. After reading Question B RT skillfully moves the 
set of arms to the first quadrant. She keeps theta constant, while moving the right angle arm 
along the radius arm to indicate an increase in the hypotenuse (Line 351-354). JL follows along 
and the two students eventually agree that the base and height would increase (Line 363, see 
Figure 15). 

 

  
Figure	15	Increasing	hypotenuse	while	holding	theta	constant.	

From here, we can see trigonometric relationships emerging for the students through a 
process of semiotic mediation: First, while engaging with the signs that the artifact has afforded 
for them (e.g., different side lengths for different values of theta), the students develop personal 
meanings for the ratio at which the two sides would increase (Line 364-369): 

 
364 RT: Mhm, if it’s 45-45 they would increase at…on a one to one ratio. 
365 JL: Right. 
366 RT: But if it was like 30-60, this would increase (R moves set of arms to 30 
367 degrees)…wait well…no…I mean it would be relative to the side lengths. Right? 
 
Prompted by the task (Line 370) and later by myself (Line 374) RT and JL start talking 

about a specific relationship between the height and the base. In Line 375, RT explicitly states 
that “theta helps dictate the relationship or the ratio between the sides”. At this moment, the 
students have bridged the two perceptions of the right triangle, relating the base and the height (x 
and y values) to theta. With the goal of connecting their personal meanings to mathematical 
meanings I push them to be more specific about the relationship (Line 376-383). From here on, 
RT and JL discuss the different possibilities for theta and how that would change the sides of the 
triangles (Line 385-414): 
 

392 JL: So like first tangent of 45 degrees 
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393 RT: So like what’s tangent of theta 45 it’s one over one so like the sides are increasing on 
394 a one-to-one. If it’s like tangent of 30 (J starts writing) that’s pi over six, and then 
395 that’s… 
… 
407 JL: So the tangent of 30 is… 
408 BOTH: One over root 3 

 
There are two instances where the base is highlighted as indicating cosine of theta (Line 

387 and Line 398, see Figure 16), showing that the students are becoming more specific and 
mathematical in relating the Cartesian and polar representations. 

 

	
Figure	16	Tracing	the	x	axis	when	talking	about	cosine	of	theta.	

 In answering Question C, the students go through a similar process, discovering the 
cosine relationship between the base and the hypotenuse. What is worth mentioning here 
however is the semiotic mediation process they go through to realize that negative sides of the 
triangle (when the triangle is in quadrants 2, 3, or 4) affect the trigonometric relationships they 
have found. In Line 448, while prompted to think about a specific relationship between base and 
hypotenuse, RT moves the set of arms to the second quadrant where she moves the right angle 
arm along the radius back and forth. She then quickly moves the set to the third quadrant and 
then moves it back to the second and then the first quadrant (see Figure 17). This instance is 
indicative of the affordances of the artifact: being provided with the other quadrants RT seems 
curious about whether their proposed relationships will hold in the second and third quadrants. 
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Figure	17	A.	Moving	set	of	arms	to	the	second	quadrant.	B.	Moving	right	angle	arm	along	the	radius	arm	to	

indicate	change	in	hypotenuse.	C.	Moving	the	set	of	arms	to	the	third	quadrant.	

I later use RT’s action to prompt the students to talk about what might happen in the 
other quadrants (Line 468). In lines 472-485 RT’s initial observation is formulated into the 
mathematical idea of cosine being negative in the second quadrant. 
 

479 JL: I think it would be the same as the first quadrant basically… 
480 RT: It’s the same as the first quadrant, you just kind of look at the signs I guess. 
481 MS: And how is that related to the cosine? 
482 JL: Oh… 
483 RT: Cosine is negative in the second quadrant, right? 

 
These last few lines of the excerpt are another indication of the students connecting the 

two perceptions of the right triangle, now with more detail and insight. 
Excerpt 2: Positioning of Theta, The Pythagorean Theorem, Sides with Negative 

Values, and Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 657-809). In the last question of the activity 
the students’ attention is guided towards the green point. Having just been introduced to this 
aspect of the device RT and JL first have to instrument themselves with it: In Line 657 JL 
highlights the green point as “the screw” and in Line 661 she notices where the point is with 
respect to the hypotenuse. Additionally, in Lines 664-674 the two students come to agree that the 
coordinates are the same as where the base and the height of the triangle will be (see Figure 18). 

 

 	
Figure	18	Showing	where	the	coordinates	(x,	y)	are	on	the	triangle. 
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They verbalize this new way of looking at the device in Lines 682-686 and the x and y 
coordinates are coded as the base and height of the triangle respectively: 

 
682 JL: Mhm and the coordinates are just giving you the x and y? 
683 RT: The coordinates are like your base and height. 
 
We see a brief mention of the relationship between the Cartesian coordinates and the 

angle theta in Line 675, indicating that the students are beginning to reconcile the two 
perceptions of the right triangle. RT’s initial response that theta will be the tangent inverse of the 
y coordinate over the x coordinate (Line 675) is naïve in the sense that she does not consider 
what would happen in other quadrants and with theta falling outside the triangles. Through a 
process of semiotic mediation RT and JL go from this initial personal sense making to an 
elaborate mathematical conclusion of how the coordinates are related to theta. This process is 
explained as follows: The students are prompted to think about their proposed relationship in the 
fourth quadrant while also thinking about how the angle theta was originally defined (Line 687). 
Their gestures after this prompt (see Figure 19) show that they remember the positioning of theta 
and immediately after this gesture, RT realizes the incompleteness of their proposed relationship 
(Line 690). 

 

	
Figure	19	Gesturing	the	positioning	of	theta	when	the	triangle	is	in	the	fourth	quadrant. 

From here onward the students discuss the relationship and by Line 715 they have 
realized that tangent inverse will give them a negative degree angle, which they would have to 
add 360 degrees to, in order to get their actual theta value. 

 
712 RT: It goes from negative 90 to 90, yeah you’ll get a negative number. 
713 JL: Yeah. And then you’d add… 
714 RT: so you would have to add 360 to make it positive 
715 BOTH: then you can find theta. 
 
This is a much more elaborate connection between the two representations, but it is still 

incomplete as it does not address the second and third quadrants. Therefore, through another 
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improvised prompt, the students are asked to discuss what would happen in the third quadrant 
(Line 722). From Line 727-749, after realizing that tangent inverse does not exist in the second 
and third quadrants, JL proposes that they use cosine inverse instead. However, in order to use 
cosine inverse they would need the hypotenuse of the triangle, so we see that JL offers to use the 
Pythagorean theorem in order to find the hypotenuse (Line 739). 
 

733 JL: Well maybe theta could be like cosine inverse of…wait no just kidding. 
… 
738 JL: Yeah but it’s asking about the relationship between the coordinates, we defined, we 
739 said the coordinates was the height and the base, right? So then I guess we could do some 
740 like A squared plus B squared equals C squared, you know? To find C and then take the 
741 square root of that. 

 
This shows that the students are realizing the relationship between the Cartesian and 

polar representations not only by connecting theta and the x-y coordinates, but also by relating 
the r-coordinate (the hypotenuse) to the x-y coordinates. Their discussion about the relationship 
between theta and the coordinates gets more elaborated until in Line 782-809 RT synthesizes 
their discussion by giving a complete explanation of the relationship between theta and the x-y 
coordinates. 

Summary of Interview 3. In this interview we have seen that various aspects of the task 
and the device motivate the students to bring together the two perceptual constructions of the 
right triangle: Questions B and C in Part II bring forth this relationship by prompting students to 
think about a dynamic triangle in which the theta is constant and one of the sides changes. By 
asking students about the relationship between the other two sides the task shapes their progress 
towards trigonometric relationships. The mobility of the radius arm around the origin, an 
affordance of the device, allows students to explore their hypothesized relationship for multiple 
values of theta. Additionally, the existence of the four quadrants on the device and the ability to 
move the set of arms around the plane stimulate student discussion about whether the 
relationship holds in other quadrants. In Interviews 1 and 2 these same affordances of 
SeeComplex provided students the opportunity to explore other quadrants when they were 
working on Question A in Part II. When the students bring the two perceptions of the triangle 
together and make mathematical sense of the relationship between the two constructions, they 
become capable of connecting the Cartesian and polar representations. The last question of the 
activity was designed so that students make the connections between the Cartesian coordinates 
and angle theta and magnitude 𝑟 more explicit. This question was revised from the second 
interview with the goal that students get at more coherent mathematical relationships between 
the two representations of points on the plane. We see that this is in fact true: The students in 
Interview 3 are able to fully elaborate on the trigonometric relationships while also considering 
the sign of the x and y values; whereas in Interview 2 the presentation of the task prompt 
prevented the students from getting to this level of detail with respect to the trigonometric 
relationships. The mathematical meanings the students draw between x-y coordinates and r and 
theta show that the activity design guided them from connecting the two perceptions of the right 
triangle to eventually connecting the two representations of points on the plane. 

Interview 4 
 In this interview, students JM and MJ first had a chance to explore the SeeComplex 
device. After some exploration they were introduced to the Find the Triangle activity. Two 
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excerpts were chosen for discussion. In the first, while working on Questions B and C in Part II, 
the students navigate between the two perceptions of the triangle while discussing trigonometric 
relationships. Unlike the previous interview however, the discussion is limited to right triangles 
in the first quadrant. In the second excerpt, the students work on the last question of the activity. 
Here, they discuss trigonometric relationships and how the positioning of the angle theta affects 
those relationships. 

Excerpt 1: Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 330-478). This excerpt starts with a 
moment of instrumentalization as MJ skillfully moves the set of arms in the first quadrant to 
answer Question B in Part II of the activity. MJ moves the radius arm to the 50 degree angle, 
holds the radius arm down with one hand to keep theta constant, and moves the right-angle arm 
up along the radius arm with her other hand to indicate an increase in the hypotenuse (see Figure 
20). 

 

	
Figure	20	Increasing	hypotenuse	while	holding	theta	constant. 

After agreeing that the base and height increase as the hypotenuse gets larger (Lines 332-
341) the students, driven by the task, go through a process of semiotic mediation where they 
begin by developing personal meanings with regards to the relationship between the two 
perceptions of the right triangle and go on to mathematically connect the two constructions. This 
process starts by MJ suggesting that they look at the ratio between the base and the height (Line 
342). Shortly after JM initiates the idea that the ratio would depend on theta or the hypotenuse 
(Line 345). She does not elaborate on this and her thinking process is not clear; however, this 
comment suggests that by constraining the students’ attention to the right triangle, the task has 
implied for them that there must be some relationship between the two given attributes (base and 
height) and the missing attributes (theta and hypotenuse). The students’ personal sense-making 
continues as they talk about the ratio being the same, “if you keep it at a certain theta” (Lines 
346-355). In Line 352, JM instrumentalizes the tool to highlight triangles that have the same 
value of theta, but different base and height values. She moves the right-angle arm back and forth 
along the radius arm while elaborating on the common characteristic of these triangles by 
representing them as similar triangles (see Figure 21). 

 
352 JM: Well I guess…at every…so if the theta was constant and only the hypotenuse 
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353 changed (J keeps theta constant and moves the screw up and down the radius arm) all 
354 these triangles are similar so the ratio of base to height in a small triangle is the same 
355 ratio in a larger triangle. 

 

	
Figure	21	Moving	right-angle	arm	back	and	forth	to	indicate	similar	triangles. 

To push them towards more elaborate mathematical meanings I ask them whether they 
can find the ratio they have been talking about (Line 359). At this point MJ suggests that they 
can use the tool to calculate the ratio, but of course the goal is for them to arrive at a generic 
relationship for the ratio. Therefore, I push them further in Line 371 by asking them to not use 
the tool. I later address this issue in the Limitations and Future Work section, and how we might 
overcome the tool’s calculator effect by redesigning the task. Lines 374-377 show that JM is 
again anticipating a relationship between the ratio of base and height and either the hypotenuse 
or theta. 

 
374 JM: And you knew the hypotenuse? 
375 MS: Let’s say you didn’t know the hypotenuse. 
376 JM: And you knew the theta? 
377 MS: Mhm. 
 
Finally, MJ proposes that using the law of sines will help them to find the ratio since they 

already know all the angles. She describes this law by highlighting, on the device, the base of the 
triangle and the angle corresponding to it (Lines 392-397, see Figure 22). It is worth reminding 
that the entire interview protocol serves as a pretext for the actual learning objective of 
connecting the two perceptions of the right triangle. Therefore, at this point, I do not push the 
students to write out the relationship they have mentioned. However, MJ’s elaboration does 
show that they have started to connect the two perceptions mathematically. 

 
392 MJ: Yeah I think you can use the law of sines, like sine of this side (M shows the base of 
393 the triangle on the device) over its angle that’s right across from it (M points to the angle 
394 across from the base) is equal to sine of, the other side is equal to the sine of the angle 
395 across from it. Since you know the 3 angles, I think can find the ratio of this (M points to 
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396 the height of the triangle) to this (M points to the base of the triangle). And the sines will 
397 cancel out. I think. 

 

	
Figure	22	A.	Indicating	the	base	of	the	triangle.	B.	Showing	the	angle	corresponding	to	the	base. 

In answering Question C, the students agree that the same law could be used to find the 
ratio between the base and the hypotenuse. I use this opportunity to ask them to write out the 
ratio in order to elicit trigonometric relationships (Line 426). Finally, they arrive at an 
unconventional, yet mathematically correct relationship using only the sine function 
( !"#$
!!"#$%&'(%

= sin(90− 𝜃), Lines 459-470). Prompting them to go back to Question B they find 

a similar relationship there as well ( !"#$
!!"#!!

= !"#(!"!!)
!"#!

, Lines 471-478). For lack of time, at this 
point, the students are not prompted to think about their relationship in quadrants other than the 
first. However, we see that they were able to mathematically bring together the two perceptions 
of the triangle in the first quadrant. This is important in their understanding of the relationship 
between the two representations of points on the plane given that they have arrived at a 
relationship that can be used to go back and forth between Cartesian and polar coordinates. 

Excerpt 2: Positioning of Theta and Trigonometric Relationships (Lines 602-635). In 
this short excerpt I describe how the students’ proposed trigonometric relationships are 
challenged as they think about other quadrants. Prompted by the last question in the activity, 
there is a moment of instrumentation when the students find the green point on the device and 
realize this new aspect of the tool (Lines 603-606). After reading the first part of the question 
they both code the coordinates as the base and height of the triangle (Lines 609-611). As they 
move on, the next part of the question motivates them to think about the relationship between the 
coordinates and theta. JM suggests that “if you know the base and height then you should know 
theta” and MJ elaborates by presenting the tangent relationship (Lines 616-622). Here, I take 
advantage of their quick response and ask them to extend their proposed relationship to the 
second quadrant (Line 623). JM immediately responds that they need to subtract the found angle 
from 180 (Line 626). MJ elaborates by showing theta in the second quadrant on the device 
(Lines 630-633, see Figure 23). 

 
630 MJ: Yeah so you would find, it would give you the angle on this side so you would have 
631 to make sure that you add whatever, like if it’s in the second quadrant your theta would 
632 be here (M traces theta) it would give you like 30 you have to make sure you subtract, 
633 whatever it gives you from 180. 
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Figure	23	Tracing	from	the	x-axis	to	the	hypotenuse	in	the	second	quadrant	to	indicate	theta. 

This interaction shows that the students attend to how theta was defined and they realize 
that in the second quadrant theta will no longer be inside the triangle. Even though they do not 
talk about the tangent relationship in terms of negative numbers as sides of the triangle (e.g., the 
base would be negative in the second quadrant), realizing and remembering the positioning of 
the angle theta has enabled them to thoroughly systematize the relationship between the 
Cartesian coordinates of the point and the angle theta. 
 Summary of Interview 4. Similar to the previous interviews we have seen that different 
characteristics of the task and the device allow and encourage students to bring the two 
constructions of the right triangle together. As in Interview 3, the presentation of Questions B 
and C of Part II motivated students to discuss the relationship between two sides of the triangle 
and eventually arrive at trigonometric relationships. In particular, it seemed like one of the 
participants of this interview (JM) anticipated a relationship between the base-height and 
hypotenuse-theta attributes of the triangle. This suggests that constraining the students’ attention 
to the right triangle has made the existence of such relationships more evident than if the 
Cartesian and polar representations were being mentioned directly. This is similar to Interview 1, 
when JC anticipated certain relationships between base-height and hypotenuse-theta. The 
imperative moments of understanding take shape when the students arrive at mathematical sense 
making with respect to the relationship between the two perceptions of the right triangle. It might 
seem reasonable to say that the participants in this interview did not arrive at a complete 
relationship in Questions B and C of Part II because they only discussed the first quadrant and 
not the others. However, their response in the last question about the second quadrant shows that 
the task definition of theta and the mobility of the device afforded them the opportunity to 
evaluate their hypothesis competently and eventually arrive at a mathematical relationship 
between the two representations of points on the plane. 

Summary and Discussion 
 The results of the study show that the Find the Triangle activity and the SeeComplex 
device utilize the right triangle as a bridging tool. Consequently, the students are encouraged to 
discuss and reconcile the two perceptual constructions of the right triangle. Through these 
discussions the task and the tool facilitate the students’ formation of connections between the 
two representations of points on the plane. Here I will discuss some of the general affordances of 
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the task and the tool that were demonstrated in two or more interviews: First, we saw that the 
focus of the task on right triangles provided opportunities for students to anticipate and 
sometimes explicitly talk about relationships that hold within a right triangle. These included the 
Pythagorean relationship between the sides and the trigonometric relationships between the sides 
and the angles. These ideas are the basis for the relationships that exist between Cartesian and 
polar coordinates. Furthermore, the continuous mechanical features of SeeComplex raised 
students’ talk around these relationships to a more sophisticated level: We saw students arriving 
at formal trigonometric relationships when they adjusted the right-angle arm on the radius arm to 
discuss changes in a dynamic triangle. Moreover, the mobility of the set of arms around the 
origin and the availability of the four quadrants stimulated and directed students’ curiosity about 
how their hypothesized relationships changed in other quadrants. These features also evoked the 
notion of negative sides and the relationship of the signs of the triangle sides to the angle theta. 
Achieving this level of sophistication about the existing relationships in a right triangle 
suggested that the students would be able to find similar relationships when presented with 
points on the plane. In the last interviews a new feature of the tool, the green point, was 
highlighted and we saw that the task did in fact elicit discussions about the relationships between 
the two representations of points that were similar to the discussions about the relationships 
between the two perceptions of the right triangle. 
 From a theoretical perspective, this study served to demonstrate that the theories used as 
frameworks of analysis for this study are themselves related to each other. We saw that the 
process of instrumentation often constituted highlighting and coding of the elements of the 
device. In other words, the discursive nature of the task allowed students to develop certain ways 
of looking at and referring to the device. For example, in Interview 1, when the students were 
first introduced to the device, JC suggested that they can use it to find triangles, and she 
indicated the base of such a triangle on the tool. There were similar instances in Interviews 3 and 
4 as well. The developed professional vision then played out during instrumentalization, when 
the students used the tool to achieve the goals of the task. In all the interviews there was some 
instance where the students used their professional vision to find a triangle on the device and talk 
about its characteristics (such as the hypotenuse) by utilizing elements of the device (such as the 
radius arm). Furthermore, sometimes instrumentation and the development of professional vision 
happened through processes of semiotic mediation where the students debated the purposes of 
the elements of the device. For example, in Interview 2, when the students were first introduced 
to the device they could not make sense of the right angle arm and I suggested that they take it 
out. Once they figured out that they could use the tool to find triangles, GM realized that the 
right angle arm would help them indicate the base and the height (for details see Lines 146-195 
of the third interview transcript in Appendix B). Finally, we also saw that the semiotic mediation 
processes through which the students discussed relationships between the two perceptions of the 
triangle, consisted of the students debating and applying their professional vision to the task and 
the device and testing their hypotheses by instrumentalizing the tool. These cases demonstrate 
that the three theoretical frameworks are interrelated and they complement one another when 
employed in the analysis of the students’ work with SeeComplex. 

Conclusion 
This design-based research study evaluated the process by which a dyad of undergraduate 

students achieves conceptual coordination between two complementary representations of a 
spatial display. The activity was designed so as to facilitate this conceptual coordination by 
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means of embedding the complementary representations as alternative perceptual constructions 
of a single mathematical object. The object in question was a triangle, and the dyad coordinated 
its polar and Cartesian representations. An integration of three theoretical perspectives was 
brought to bear in interpreting the students’ actions and utterances. Iterated design cycles sought 
to optimize the activity’s conceptual affordances: The tasks were designed to orient the 
participants’ attention to the artifact’s material elements that proved as particularly conducive to 
inquiry about the relationships between complementary representations. As such, the study 
implemented the embodied-design methodology of bridging tools (Abrahamson & Wilensky, 
2007). The theoretical integration of semiotic mediation, instrumental genesis, and professional 
vision proved both viable and effective in building an account of the situated discursive process 
by which the dyad achieved the design’s objectives. 

Analysis of student work showed that the participants took advantage of the opportunities 
provided by the Find the Triangle activity and the SeeComplex tool to expand their knowledge 
of the two perceptions of the right triangle in service of relating the two representations of points 
on the plane. More broadly, this study has shown that in an instructional setting, taking 
advantage of an object that bears structural properties of two representations (i.e., a bridging 
tool) can be beneficial to conceptualizing the two representations as complementary rather than 
competing. Consequently, the cognitive conflict that students initially experience can be 
reconciled through their engagement in a problem-solving activity with the bridging tool. 

Limitations and Future Work 
Here I discuss the limitations of the current design and research study and suggest small- 

and large-scale adjustments that could improve the design and the research in future work. The 
current Find the Triangle activity could be slightly redesigned so as to avoid some of the 
insufficiencies in the existing interviews. Specifically, we saw that sometimes the wording of the 
task can lead students to use the tool as a calculator (e.g., see Interview 4, Excerpt 1). The 
questions in the activity could be reworded so that they explicitly ask for generalized 
relationships rather than vaguely asking for relationships that could lead students to think about a 
specific triangle. Similarly, we saw that in order for students to talk about their proposed 
relationships in other quadrants sometimes the interviewer prompt was necessary. Again the 
wording of the task questions can be revised to ask for these relationships explicitly to avoid the 
need for interviewer prompts. 

More broadly, implementing this activity in a classroom setting may require the design 
revision of embedding the interviewer’s protocol-based response to student action in the form of 
automated interaction feedback. Future work could also explore the potentials of the 
SeeComplex tool in the broader complex number domain. For example, activities could be 
designed that foster students’ learning of arithmetic operations with complex numbers. 

Finally, we do not claim that the outcomes of this project are generalizable to all students 
and every instructional setting. Students participated voluntarily in the current study; therefore, 
there was no control on their mathematical level other than being enrolled in the same freshman 
mathematics course in UC Berkeley. In fact, it seems more likely that these self-selected students 
were more mathematically inclined and interested than their peers. A more diverse population of 
students may respond differently to the proposed design. Additionally, an interview setting is not 
representative of a classroom setting in terms of the instructor’s concerted attention and perhaps 
the general physical and perceptual circumstances, therefore we cannot as yet anticipate similar 
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results from classroom settings. These limitations may be addressed by broadening the scope of 
the research in future work. 
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Appendix A: Find the Triangle Activity Protocols 
Three versions of the activity were developed with slight changes from the first to second 

and second to third and fourth interviews. All three protocols are provided below. 

Activity Protocol for the First Interview 
Start with the activity and make the problems conceptually harder. Enter the device at the start of 
Part II.  
Find the Triangle Activity 
“I’m going to ask you to find a right-angle triangle on the x-y plane. In each of these activities 
imagine that the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. Can 
you show me an example of such a triangle? Here are a few examples” (present examples). “I 
will also ask you to find some of the triangle’s characteristics. In all of these questions theta will 
be the angle between the hypotenuse and the right side of the x-axis. Can you show me an 
example of theta? Here are a few examples” (present examples). 

1) Part I: Questions using Procedures: 
a. Find a triangle with: base 4units, height 3units, triangle is in the first quadrant. 

i. What can you tell me about the hypotenuse? 
ii. What can you tell me about theta? 

b. Find a triangle with: base 5units, hypotenuse 10units, triangle is in the second 
quadrant. 

i. What can you tell me about the height? 
ii. What can you tell me about theta? 

c. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units, theta 30 degrees. 
i. What can you tell me about the base? 

ii. What can you tell me about the height? 
d. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units and theta 120 degrees. 

i. What can you tell me about the base? 
ii. What can you tell me about the height? 

2) Part II: Questions about Concepts: 
a. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant hypotenuse. 

i. How do the base and height change, as theta gets larger and larger, 
assuming it started off being small (close to zero)? 

b. What is the relationship between the two thetas of two triangles that have the 
same height and base, but one is in the first quadrant and the other is in the fourth 
quadrant. 

c. What happens to a triangle if the height and base get doubled, but theta stays the 
same? 

d. Can you find a relationship between theta and the height? What about the base? 
e. If you were to ask me to draw a triangle what would be sufficient information to 

give me? 

Activity Prompt for the Second Interview 
Start with the activity and make the problems conceptually harder. Enter the device at the start of 
Part II and allow some free play. 
Find the Triangle Activity 
“I’m going to ask you to find a right-angle triangle on the x-y plane. In each of these activities 
imagine that the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. Can 
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you show me an example of such a triangle? Here are a few examples” (present examples). “I 
will also ask you to find some of the triangle’s characteristics. In all of these questions theta will 
be the angle between the hypotenuse and the right side of the x-axis (going counterclockwise). 
Can you show me an example of theta? Here are a few examples” (present examples). 

1) Part I: Questions using Procedures: 
a. Find a triangle with: base 4units, height 3units, triangle is in the first quadrant. 

i. What can you tell me about the hypotenuse? 
ii. What can you tell me about theta? 

b. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units and theta 120 degrees. 
i. What can you tell me about the base? 

ii. What can you tell me about the height? 
c. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units, theta 50 degrees. 

i. What can you tell me about the base? 
ii. What can you tell me about the height? 

2) Part II: Questions about Concepts: 
a. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant hypotenuse. How do the base and 

height change, as theta gets larger and larger, assuming it started off being small 
(close to zero)? 

b. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant theta. How do the base and height 
change, as the hypotenuse gets larger and larger? Is there a specific relationship 
between the base and the height in these triangles? 

c. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant theta. How do the base and 
hypotenuse change, as the height gets larger and larger? Is there a specific 
relationship between the base and the hypotenuse in these triangles? 

d. What is the relationship between the two thetas of two triangles that have the 
same height and base, but one is in the first quadrant and the other is in the third 
quadrant. 

e. If you were to ask me to draw a triangle what would be sufficient information to 
give me? 

f. What have you noticed so far about the green point? What can you say about the 
coordinates? Imagine a line going from the origin to this point. What is the 
relationship between the coordinates of the point and the angle between the line 
and the x-axis? 

Activity Prompt for the Third and Fourth Interviews 
Start with introducing the device and asking students what they think it is. Then move on to the 
task (either part 1 or go straight to part 2 as you see fit). 
Find the Triangle Activity 
“I’m going to ask you to find a right-angle triangle on the x-y plane. In each of these activities 
imagine that the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. Can 
you show me an example of such a triangle? Here are a few examples” (present examples). “I 
will also ask you to find some of the triangle’s characteristics. In all of these questions theta will 
be the angle between the hypotenuse and the right side of the x-axis (going counterclockwise). 
Can you show me an example of theta? Here are a few examples” (present examples). 

1) Part I: Questions using Procedures: 
a. Find a triangle with: base 4units, height 3units, triangle is in the first quadrant. 

i. What can you tell me about the hypotenuse? 
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ii. What can you tell me about theta? 
b. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units and theta 120 degrees. 

i. What can you tell me about the base? 
ii. What can you tell me about the height? 

c. Find a triangle with: hypotenuse 6units, theta 50 degrees. 
i. What can you tell me about the base? 

ii. What can you tell me about the height? 
2) Part II: Questions about Concepts: 

a. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant hypotenuse. How do the base and 
height change, as theta gets larger and larger, assuming it started off being small 
(close to zero)? 

b. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant theta. How do the base and height 
change, as the hypotenuse gets larger and larger? Is there a specific relationship 
between the base and the height in these triangles? 

c. Let’s say you have a triangle with a constant theta. How do the base and 
hypotenuse change, as the height gets larger and larger? Is there a specific 
relationship between the base and the hypotenuse in these triangles? 

d. What is the relationship between the two thetas of two equivalent triangles one 
being in the first quadrant and the other in the third quadrant? 

e. If you were to ask me to draw a triangle what would be sufficient information to 
give me? 

f. What have you noticed so far about the green point? What can you say about the 
coordinates? How are the coordinates related to the triangles we’ve been talking 
about? What is the relationship between the coordinates of the point and theta? 
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Appendix B: Interview Transcripts 
The complete transcripts of the four interviews are provided below. Each utterance is 

labeled by the initials of either of the two students or myself. The time stamps are approximately 
10 minutes apart. Due to the technicalities of the camera each video was clipped into two or three 
pieces. Therefore, the first number in the time stamps demonstrates the number of the video clip 
being transcribed. In addition to utterances some of the actions, specifically gestures, are 
described in parentheses. Finally, three dots represent the speaker trailing off. 
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Interview 1 
1-00:00 
MS: Why don’t you introduce yourselves so that I can make sure that I’m hearing you? 1	
Want to go ahead? 2	
NZ: Okay.  Hi I’m NZ. I’m a current freshman Math 10A student. 3	
MS: Cool. Great. 4	
JC: Hi I’m JC. I’m also a freshman 10A student. 5	
MS: Awesome. So now I’m going to leave this on the table. Okay, so we’re going to do 6	
an activity but before we start I’m going to give you some ground rules for the activity 7	
okay? Feel free to use the paper to think about what I’m talking about. So I’m going to 8	
ask you to find a right angle triangle on the x-y plane. You can take notes as well if you 9	
want. Okay so I’m going to ask you to find a right angle triangle on the x-y plane. In each 10	
of these activities imagine that the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis and the 11	
hypotenuse starts at the origin. So can you show me an example of one of these triangles? 12	
NZ: So like this. 13	
MS: Yeah that’s an example. Cool. So here I have some examples too. So these will also 14	
be other types of triangles. 15	
BOTH: Oh okay. 16	
MS: Another thing is that I will also ask you to find some of the triangles characteristics. 17	
In all of these questions there will be an angle theta, which will be the angle between the 18	
hypotenuse and the right side of the x-axis. So can you show me an example? 19	
NZ: Umm…So this angle? 20	
MS: Mhm. 21	
JC: Wait is it…Oh yeah. 22	
MS: Which one is it? 23	
NZ: Inaudible. 24	
JC: Wait where is the right side? 25	
NZ: Inaudible. 26	
JC: Oh is it just here then. Oh because the right side is just this. 27	
NZ: Yeah. So it is that one? 28	
MS: Okay cool. Yeah so here are some examples of what theta would look like. 29	
NZ: Oh. 30	
MS:  So this would be your example and then if our triangle goes to the other side it’ll be 31	
this one and... 32	
JC: Yeah 33	
MS: And we’re thinking of as going counter clockwise. 34	
BOTH: Okay 35	
MS: So any questions so far? Okay. So let’s start with part one of the activities. So find a 36	
triangle with base 4 units, height 3 units and we also know that the triangle is in the first 37	
quadrant. I’m also going to close the door so that the noise outside doesn’t bother us. And 38	
remember to talk out loud. 39	
NZ: Oh okay. So it starts at the origin and then it’s like, the Pythagorean there’s like that 40	
triangle. 41	
JC: Then the hypotenuse is 5 units I guess. Cause it’s like 4 and 3. 42	
NZ: Yeah. 43	
MS: Okay what can you tell me about the hypotenuse of this triangle. 44	
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JC: It’s 5 units. 45	
NZ: It’s the square root of the square roots of the other two sides. So like the square root 46	
of 3 squared plus 4 squared. 47	
MS: Okay can you tell me how you know that? 48	
NZ: Okay so the Pythagorean theorem is a squared plus b squared equals c squared where 49	
c is like the length of the hypotenuse. And since we’re given a and b from the size of the 50	
base and the height we know that the hypotenuse has to be 5. 51	
MS: Okay, anything you want to add J? 52	
JC: You could also find the angle. I don’t remember, is it like a 30-60-90 or something? I 53	
don’t remember. 54	
NZ: I don’t think this one is. That’s like square root… 55	
JC: But if you wanted to you could use some other formula to find the angle. But I can’t 56	
remember. 57	
NZ: Yeah law of sines, or law of cosines, or something. 58	
JC: Yeah. 59	
MS: What can you tell me about theta? 60	
NZ: It’s less than 90 for sure, less than 45 probably. 61	
JC: Yeah. 62	
MS: How do you know it’s less than 45? 63	
NZ: Um…Oh okay so if it were 45 that would mean that the two sides had to be the same 64	
length and since 4 is larger than 3 then this length this has to be smaller than 45 degrees? 65	
MS: Anything more you can tell me about theta? 66	
NZ: You can find with like a trig function. Theta is like sine of opposite over hypotenuse. 67	
JC: Yeah opposite. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. 68	
NZ: So theta would be sine of 3 over 5 or cosine of 4 over 5 or tangent of 3 over 5. 69	
JC: 3 over 4. 70	
NZ: Oh yeah I’m sorry. 71	
MS: Cool anything else you want to add to that? 72	
JC: I mean it’s positive. That’s about it. I guess is it complementary to this angle, the top? 73	
NZ: Oh yeah. 74	
MS: Okay cool. So let’s do part b, find a triangle with base 5 units, hypotenuse 10 units 75	
and we know that the triangle is in the second quadrant. 76	
JC: 5 units…umm… 77	
NZ: Umm… 78	
MS: Remember to talk out loud. 79	
NZ: So I think this is the 30-60-90 triangle. 80	
JC: Is it? I don’t remember. 81	
NZ: The hypotenuse is double the base so like it’s like 1 2 3. 82	
JC: Oh yeah… 83	
NZ: So then we know that theta is 60 and the other one is 30. 84	
JC: Yeah. I forgot about this. 85	
NZ: And the third side is 5 root 3 right? 86	
JC: Yeah, but, 87	
NZ: Okay, for a second I thought it was 5 root 2 but that would have been too small. 88	
MS: What can you tell me about the height? You sort of already did. 89	
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NZ: Because it’s a 30-60-90 triangle, so we know that the base is 5 and the hypotenuse is 90	
10 so since the hypotenuse is double the base this is a 30-60-90 triangle so then we can 91	
you know that this is 5 like the base times root 3 so that’s the height. 92	
MS: Do you agree J? 93	
JC: I think so, I don’t remember all of these entirely, but yeah it seems correct. 94	
MS: Why does it seem correct? 95	
JC: I guess you know that the height has to be less than the hypotenuse because the 96	
hypotenuse is always the longest side. And… 97	
NZ: Yeah. 98	
JC: I just vaguely remember the formulas. 99	
MS: So where did the square root of 3 come from? 100	
NZ: Oh I guess if you use the Pythagorean theorem you could find out what that side was 101	
too. 102	
 103	
1-10:04 104	
JC: Yeah, to verify. 105	
NZ: 10 squared equals 5 squared plus c squared so then 100 equals 25 plus c squared and 106	
then so c is, c squared is 75 so c would be the square root of 75 which simplifies to 5 root 107	
3 I think. Yeah. 108	
MS: Okay any other ideas or ways for finding that? Or do you want to add anything? 109	
NZ: I guess I just memorized, our teacher told us that it was 1 2 3 but the last one was a 110	
root. 111	
MS: Okay. What can you tell me about theta here? 112	
NZ: In this case theta is 60 degrees. Wait did I… 113	
JC: Wait yeah…this ones 60… 114	
NZ: Yeah…This one is… 115	
JC: But then theta is to the right, the right side of the x-axis so it’s like 180 minus 60 116	
right? 117	
NZ: Oh yeah lol. Okay. So it’s 120 degrees yeah. 118	
MS: So theta is 120 you’re saying? 119	
BOTH: yeah. 120	
MS: So you said something about 60. What was that? 121	
NZ: that was the supplement of theta. Yeah cause I said it wrong. 122	
MS: Okay. Anything else you want to add about the height and theta? 123	
NZ: I guess the height and theta don’t really have a direct relationship. Like you can 124	
change this triangle to be a factor bigger or a factor smaller and theta would still be the 125	
same. 126	
MS: Okay. Do you want to add anything? 127	
JC: I can’t really think of anything to add.  128	
MS: Okay so let’s do the next part. Find a triangle where the hypotenuse is 6 units and 129	
theta is…sorry the hypotenuse is 6 units and theta is 30 degrees. Remember we want to 130	
talk. 131	
JC: I just like… 132	
NZ: If you draw the triangle… 133	
JC: You can use the sine cosine, to find the height right? Since you have the hypotenuse 134	
so it’s like sine 30 equals x over 6 and then sine 30 is…is it one half? 135	
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NZ: Sine 30? Yeah…wait… 136	
JC: Cause sine 60 is square root 3 over 2 right? 137	
NZ: Okay. Then it should be…I guess I was just like it’s also a 30-60-90 I think. 138	
JC: I see. 139	
NZ: But that’s a really good way of finding. I just don’t remember my unit circle. 140	
JC: I know that’s true you can use this one. Yeah you can find it another way. 141	
NZ: Yeah okay. 142	
MS: What other way are you talking about? 143	
JC: You use sine or cosine. Since you know this sine of angles like 30 or 60 you can also 144	
use sine equals x over 6 to find this side like the height or like this side using cosine or 145	
something. 146	
MS: And then what was the second way that you were talking about? 147	
NZ: So you can also see it as a 30-60-90 triangle like in the previous part. And then it 148	
would just because you know the hypotenuse is 6 then you can say the shorter side is 3 so 149	
half of 6 and then the other side would be 3 times the root of 3. 150	
MS: How are these two ways related to each other? 151	
NZ: Umm…I guess we’re using the same angle and the same original length. But… 152	
JC: The second method is just kind of memorization. 153	
NZ: Yeah. 154	
JC: It’s just like easier tricks… 155	
NZ: Yeah. 156	
MS: Whereas the first method is what? If the second method is memorization what’s the 157	
first method? 158	
NZ: Oh it’s like algorithm and heuristic. Right? 159	
JC: I have no idea. 160	
NZ: So like this is like a heuristic I think. You see this and you know there’s a shortcut. 161	
And then algorithm it works for everything but it takes longer. So that’s more effective 162	
but heuristic is just faster. 163	
JC: Yeah. 164	
MS: So you already told me how you found the base sort of, right? 165	
BOTH: Yeah. 166	
MS: Can you just explain it one more time? The base of the triangle. 167	
NZ: Okay if you put it in the positive. Like the first quadrant then the base would be half 168	
of the hypotenuse times the square root of 3 and then you can actually use the 169	
Pythagorean theorem if you know the hypotenuse and the other, the height. 170	
MS: Okay. In this case we didn’t know either the base or the height and so how did you 171	
find both of them? 172	
NZ: So given the hypotenuse of a 30 degree angle you can see that it has to be a 30-60-90 173	
because it’s a right triangle. So this shorter side has to be half of the length of the 174	
hypotenuse and then you can find the longer side. It would just be the shorter side times 175	
root 3 or half of the longer side times root 3. 176	
MS: Do you want to add anything to that J? 177	
JC: I guess you can just use cosine of 30 degrees equals x over 6 which is the hypotenuse 178	
and then just find x to find the base. 179	
MS: Okay. Alright so last part for this set. Find a triangle with hypotenuse 6 units and 180	
theta 120 degrees. 181	
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NZ: Okay so you have theta 120 then it has to be in the second quadrant. 182	
JC: Yeah that’s true. 183	
NZ: So 90 plus 30 so it would look like an obtuse angle to the origin I guess and then the 184	
hypotenuse is 6 and the supplement of theta is 60 degrees. Oh okay so looks like the 185	
triangle from the last part, except it’s like flipped. Is that like rotated? 186	
JC: Inaudible. 187	
NZ: I think it’s rotating not flipping. 188	
JC: Yeah, not like reflection 189	
NZ: Alright so it was rotated and then it was translated. You can rotate it this way and 190	
then… 191	
JC: Yeah it’s like the same triangle, but like… 192	
NZ: So that’s… 193	
JC: So like the base and the height would flip around. 194	
NZ: So then it’s like congruent. 195	
JC: Yeah. 196	
NZ: Okay yeah. So it’s a congruent triangle so it has the same dimensions it’s just kind of 197	
rotated a bit. 198	
MS: Okay. And what can you tell me about the base and the height? 199	
NZ: Since it’s moved from last time the base is 3 units and the height is 3 times square 200	
root of 3 units. 201	
MS: How did you find that? 202	
NZ: It’s the same triangle as before. So the dimensions are the same length and the angle 203	
s are the same. They’re just I guess in a different order around the triangle so the sides, 204	
the two sides, the short side is 3 and the longer side is 3 root 3. 205	
MS: Okay. Great. So what we’re going to do next is that I will give you this device. 206	
NZ: Oh… 207	
MS: You can still use paper. 208	
JC: Oh my gosh 209	
 210	
1-20:02 211	
MS: But I’m going to put this here in the middle so you can both work with it. And I’m 212	
going to ask you some different questions. We’re still talking about triangles, but some 213	
different questions. Okay? Do you want to start just playing around with that for maybe a 214	
minute and then I’ll ask you the questions. 215	
JC: I’d just hang it on my wall. 216	
NZ: Yeah! I’d make a copy and stick it on my math formula sheet. Can you move it 217	
along the… 218	
JC: You can move it like this and you can move it like that. 219	
NZ: That’s so cool oh my god. 220	
JC: Inaudible. 221	
NZ: Is that a right angle? (checks using corner of paper, Figure 4) 222	
JC: Yeah, I’m assuming. 223	
NZ: Okay, let’s do this…It is! 224	
BOTH: Yeah! 225	
JC: Wait how do you use it? 226	
NZ: Like measures circles? 227	
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JC: Wait so if you have like…this is 45 right? (places the edge of the radius arm on 45 228	
degrees, Figure 5) 229	
NZ: Yeah. 230	
JC: I guess…But like what does it…Does it like… 231	
NZ: I think you would put it…Would you put it on the middle? 232	
JC: Oh wait… 233	
NZ: For 45 would you put it like… 234	
JC: Oh yeah I’m dumb 235	
NZ: No! 236	
JC: And then like. Does it do anything else? Or is it just… 237	
NZ: I guess you can also use it as a makeshift compass too. If you put paper under you 238	
can draw a curve. But this is too fancy for that. 239	
MS: What are you thinking about? 240	
JC: I was just…Wait so these are…As a compass how would you use it? 241	
NZ: If you put paper under it and then you put your pencil here you can draw a curve. 242	
JC: Oh yeah. I guess if you wanted…Can you find the height and the base of a triangle if 243	
you have… 244	
NZ: Oh! 245	
JC: If you set to this degrees and make sure it’s aligned correctly you could like find the 246	
length (Figure 6) and then you can read it. You can find…what is it called? I don’t know. 247	
NZ: Inaudible. 248	
JC: You can find triangles with the same angles. 249	
NZ: Oh similar! 250	
JC: Yeah similar triangles you’d just like move it smaller. 251	
NZ: Oh yeah you can keep the angle. 252	
JC: There’s numbers here too (referring to the numbers on the radius arm). Oh yeah if 253	
you want to you can measure the hypotenuse too. 254	
NZ: I wonder how this was inked. That’s so cool. 255	
MS: Cool. Let me ask you a question. And again you can use this you can use paper, 256	
whatever you want. Let’s say you have a triangle, and we’re still talking about the same 257	
triangles so the base is on the x-axis and theta is the angle between the right side of the x-258	
axis and the hypotenuse. So let’s say you have a triangle with a constant hypotenuse. The 259	
question is how do the base and height change as theta gets larger and larger assuming it 260	
started being small, close to zero. 261	
NZ: So the hypotenuse is the same and it’s a right triangle. 262	
JC: Wait so theta gets bigger and how does what change? 263	
NZ: Oh the base and the height. 264	
JC: Oh how do the base and the height change? 265	
NZ: Oh okay. 266	
JC: So if we start at zero… 267	
NZ: And set the hypotenuse at some number. 268	
JC: 8 or something (Figure 7), then if you…(J moves hypotenuse so theta gets larger, 269	
Figure 8) 270	
NZ: Oh so when theta is really small then the base would be maximum at 8 and the 271	
height would be zero. That’s not really a triangle! 272	
JC: Yeah. 273	
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MS: Yeah that’s why I said close to zero, but not zero. 274	
NZ: So then when we move it a bit higher then the base would be a little bit less than 8 275	
and the height will be a little bit greater than zero 276	
JC: And then as you keep increasing then… 277	
NZ: The base would get smaller and the height would get bigger 278	
JC: Yeah basically. 279	
NZ: Until 45 degrees where the base and the height would be the same. 280	
JC: Yeah. And then you can (J moves radius arm closer to 90 degrees, but the base and 281	
height are slanted, N comes in to straighten them so they would still have a right-angle 282	
triangle) move until the 90 degree mark then its not a triangle anymore. 283	
NZ: Yeah but really close to that when theta is super close to 90 then the base would be 284	
really small and the height would be really close to 8. 285	
JC: Yeah. 286	
NZ: I guess we could continue right? 287	
JC: Yeah if you continue then like the height is still large in magnitude and the base is 288	
small in magnitude (J shows where the height is as she’s talking about it, Figure 9). 289	
NZ: And then the base gets bigger and the height gets smaller, 290	
JC: Yeah 291	
NZ: Until a point where they’re the same 292	
JC: Yeah 293	
NZ: And then it just continues until the base goes on to almost 8 294	
JC: Yeah 295	
NZ: And then I guess you can keep going… 296	
JC: Then the base starts out large and the height small and you go all the way and then 297	
the height is large and then the base gets large. 298	
NZ: Yeah. 299	
JC: Okay. And then we’re back. 300	
NZ: So then since we know that the base is a constant well no the hypotenuse is constant 301	
through Pythagorean theorem you can know that the two sides squared together have to 302	
be the same value cause the hypotenuse is constant. 303	
JC: Yeah. Basically like a and b are always increasing and decreasing. 304	
NZ: Is that like an inverse relationship? 305	
JC: Wait…No… 306	
NZ: No 307	
JC: Is it? 308	
NZ: Cause when a increases b decreases. Right? 309	
JC: Yeah… 310	
NZ: But that’s not the traditional…is it? It’s like kind of… 311	
JC: Wait… 312	
MS: Okay. So let me ask you another question: what is the relationship between the two 313	
thetas of two triangles that have the same height and base, but one is in the first quadrant 314	
and the other is in the fourth quadrant? 315	
NZ: Oh fourth quadrant. So this one. 316	
JC: Yeah. 317	
MS: Do you want me to read it again? 318	
NZ: I think that’s good 319	
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JC: I think we… 320	
MS: You have it? 321	
JC: Yeah. 322	
NZ: Triangles are the same so I think we can draw very generic triangles 323	
JC: Yeah 324	
NZ: I guess how does theta relate 325	
JC: Wait is theta the same? 326	
NZ: No the theta’s not the same the height and base are the same 327	
JC: Oh okay never mind 328	
NZ: So if you set the first theta equal to x then the second theta would be 360 minus x? 329	
Yeah so if this one is x and like this would be 360 degrees minus x. 330	
JC: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. 360 minus theta and then… 331	
NZ: So theta 2 equals 360 minus theta 1. 332	
MS: Which one is theta 1? 333	
NZ: Oh I said theta 1 is the theta of the triangle in the first quadrant and theta 2 is the 334	
theta of the triangle in the fourth triangle. So the second theta is 360 degrees minus the 335	
amount of the first theta. 336	
MS: Okay. 337	
NZ: I think this works with other triangles too. 338	
JC: Inaudible. 339	
MS: Okay, anything else you want to add? 340	
BOTH: Um… 341	
NZ: I guess the little triangles are congruent so they look like one big triangle, like an 342	
arrowhead pointing that way. 343	
JC: Yeah. If it were one big triangle, it would be called isosceles? 344	
NZ: Oh yeah. 345	
MS: Cool. Okay. So this is another question. What happens to a triangle if the height and 346	
base get doubled but theta stays the same. 347	
NZ: So it just increases by a factor of two? 348	
JC: Wait what happens to the what… 349	
NZ: height and base double and theta is the same 350	
JC: But what happens to the hypotenuse? Or just like what happens in general? 351	
NZ: Oh if the height doubles then there…if the base doubles then we would go there 352	
JC: I guess like the hypotenuse increases by the same factor 353	
NZ: Yeah the hypotenuse doubles. Theta stays the same right? 354	
JC: Yeah they’re similar triangles. 355	
NZ: Yeah the area of the original triangle is one fourth the area of the new triangle? 356	
JC: Yeah. 357	
MS: Okay. I just want to let you know that we’re passed 2:30 I still have two more 358	
questions left, would you like to… 359	
BOTH: that’s fine. 360	
MS: So the next question is, can you find a relationship between theta and the height? 361	
NZ: Of any triangle? 362	
MS: Of any triangle yeah. Remember that you can also use the tool. 363	
NZ: I guess there’s not really a relationship. Because if…you can have theta be the same 364	
and then have different heights, right? 365	
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JC: Yeah it’s just… 366	
NZ: Cause you can like expand it or like contract it 367	
JC: Yeah you just have to have the length of the other two sides 368	
NZ: Yeah 369	
JC: To know the height 370	
NZ: If this is theta you can just change the height without changing the width 371	
JC: yeah 372	
NZ: If you just change theta then the height would increase, right? Oh, but you can also 373	
increase theta, and not change the height If you just like keep moving this this way you 374	
can keep the height the same too. 375	
JC: Yeah 376	
NZ: Yeah 377	
JC: It just depends on where… 378	
NZ: Yeah so I don’t think there’s a 379	
 380	
2-00:00 381	
MS: Can you elaborate on what you just said? 382	
NZ: So it’s possible to keep theta the same and then change the height of the triangle 383	
without changing theta and I think it’s also possible to change theta and not change the 384	
height. So I don’t think there’s a direct relationship between theta and the height of the 385	
triangle. 386	
MS: Okay what about with the base? 387	
NZ: I guess if…should it be the same? 388	
JC: You decrease the base… 389	
NZ: If you decrease the base you would decrease the height too if you don’t want to 390	
change theta 391	
JC: Yeah so it still depends on the other sides 392	
NZ: Yeah okay 393	
MS: What do you mean by that? 394	
NZ: Umm… 395	
MS: How does it depend on the other sides? 396	
NZ: I don’t think theta depends on the sides. Right? There’s like SSS or something, given 397	
three sides, no given the angles you can’t find the sides of the triangle. 398	
JC: Yeah that’s basically why there’s no like way to find exactly what the height of the 399	
triangle is with only theta you’d have to be given the other… 400	
NZ: Side too 401	
JC: Yeah 402	
NZ: ASA 403	
JC: Yeah 404	
NZ: SAS, ASS was not one of them! 405	
JC: Yeah! 406	
NZ: So the base is at like… 407	
JC: So basically you can change theta and keep the base the same and it’s like you can 408	
also change the base and keep theta the same. 409	
MS: Can you show me those two conditions that you just… 410	
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JC: Yeah you can keep theta the same and you can change the base and the height would 411	
also increase and the base will also increase and the hypotenuse by the same factor if you 412	
keep theta the same. And if you wanted to change theta then you, you can just decrease 413	
the height and the hypotenuse at like…is it the same factor too? 414	
NZ: I think maybe, like just the same rate right? 415	
JC: Yeah something like the same rate and you can keep the base the same. 416	
MS: So we can keep the base the same while changing theta, but we have to do what? 417	
JC: You’d have to change the length of the hypotenuse and the height as well 418	
MS: And you said that has to be they have to be related somehow to each other? 419	
BOTH: Yeah. 420	
NZ: They change at the same factor 421	
BOTH: Is it the same factor 422	
JC: I don’t know 423	
NZ: It just changes 424	
JC: Yeah 425	
MS: So let me ask you another question that might help you figure out whether that is the 426	
same factor or not. What I asked you before was can you find a relationship between 427	
theta and the height and you guys said not really. But what if we have the hypotenuse? 428	
NZ: So you have a constant hypotenuse 429	
JC: Yeah so have one side and you have the 430	
NZ: If you have the theta and the hypotenuse there’s only one value that the height can be 431	
right? You have this and you have that? 432	
JC: Mm… yeah 433	
NZ: If you have this one you can use sine or cosine to find 434	
JC: Yeah then you can find… then the height and the base will be the same you can’t 435	
change one and keep the other the same 436	
MS: So using sine and cosine you’re saying that we can find the other side? 437	
BOTH: Yeah. 438	
MS: So going back to the same question you said that if theta changes and we want to 439	
keep the base to stay constant you said that the hypotenuse and the height have to change 440	
at the same rate. Can you tell me more about that rate now? 441	
JC: Sine theta equals height over hypotenuse or something and height equals sine theta 442	
times the hypotenuse 443	
NZ: Oh 444	
JC: So then, so like 445	
NZ: Height equals sine theta times… 446	
JC: So if you change the hypotenuse, if you doubled the hypotenuse and you kept theta 447	
the same then you then you would double the height but we already determined that. Wait 448	
we already said that. But we were saying like if you kept the height the same or 449	
something then how would theta change? 450	
NZ: Yeah well…Yeah I guess so, you could also… 451	
MS: What you were what you said previously was that if we want to keep the base the 452	
same then we would need to change the hypotenuse and the height at the same rate 453	
JC: Oh yeah. 454	
MS: And so now I’m asking you what do you think that rate is? 455	
NZ: Oh. 456	
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JC: The base is…We’re changing… 457	
BOTH: Inaudible 458	
MS: What are you thinking about? 459	
NZ: SOH CAH TOA, so sine is opposite over hypotenuse so since we’re using theta then 460	
opposite is the height. Wait didn’t you already do that? 461	
JC: You’re changing theta and then…wait right? We’re changing theta and then we’re 462	
trying to keep the base the same and then we’re just changing the hypotenuse and the 463	
height so then like I guess the height is… 464	
NZ: So theta is sine of …(inaudible) 465	
JC: If you’re doing the base…I guess the base is… cosine theta and the hypotenuse are 466	
inversely proportional right? If base is constant 467	
NZ: Oh yeah. 468	
JC: Then like… 469	
NZ: Yeah that’s true. Okay so theta is also cosine of the adjacent so the base over 470	
hypotenuse and you know that the base is constant so then… 471	
JC: Wait isn’t that inverse cosine 472	
NZ: Wait isn’t cosine…. 473	
JC: Wait cosine of angles equals… 474	
NZ: Oh no 475	
JC: Isn’t it cosine of angles are equal to adjacent over hypotenuse and… 476	
NZ: Oh yeah 477	
JC: So I guess you can take the inverse cosine…if you wanted to find a direct formula for 478	
theta 479	
NZ: Oh yeah 480	
JC: Relationship to the hypotenuse and base you can take the inverse or something…I 481	
don’t know 482	
 483	
2-10:00 484	
MS: How does that tell us anything about the relationship that you were previously 485	
talking about: The relationship between the height and the hypotenuse, that you were 486	
saying that they sort of change at the same rate. 487	
NZ: Do they? Can we revise our argument. They change but they’re… 488	
JC: It’s not really a factor or something…Wait is it? 489	
NZ: They did change… 490	
JC: It’s like…I mean like if you did a 30-60 triangle or something then this would be this 491	
is x here and then x square root of 3 and then you go up to 60 and so the height the 492	
angle’s doubled and then this becomes x and this is x root 3 493	
NZ: But if you did it that way this halved right? Did it? 494	
JC: The base was divided by square root of 3 495	
NZ: Oh Yeah…cause it was like x… 496	
JC: Too much thinking for me 497	
MS: Okay let me ask you one last question. If you were to ask me to draw a triangle what 498	
would be sufficient information give me? 499	
NZ: Inaudible 500	
MS: Like one of these triangles that I was asking you to draw 501	
JC: So just like the minimal information? 502	
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MS: Minimal information that you’d give me yeah 503	
NZ: Like if you had the hypotenuse and an angle that would work. If you have the 504	
hypotenuse given and you have the angle given then you would know what triangle to 505	
draw? 506	
JC: Right so you just need an angle and a side right? 507	
NZ: Yeah but you need to have a side corresponding to the base or the hypotenuse right? 508	
Cause if you’re given only this length then that doesn’t, you can put it over here, over 509	
here or here oh no wait this…angle…wait what am I doing? 510	
JC: Inaudible 511	
NZ: Yeah if you’re given theta and then any side it should work right? 512	
JC: Yeah 513	
NZ: Because then you know that it’s this 514	
JC: It’s just like… 515	
NZ: Are there any other minimals? 516	
JC: If you’re given three, if you’re given three sides you can’t 517	
NZ: 3 sides? 518	
JC: No you can find it 519	
NZ: You can, yeah  520	
JC: Yeah so 3 sides would also work 521	
NZ: Wait I think two sides would work. Like if you’re given the hypotenuse at some 522	
value and the height at some value then you know that the bottom has to be…cause you 523	
know it’s a right triangle 524	
JC: Yeah wait what if you know that it’s a right triangle…so all these are right triangles? 525	
NZ: Yeah. Then you don’t know if it’s like here or here or here. I think you need the 526	
angle or the quadrant. 527	
JC: Yeah you have to know the quadrant or something 528	
NZ: Yeah but I think the hypotenuse and an angle is good 529	
JC: Well if you’re given 3 sides too then 530	
NZ: But they can be in different quadrants right? 531	
JC: If you’re given only the magnitude of the base and height…But if you’re given like 532	
the exact. If it’s like below and like the height is negative then like you know. 533	
NZ: But they don’t give negative heights usually 534	
JC: Yeah so if 535	
NZ: So if it’s like that then the height is 4 in the fourth quadrant you know it’s like kind 536	
of negative but kind of not cause it’s not negative 537	
JC: Yeah so you would need to know the quadrant and also theta if you’re given 3 sides. 538	
MS: I don’t want to take too much of your time. I’m just going to ask you 3 reflection 539	
questions. SO what did you think of the activities? And be honest cause I’m going to 540	
improve on this 541	
NZ: It was nice I thought you told us to talk about it like collaboration was helpful 542	
JC: I feel like if I did this alone it would be weird. 543	
NZ: Yeah I’d be confused and it would be weird to just like talk. The prompting 544	
questions were pretty useful for us to catch our thoughts. It was pretty cool. 545	
JC: The tool was interesting. 546	
MS: So my next question was how did the device help you or did not help you in the 547	
second part where I brought it up. 548	
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NZ: It was really good for visualization to see how the triangles might look, especially 549	
for the changing, not changing the base, without I might have just tried to draw lots of 550	
triangles and then maybe messed up somehow and gotten a different conclusion. 551	
JC: I think it’d just take longer to visualize it 552	
NZ: Yeah 553	
MS: I did realize that for some for the questions you didn’t use it. So what would you say 554	
about those questions? Why did you not need to use it? 555	
NZ: If we kind of knew what the triangle would look like sometimes we wouldn’t need to 556	
visualize like if you gave us the hypotenuse and the angle then we would be like oh 557	
here’s what is looks like and then we wouldn’t need it but for changing especially it was 558	
really helpful 559	
JC: And for 30-60 triangles are like common I guess you already know about them so it’s 560	
easy to visualize… 561	
MS: Finally, did you learn something knew or did you already know a lot of this stuff? 562	
NZ: Um I feel like I knew some of it, it was a refresher 563	
JC: I think I knew yeah most everything. I don’t remember the exact formula thing for 564	
30-60, but it was a good review. 565	
MS: Cool okay thank you so much for your time. We did go over time. I hope you can 566	
catch your class. 567	
NZ: Oh yeah. 568	
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Interview 2 
1-00:00 
GM: Hi my name is GM. I’m a freshman. Don’t know what else to say. Is that good? 1	
MS: Cool yeah. 2	
AN: My name is A. I’m a first year chemistry major. 3	
MS: Cool great. Alright so, I’m also going to attach this so I can make sure that I can 4	
hear you in there. So we’re going to start with an activity, I’m going to ask you…here’s 5	
the prompt of the activity, I’m just reading over it. So I’m going to ask you to find a right 6	
angle triangle on the x-y plane. In each of these activities imagine that the base of the 7	
triangle is on the x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. So using some paper can 8	
you give me an example of such a triangle? What would it look like? 9	
GM: Could be flipped too. 10	
MS: Yeah. So I’ll also be asking you about some of the characteristics of these triangles. 11	
Oh and here are some examples that I had, but you pretty much covered them all. Yeah 12	
so I’ll also be asking about some of the characteristics of these triangles. In all of these 13	
questions I’m going to have an angle called theta and it’s going to be the angle between 14	
the right side of the x-axis and the hypotenuse, going counter clockwise. 15	
AN: So like the unit circle? 16	
MS: Yeah. Can you show me where theta would be in each of the triangles that you 17	
drew? 18	
GM: No I’ll let you do it, I’m not entirely sure. 19	
AN: (Inaudible) the hypotenuse is it this one? 20	
MS: Yeah so here are my examples. Cool okay next. So let’s start with part 1 and you can 21	
use the space on this paper to do these. Make sure you talk about it as you…You can also 22	
read it out loud if you’d like, you don’t have to. 23	
GM: Find a triangle with base 4 units height 3 units and triangle is in the first quadrant. 24	
What can you tell me about the hypotenuse? 25	
AN: I think you can use…what’s it called, Pythagorean theorem. 26	
GM: a squared plus b squared c squared yeah. So that’s the length. I’m not sure what else 27	
we can say about the hypotenuse…it touches the origin? 28	
MS: So when it says find the triangle I want you to draw it on the x-y plane. 29	
GM: Oh okay. 30	
AN: I guess we can find the angles as well. 31	
GM: Base 4 units right? 32	
AN: Yeah. 33	
GM: a squared…so it’s 5. And that’s one of those… 34	
AN: Special. 35	
GM: And then the angles, we know this is 90 degrees. And then these two are… 36	
AN: Tangent of 3 fourths. 37	
GM: Oh shoot yeah. 38	
AN: I don’t remember that. 39	
GM: Me too doesn’t remember stuff from pre-calc. Okay do you want to do the other 40	
angles? 41	
AN: Well I mean this one’s tan of 3 fourths and this is 90 minus tan of 3 fourths? 42	
GM: Yeah. (inaudible). 43	
AN: I don’t know either. 44	
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GM: So tan is sine over cosine and so…that doesn’t help. Anyways…think that’s just it. 45	
MS: So which one is theta here? 46	
GM: This one. 47	
MS: So you’re saying how is theta related to the tan sine cosine, what were you saying? 48	
AN: Oh theta is equal to tan of 3 fourths because that’s opposite and adjacent. 49	
GM: SOH CAH TOA 50	
MS: Okay, got it. Here’s another one. 51	
GM: Hmm…So this one we don’t…we’re not restricted to where the base is touching. So 52	
theta 120 that would be 90, 120 would be half of this. And hypotenuse is at 6. Like this or 53	
like this for theta to be…cause it has to be like this correct? For it to be 120? Hold on. 54	
Theta 120 degrees. So would it be like this? 55	
AN: I guess so yeah. 56	
GM: Okay. 57	
AN: Wait no. 58	
GM: Yes no maybe? 59	
AN: Wouldn’t theta be here then? 60	
GM: No wait cause I thought it would… 61	
MS: Here you can always look back at the prompt. 62	
AN: The right side of the x-axis. So it would be this one. 63	
GM: Okay so that’s 120 degrees. And then…what can you tell about the base? 64	
AN: Both of these would be 30. 65	
GM: And these they’re equivalent right? So the base is equivalent to the other side. And 66	
you can find it because the area of a triangle is one half b time h. The base is…does that 67	
work? Cause it’s like slanted. 68	
AN: You have to use the law of cosine I think. Do you remember that? 69	
GM: Absolutely not! 70	
MS: I’m going to guide your attention back to the prompt. Read the first sentence. 71	
GM: A right…on the x-y plane. Oh this isn’t a right angle one that makes sense. So we 72	
need to make the angle 120, but it still has to be a right triangle. 73	
AN: That doesn’t work though because a triangle has to be 180 degrees, 74	
GM: And one of them has to be 90 degrees. 75	
AN: So would it have to be this one? (A draws a vertical line connecting the hypotenuse 76	
to the left side of the x-axis). 77	
GM: Yeah. 78	
AN: Because technically we’d still use (at this point A draws over the hypotenuse with 79	
his pencil). 80	
GM: Yeah. Cause does the angle of theta not necessarily have to be part of the triangle 81	
per se? Okay. This one’s easier to calculate. With the other one I was like…Um! 82	
AN: Um that’s 60 then. 83	
GM: So this is 90, if that’s 60 then this one is 30 degrees. So the base is 6 the hypotenuse 84	
was 6 and if this is 6 you can find this using SOH CAH TOA again but don’t remember 85	
how! 86	
AN: Wait uh…so sine 60 would be that over 6. So x equals… 87	
GM: Sine of 60? I have no idea. 88	
AN: Root 3 right? 89	
GM: Where did you get sine of 60 from? I only remember the unit circle. 90	
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AN: Oh wait, this side, 180 minus 120. 91	
GM: Okay. And then the height. Since we have the lengths of two of the sides we can use 92	
the Pythagorean theorem. 93	
AN: So this side is 3 root 3. 94	
GM: Oh yeah that’s the height too. Yeah, I think…Oh what can you say about the base! 95	
Okay. So then that would just be… 96	
AN: But then… 97	
GM: That one we did, we just need…x squared plus 3 squared plus 6. 98	
AN: You can use cosine of this side and it’s going to be faster. So cosine of 60 is one half 99	
right? 100	
GM: Maybe. 101	
AN: So that’s equal to 3. 102	
GM: I trust you. 103	
MS: Okay. So here is another one. 104	
GS: Theta is 50 degrees. I’ll be entrusted with drawing this, cause this is as far as I’ve 105	
gotten on the last one. Okay. Um…theta 50 degrees so like a little more than half of this 106	
needs to be theta. 107	
 108	
1-10:00 109	
GM: So it can be like that. And then it could be one like this too right? Technically. 110	
Cause it’s still a right triangle and it still has a theta of 60? Question mark? 111	
AN: I guess yeah. 112	
MS: You can keep reading the prompt. Going back to the prompt. 113	
GM: Oh! The base lies on the x-axis. 114	
AN: Yeah. 115	
GM: Okay. Hypotenuse 6, theta 50.  What can you say about the base? So this one is 90 116	
degrees this one’s 50 so… I can’t do basic math 40 degrees right? 117	
AN: I think you would have to use sum rules right? Like sine a plus b. 118	
GM: You’re definitely showing me things that I’ve forgotten. Like I actually don’t even 119	
know what those are. 120	
AN: Really? 121	
GM: Yeah no I have no idea. 122	
AN: Umm so because we only know sine cosine and tangent of 30, 45, and 60 and we 123	
have some odd number like say 75 you can find sine of 30 plus 45 and there’s like some 124	
rule for that. 125	
GM: Oh Okay, makes sense. 126	
AN: I don’t remember it. It’s like sine of a cosine of b plus something. 127	
MS: So you can just tell me stuff about it, you don’t necessarily have to calculate it. 128	
GM: Incomprehensible. I guess if this one’s smaller would this side be bigger or this one 129	
be bigger. 130	
AN: This one would be sine of… 131	
GM: This one would be bigger right? Cause it has a bigger angle. Those I still don’t get. 132	
MS: Did you say you still don’t get those? 133	
GM: Oh I don’t remember those like how you get. Okay I just need to remember SOH 134	
CAH TOA. Let me write it down…SOH…CAH…TOA…okay. So it’s tan of opposite 135	
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over adjacent and that’s equal to…Oh wait or is it the tan of the angle is equal to opposite 136	
over cosine, you know what I’m saying? Looks like you don’t. 137	
AN: Tan of the angle equals opposite over adjacent yeah. 138	
GM: Okay so it’s tan of the angle is opposite over adjacent oh and then since you have 139	
that you can solve for this. Okay now we’re on the same page. 140	
AN: I think the height is longer than the base because sine of 50 should be bigger than 141	
cosine of 50. 142	
GM: Mhm…and also because since it’s a smaller angle here it should theoretically be 143	
smaller. 144	
AN: Oh yeah that’s right. 145	
MS: Cool. So now I’m going to introduce you to a device and you guys get to play with it 146	
for a while and then we’ll move on. 147	
GM: This is really cool. How did you make it? Oh sorry I meant just like… 148	
MS: Laser cutter! 149	
GM: (moving the radius arm and then rotating the right-angle arm) that ones up to 150	
the…no this moves (referring to right-angle arm) so that doesn’t mean it’s the radius. 151	
Definitely turns (now rotating the radius arm). So it can tell you how large the radius is 152	
(referring to radius arm and the radius of the circle) This can…(now referring to right-153	
angle arm) do something…Do you have any ideas? 154	
AN: What are we supposed to be doing? 155	
GM: I think umm, well just messing with it. 156	
AN: Oh okay. 157	
GM: Probably finding the purpose of each of the parts. 158	
AN: Well you can tell how long the base is, using that ruler (referring to radius arm or the 159	
x-axis). 160	
GM: What are we doing with this one (referring to right-angle arm)? Or maybe if you 161	
slide it all the way in, no, cause then it gets mad. Okay umm…you can give the circle a 162	
nice hat. (Everyone laughs). We can line it up with the degrees that it is (It seems like 163	
she’s talking about lining up the radius arm). 164	
MS: Why don’t you take that out and then see like where you would…yeah. 165	
AN: Oh we can find the radius of the circle using that (referring to the radius arm). 166	
GM: Oh yeah it lines up really nicely actually, considering it’s a circle. (AN nods). That’s 167	
actually pretty cool. Like it lines up the entire way. Oh it even has the marks…And 168	
then…Oh yeah I was trying to line it up with the edge and I was like why isn’t it 169	
working, cause it’s the middle bit. So if you knew the radius and what’s the answer? I’m 170	
not sure. 171	
AN: Wait what’s that? Is that 4, 5? 172	
GM: That’s 5 yeah. 173	
AN: So pi r squared, 25 pi. Is this in inches? I don’t know what an inch looks like. 174	
GM: Yeah that’s an inch (places finger by one unit). Wait what were you saying about pi 175	
r squared? I know that’s the area. 176	
AN: To find the area of the circle. 177	
GM: Oh so then this can just tell you the radius and then pi r squared. 178	
AN: You can find the area of the circle. 179	
GM: But like since it’s all…(G rotates the radius arm). 180	
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MS: So here’s a question, let me take the paper up here. Think of the triangle that you 181	
made here. Can you make it over there? 182	
GM: Oh yeah (G moves radius arm accordingly). That one was 50 degrees so it’s like 183	
this.  184	
MS: Hmm cool. And then where’s the base and height? 185	
AN: Base would be on this side (A traces over the x-axis). 186	
GM: And the height (AN traces the height). Yeah the point we probably went up to if it 187	
was, if this is like constrained to a radius of 5, but I don’t know. Oh this radius would be 188	
the height of that right? (GM traces the hypotenuse with her pen). So we would go to 6 189	
and then we would go down, so like that’s the triangle we made (GM traces the height 190	
with her pen). 191	
AN: Wait, oh okay yeah. 192	
GM: So then you can get like I guess an estimate of what this value would be. Oh! That’s 193	
where this comes in! Okay (Brings in the right-angle arm) So you can line it up with a 6 194	
or… and then be like oh that’s what okay. 195	
MS: Cool. Okay. So before I move on let me ask you another question. Can you tell me 196	
what the height would be? 197	
AN: We can use the edge of our paper as a straight line. 198	
GM: Oh did I not even slide that on? I just kind of laid it on top. I feel like theoretically 199	
we should be able to just the little plastic bits. 200	
MS: Just the what? 201	
GM: The plastic bits to find the height. Like rather than adding the paper too. But I guess 202	
it’s harder. It’s a little slanted. 203	
MS: It’s a little slanted, but if you look at it from the top, you might be able to find it. 204	
GM: Oh yeah and kind of hold them in place. 205	
MS: Yeah. 206	
GM: Okay. 207	
MS: But you can also just give me an approximate. 208	
GM: Looks like 4. Oops and then I instantly moved it. Would you agree kind of 4? 209	
AN: I think so yeah. 210	
GM: Final answer? 211	
AN: So sine of 45 is root 2 so 6 times root 2. 212	
GM: 6 times root 2. So then we got…wait are we just supposed to like memorize those 213	
from pre-calc? Like the root 2 what the sine of 45 is. 214	
AN: I don’t know I never took pre-calc. 215	
GM: And you just know! Okay. 216	
MS: That’s okay, No you don’t have to have it memorized right now. 217	
GM: I wasn’t sure if there was a way to figure it out or if it’s just one of those things that 218	
you just know. 219	
MS: Oh okay. That’s a good question. 220	
GM: Does this help with that? 221	
MS: I don’t know I’m just wondering. 222	
GM: I guess…wait. 223	
MS: Cause you talked about the unit circle. I wonder if… 224	
GM: Oh yeah, cause there are…like it has…the unit circle… 225	
MS: Yeah but what’s the characteristic of the unit circle? 226	
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AN: Radius 1? 227	
MS: Mhm. 228	
GM: So I guess you could like…You do have a 1 radius right there. So you could have a 229	
unit circle if you just knew this was a one and you could go here and you’d be like oh. 230	
But I’m not exactly sure if that could tell you. If you’re like oh it’s radius of one…but 231	
then you get dangerously close. 232	
AN: You can use similar triangles. So if you have…let’s keep 50 and that’s 1…You can 233	
use say you know that’s, well we don’t know what this side is either. 234	
GM: Mhm… 235	
 236	
1-20:02 237	
AN: Um…let’s just call it y. You can use y over…let’s just call that h equals 1 over 6. 238	
Do you remember this? 239	
GM: Absolutely not! But it looks good. 240	
AN: If they have the same angles the sides would be proportional. 241	
GM: Oh yeah. 242	
AN: So you’re just setting up a proportion. 243	
MS: Okay, let’s move on. 244	
GM: We can definitely use this. So if we have a constant hypotenuse, but h was always 245	
changing. If you wanted…if you wanted the hypotenuse to stay the same wouldn’t your 246	
height get smaller and smaller and your base would get larger and larger? 247	
AN: It depends on the angle right? 248	
GM: Yeah cause if you think theta is this angle right here if you start off at let’s say… 249	
AN: At 45 degrees sine and cosine would be equal. 250	
GM: So…we’ll just say the hypotenuse is like this (G points to the x-axis), but I feel like 251	
there’s a more exact way, if it’s like this big and if you wanted to expand it but you 252	
wanted it to stay the same it would have to get smaller. 253	
MS: What gets smaller? 254	
GM: Your base in this case would get smaller and your height would get larger, but when 255	
you flip… 256	
MS: What would the triangle look like if you go to the second quadrant? 257	
GM: If you went to the second one…let’s just say theta was this big. But if you wanted 258	
the…Oh it would have to flip to this side. So at that point your base would start getting 259	
larger and your height would get smaller. Right? 260	
AN: Mhm. 261	
GM: And if you flip to the third quadrant I think you go back to what the first one was 262	
like. So we said it was like here. It’ll have to be on this side. We want it to stay stable 263	
here (inaudible) screw. 264	
AN: Wait where’s your 90 degrees though? You need to keep the base on the positive x-265	
axis right? So it can’t be one of these triangles. 266	
GM: Okay so then on this side, you want the hypotenuse to stay the same but it’s 267	
increasing then you have to decrease your base. 268	
MS: So read the prompt again, where do you start? 269	
GM: Oh if it started off small. So if theta was here… 270	
MS: Mhm. 271	
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GM: Just put it there…a constant hypotenuse…Oh then this is the hypotenuse in that 272	
case. Oh then you would just want it to stay right here like at 4 I guess. It’s like your base 273	
gets smaller but your height increases until you hit this point and then it flips. 274	
AN: So at 45 degrees sine and cosine are equal but from 0 to 45 cosine is larger so the 275	
base would be larger and then from 45 to 90 sine is larger so the height would be or the 276	
base yeah the height would be larger. 277	
GM: Mhm. When you hit 45 and then switch over…Do you want to like…? 278	
AN: Where would the triangle be if we went over here? That wouldn’t be a right triangle 279	
anymore. 280	
GM: Because the base has to stay on the x-axis. 281	
MS: Why don’t you adjust the arms so that  282	
GM: Like that 283	
MS: So that yeah you can maybe see the triangle easier 284	
GM: So this is still a constant 285	
MS: Can you see the triangle? Where’s the triangle? 286	
GM: It’s right here 287	
AN: Do we have to use the positive x-axis though? 288	
GM: It’s just the base has to touch the x-axis 289	
AN: Oh okay. 290	
GM: and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. So it’s like this. So if you started off like at a 291	
really…yeah constant 4 let’s do that. If you started off with a theta that was small-ish not 292	
small but in relation to the third quadrant, if you start off small the base would be really 293	
long and the height would be really short but that would gradually change and so you 294	
actually hit here, in which case I don’t know…I feel like here you couldn’t have a 295	
triangle. And then you move past and then flip it and then your base gets larger. 296	
MS: Where’ the triangle there? 297	
GM: Like right here. And you get here again. 298	
MS: AN do you agree? Do you want to add anything? 299	
AN: I guess you can draw it out. So theta is here so let’s just that c so we can use SOH 300	
CAH TOA to get the height equals sine of theta and the base is cosine of theta and so the 301	
height and the base would depend on theta and because we know cosine looks like that 302	
right? No sine looks like that. And then (Inaudible). But whenever sine is greater than 303	
cosine the height would be bigger, whenever cosine is larger the base would be larger. 304	
MS: How would you use your way to show what would happen in the second quadrant. 305	
AN: Well in the second quadrant it’s reversed right? 306	
GM: Yeah 307	
AN: So the base, wait where’s the triangle then? Here? 308	
GM: Mhm. That’s when like the base gets larger 309	
AN: So the height starts out bigger and then the base gets larger 310	
GM: And then for that, I guess it’s like…your triangle would be like this now right? And 311	
your theta would be like this angle? 312	
AN: Mhm. 313	
GM: And in this case SOH CAH TOA…opposite over adjacent. This is tan I think…wait 314	
cause what is it? SOH CAH TOA hypotenuse opposite and adjacent so this is opposite 315	
over adjacent yeah TOA. Got one of them. 316	
AN: Shouldn’t this still be cosine? 317	
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GM: Didn’t get one of them. 318	
AN: Because… 319	
GM: Oh because that’s hypotenuse yeah. 320	
AN: We only know the hypotenuse. 321	
GM: Yeah so that’s cosine in that case and then 322	
AN: and then this side’s still sine, and then this we already have 323	
GM: And then how would you explain that? 324	
AN: It still depends on theta right? 325	
GM: Yeah. 326	
AN: But in this case theta would be between 90 and 180 327	
GM: Oh yeah cause it would be 180 minus your thing oh so the angle in here is getting 328	
smaller and smaller whereas here it was getting bigger and bigger. 329	
MS: Cool Alright here’s another one. 330	
GM: The base and the height. So if the theta stayed the same. I can’t think of how…I 331	
guess if you wanted theta to stay the same you would just move this bit so let’s say it’s 45 332	
then as the hypotenuse gets larger and larger your height and your base are getting larger 333	
and larger and that makes sense because this is staying at 90 degree angle so you have to 334	
increase your sides if you wanted your hypotenuse to be bigger. Right? 335	
AN: Mhm. 336	
GM: And then what’s the relationship between the base and the height. They’re 337	
equivalent right? 338	
AN: You can use Pythagorean theorem. Well they’re only equivalent if… 339	
GM: Oh yeah I just had it at 45. So if it’s like this then it changes. So a squared b squared 340	
plus c squared or you could use SOH CAH TOA cause you know this angle (G shows 341	
theta on the device) and you know that this is a 90 degree angle so you can determine this 342	
and from there you can find the sides. 343	
AN: Mhm. 344	
MS: Right cause the hypotenuse isn’t staying constant right? 345	
GM: Yeah. 346	
MS: So the question asks you is there a specific relationship between the base and the 347	
height in all of these triangles. 348	
GM: Oh like every one we’ve done or just the ones where the theta is the same? 349	
MS: The ones where the theta is the same. 350	
AN: Do you mean if it’s like linear? 351	
MS: I just want to know if there is a relationship or not. Yeah you can talk about whether 352	
it’s linear or not. 353	
AN: Well I guess we can just write a squared plus b squared equals c squared and if you 354	
want the relationship between a and b you can just do…right? 355	
GM: Mhm. 356	
MS: Right but we don’t have c or we do have c but it’s different for these triangles 357	
GM: Yeah true. 358	
MS: So it’s not going to give you a relationship between a and b. 359	
AN: Oh that’s right. 360	
MS: What’s staying constant here? 361	
AN: The angle. 362	
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GM: Yeah the angle. So it’s just this. Let’s choose one that is not 45 so I don’t say that 363	
again. So it’s like…(G moves the right angle arm up the radius arm) 364	
AN: I guess you can use the tangent relationship then. Uh…height over base… 365	
MS: So you’re saying that in all of these triangles the height over base would be the 366	
tangent of theta. 367	
AN: Mhm. 368	
MS: Do you agree GM? 369	
GM: Yeah because it has to be opposite over adjacent so tan…TOA 370	
MS: So I just want to mention that you guys have been here for 30 minutes, if you have 371	
to go we can stop but if not I still have some more questions. 372	
AN: I have the rest of the day. 373	
GM: I’m fine yeah. 374	
MS: Okay great. I have a few more… 375	
GM: Triangle…constant theta…so it’s the same one. Oh so this one just says the height 376	
gets larger and larger. Isn’t it the same relationship as before? Cause when the height gets 377	
larger your hypotenuse is still getting larger, your base is still getting larger. But in this 378	
case it wouldn’t be tan relationship, it would be… 379	
AN: Cosine… 380	
GM: CAH…adjacent…over hypotenuse with a height…yeah that makes sense 381	
MS: Do you want to write it out? 382	
GM: SOH CAH TOA and then so we’re trying to find the height in this…or wait…how 383	
do the base and the hypotenuse change? So we know the height so the cosine of theta, 384	
this is constant so we would know this, is equal to adjacent over hypotenuse or 385	
AN: Base over height, or base over hypotenuse 386	
GM: Wait cause base over hypotenuse and then we were saying is the… 387	
AN: Wait what are you trying to find?  388	
GM: Literally lost it two seconds ago…um… 389	
AN: You want a fraction with this in the numerator and that in the denominator. Right? 390	
GM: Oh god. Adjacent over hypotenuse. Yeah okay. 391	
AN: This is the angle this is the adjacent side. 392	
GM: So yeah this is base, so base over hypotenuse and then… 393	
MS: So that’s your specific relationship between the base and the hypotenuse that you 394	
were suggesting? 395	
GM: I think so. 396	
AN: Yeah. 397	
 398	
2-00:00 399	
MS: Do you guys agree? You both agree? 400	
AN: Mhm. 401	
MS: Okay. 402	
GM: Same height and base…so…We just get it to…For this question are you saying that 403	
in each of the triangles the base and the height are the same or just between these two the 404	
two bases are the same and the two heights are the same? Like in this case is the base and 405	
height equivalent in the one triangle? 406	
MS: Oh no I meant that between the two triangles the heights are the same and the bases 407	
are the same. 408	
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GM: Okay. So that would be like…Oh but they touch the x-axis. 409	
AN: I think theta would have to be equivalent right? Because if same height and same 410	
base… 411	
GM: Mhm…this angle… 412	
AN: So cosine of theta would have to be cosine of theta… 413	
GM: Yeah. 414	
MS: Wait but what was theta? 415	
GM: theta oh theta’s like this one, so this one… 416	
AN: Oh wait… 417	
GM: So this one, they’re the same angle but then theta for this one would be like 45 418	
degrees, whereas this one’s 180 plus 45 degrees. So it would be…whatever your theta is 419	
plus 180 for the one in the third quadrant. 420	
AN: Uh…180 is pi…So you can say that… 421	
GM: Yeah. 422	
MS: Can you explain what you wrote? 423	
AN: Because we know that cosine is periodic its values are the same every 2 pi values 424	
MS: Mhm… 425	
GM: Yeah that makes sense, cause for the unit circle at least you can keep going round 426	
and round and round it’s not necessarily confined to this…so in the first go round this 427	
would be theta and this one would be…cause he’s right this is pi in the context of the unit 428	
circle. But what if the height or the…it didn’t have a radius of one would we just switch 429	
to using 180 degrees? Or would we still use pi? Like if it wasn’t a unit circle. 430	
AN: If you want to graph it you have to use radians right? 431	
GM: I have no idea. 432	
AN: I guess you can use 180. There’s no reason why you can’t, unless you want to graph 433	
it. 434	
GM: Wait but does pi work for any, oh yeah cause pi…okay anyways, but yeah so you 435	
would have to add one pi to get to the same…what this relationship is asking for on third 436	
one and then you would have to add pi again to get all the way to the first one again. 437	
MS: Mhm. So the only question I have is, with what AN wrote over there, um…you said 438	
cosine of theta is cosine of theta plus k pi, that’s what you wrote but you said that cosine 439	
repeats after two pi? 440	
AN: Oh well the signs change, if you have a triangle on this side, that’s h that would be 441	
negative h 442	
MS: Oh okay. 443	
AN: If you want to think of it in terms of the plane, but you can’t really have a negative 444	
distance so… 445	
MS: Okay got it. 446	
AN: I think that would be pi over 2, because you have a triangle over here too right? 447	
GM: Well cause it’s asking for the first and third quadrant 448	
AN: Oh okay. 449	
GM: But if it was in every one of them it would be that too. 450	
MS: Wait yeah if it were in the second quadrant, let’s say you both agree that it would be 451	
pi over 2? 452	
BOTH: Yeah. 453	
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MS: Okay can you show me the hypothetical triangle in the second quadrant and show 454	
me its theta. 455	
AN: Oh on this 456	
GM: You can do it on that one, I’ll just do it on this one. Be like here and then if we 457	
had…I can’t remember I think we used a height of 4 for the other one I’m not entirely 458	
sure. 459	
MS: So where’s theta again? 460	
AN: Um…oh wait it would be here, right? 461	
MS: And then what’s the relationship between the two triangles in the first and second 462	
quadrant, between their thetas? 463	
GM: The base would be negative… 464	
MS: Right like for the first, between the first and the third quadrant you said that if one 465	
was theta the other one would be theta plus 180 466	
GM: Oh yeah 467	
MS: What’s the relationship between the first and the second quadrant? 468	
AN: Plus 40 no plus 90, 90 degrees or pi over 2 469	
MS: So if this is theta, then this thing would be theta plus pi over 2? 470	
AN: Pi over 2 radians or 45 degrees 471	
MS: Can you try that on the tool? So make a triangle on the first quadrant with where you 472	
know the base and height and then make the same one and find the angle. Yeah maybe 473	
put it on 30 degrees where it’s a little easier to think about. 474	
GM: So it would be like 4.2, what does the base look like? 475	
AN: 4.5ish 476	
GM: And then we want it just flipped so we want the base to still be 4. What was it the 477	
same height and base yeah… 478	
MS: You can also choose a number that’s easier to read, if you keep this here and then 479	
move that you can choose a number that’s easier to read and remember. 480	
GM: Let’s do 4. 481	
AN: What’s the angle? 31 32ish 482	
GM: yeah 483	
AN: If we add 90 it would be 121. 484	
GM: And then you still want the base to be at 4 and so this is here. There, let’s do that. 485	
Yeah. 486	
MS: So you’ve got the height and base being the same. 487	
GM: Yeah. 488	
MS: So do the angles have the relationship that you said? 489	
AN: No. 490	
GM: I guess… 491	
AN: You can do 180 minus the original angle. 492	
GM: Yeah 180 minus the original angle would get it. Cause if theta was here then the 493	
angle for this would be the same so if you wanted get theta then it would be 180 minus 494	
whatever this is and this happens to coincide with that. So pi over 2 minus theta. Right? 495	
AN: Is it teta or theta? 496	
GM: She said… 497	
MS: I’m probably pronouncing it wrong… 498	
GM: Oh is it theta?! 499	
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MS: It’s probably theta yeah 500	
GM: Oh I thought like it was a mind trick that you were using 501	
MS: Oh I’m sorry! 502	
GM: No no it’s fine 503	
MS: Okay so let me repeat the question, so what’s the relationship between the two thetas 504	
of two triangles one being in the first and the other being in the second quadrant where 505	
the base and heights of the two triangles are equal? 506	
AN: So theta 1 would be 180 minus theta 2. 507	
GM: But would it be theta 2 is equal to or like… 508	
AN: What does it matter which one you call 1 or 2? 509	
GM: I want to call this one 1 because it’s in the first quadrant! But yeah the relationship’s 510	
the same. 511	
MS: Okay. Why do you think the first one didn’t’ work out with the pi over two? 512	
GM: Cause in that case you’re getting…cause if like…theta was 30 and you’re adding pi 513	
over 2 you end up with 120 and that is not what we have here. Wait what did we put 514	
here? 515	
AN: I think it might be because we want the base to be on the x-axis. Cause if we use this 516	
triangle, the base and height would still be equal right? Like this triangle? 517	
GM: Oh yeah. 518	
MS: Oh okay. 519	
GM: It would have to be two things right? It would have to be an angle and then like one 520	
of the sides or two angles or two sides. 521	
AN: Have you taken geometry in high school? 522	
GM: I did, but that was also four years ago 523	
AN: You can have two angles and a side, or side side angle, or maybe angle side, I don’t 524	
remember all of them it’s been like 4 years. 525	
GM: Yeah same. But you remembered some of them at least. 526	
AN: I knew they existed. 527	
GM: I know if we give you two sides you can definitely do it. I know if we give you two 528	
angles you can definitely do it… 529	
AN: This wouldn’t work, because then you wouldn’t know the sides 530	
GM: Never mind 531	
MS: Well we’re talking in the context of these, the types of triangles that we’ve been 532	
talking about: right triangle, base on the x-axis, with that theta thing 533	
 534	
2-10:08 535	
GM: Oh okay. 536	
MS: Um so in this context what would be sufficient information? 537	
AN: I think you need the angle and then one side to find the rest. 538	
GM: Yeah. But with this…Oh no never mind, I was like… 539	
MS: Okay and here’s the last question 540	
GM: Green point. 541	
AN: Oh didn’t notice that 542	
GM: Can you say…Um…the green point represents the radius, what am I talking about? 543	
It represents one of the corners on the triangle. Is it a specific corner? Who knows? 544	
AN: Well let’s find out. 545	
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GM: Yeah um with this one and we are always using a right triangle so this is the corner 546	
that’s connected… 547	
AN: So is it always hypotenuse height? 548	
GM: That one’s hypotenuse height still. Oh yeah cause the base is always attached to 549	
that. And this is opposite the base so yeah this will always be…represent the angle across 550	
the base. 551	
AN: What can you say about the coordinates? 552	
GM: Like x-y coordinates? 553	
AN: Mhm. 554	
GM: You can say they’re definitely there. 555	
AN: We could say like if the angle’s between 0 and 90 it’s positive x positive y and then 556	
GM: Oh yeah like unit circle kind of thing 557	
MS: So I’m just going to ask you a question. How do you think the coordinates are 558	
related to the triangles that we’ve been talking about? 559	
AN: Oh! 560	
GM: If you have… 561	
AN: The x would be the base and the y would be the height right? 562	
GM: Yeah. 563	
AN: Because this side would always be the height so yeah the height would always be y 564	
GM: And if we flip it to this side…yeah 565	
AN: But you would only want the absolute value, because negative doesn’t really matter 566	
GM: Oh yeah in terms of distance. And then next question or should we …on this one? 567	
MS: Sure no you can move on. 568	
GM: Imagine a line going from the origin to this point, I’m assuming the green point? 569	
Right? 570	
MS: Yeah. 571	
GM: What is the relationship between the coordinates of the point and the angle between 572	
the line and the x-axis. So it’s asking for this angle. Coordinates and the angle. How does 573	
this point determine…So like if we’re given this and we have x and y …(Inaudible) 574	
AN: The relationship would just be tan theta equals y over x right? 575	
GM: Yes. 576	
MS: Why? Can you say why that’s true? 577	
GM: Oh cause I was like I had to just…SOH CAH TOA. Then it’s opposite over adjacent 578	
and this is opposite over adjacent and this is the y like this up here would be the y and 579	
this right here would be your adjacent which is your x value. 580	
AN: You can also think of it in terms of polar coordinates. So if that’s theta, so like polar 581	
coordinates are like theta, r right? And then theta is equal to tan inverse y over x. 582	
MS: Hm…and then what would r be? 583	
AN: x squared plus y squared. And that would be the length of however far you move 584	
away from the origin. 585	
MS: Do you agree? 586	
GM: I don’t remember polar coordinates at all. 587	
MS: But do you think it makes sense? 588	
GM: Yeah and this definitely looks familiar too and the way he explained it does make 589	
sense. 590	
MS: Okay, is it sort of similar to what we’ve been talking about with the triangles? 591	
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AN: What do you mean by that? 592	
MS: I’m intentionally leaving it open ended so you guys can talk about it. 593	
BOTH: Okay. 594	
AN: Well we’ve used tangent a couple of times 595	
GM: yeah and then for polar coordinates there’s tangent inverse… 596	
AN: If you want just the angle 597	
MS: Cool. Is there anything you want to add? 598	
GM: I like this. 599	
MS: Okay I’m just going to ask you a couple of reflecting on the activity questions. So 600	
what did you think generally of the activities? 601	
GM: Reminds me that I need to go look at pre-calculus stuff, but I thought with this at 602	
least they weren’t super difficult to figure out, especially if you have a partner or 603	
someone that knows it down path. That definitely helps. 604	
AN: I felt that each of the questions were building off the previous one and I think they 605	
kept getting broader, like more general, I think. 606	
GM: Yeah that’s good actually cause if you had given me the last one at first I would 607	
have been like what’s going on? But with the first one and then like going off of that I 608	
was like okay this is how this gets to there. 609	
MS: Okay. How did the tool help or not help you while doing the activities? In the 610	
second part of course when the tool was introduced. 611	
GM: It helped when we had to keep a side or an angle constant but when it came to 612	
coordinates I suppose this was more or just drawing it out was easier for me to visualize. 613	
AN: I guess the advantage of this is if you wanted to measure the sides more quickly 614	
GM: Mhm…rather than having to do like sine, cosine, all those relationships…this could 615	
like give you an estimate. 616	
MS: Finally, did you learn something new or did you already sort of know all of this 617	
stuff? 618	
GM: I feel like it was a good refresher if that makes sense? I never learned the sine a plus 619	
b or maybe I did I just absolutely don’t remember it but…it was helpful for me because I 620	
was like oh I recognize this and then we applied it and I was like okay 621	
AN: I feel like I had to use what I already knew to solve it rather than learn something 622	
new. 623	
MS: Cool. Anything else you want to say or mention? 624	
GM: Just want to say I like this, but I think it’s like I think it’s cool how it’s laser cut. 625	
MS: Okay cool. Thank you so much!626	
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Interview 3 
1-00:00 1	
MS: Okay so why don’t you introduce yourselves. 2	
RT: Hi I’m R. 3	
JL: Hi I’m J. 4	
MS: Great, so the first thing that we want to do today is: I’m going to give this to you and 5	
ask you what do you think it is? What do you want to do with it? You can play with it. 6	
RT: (incomprehensible) 7	
JL: So this is sort of like a fixed angle (J holds the right angle arm) 8	
RT: Okay. (R slides right angle arm on the radius arm) 9	
JL: You can slide it up and down that thing. Can you do it to see tangent lines? 10	
RT: Maybe. 11	
JL: This is a circle that has degrees and radians. (J makes a circular gesture.) 12	
RT: And so… 13	
JL: This is a length of… 14	
RT: Five? Is this five? 15	
JL: It has a radius of five I guess. (J indicates the circle’s radius on the x-axis with her 16	
thumb and index finger) 17	
RT: Okay. 18	
JL: And this also has like (J pointing to radius arm) 19	
RT: Tick marks on it? 20	
JL: Yeah measurements. 21	
RT: So this can help you find the angle of the diagonal… 22	
JL: Wait but… 23	
RT: Uh…just the diagonal line. What would this do? 24	
JL: Oh I guess…Yeah this could be the hypotenuse too right? Of like this (J traces a 25	
triangle). If you align this number up there and that over there (points to y and x axis 26	
respectively)… 27	
RT: oh wait is this like for finding triangles? So you can find out like the height and 28	
(moves hand along x-axis) and then 29	
JL: This could be the (traces radius arm) 30	
BOTH: hypotenuse. 31	
RT: And then the angle, the area, the angle (R traces angle inside a triangle in the second 32	
quadrant) 33	
JL: Cause it has the angles on it too. 34	
RT: Is that it? 35	
JL: (incomprehensible) 36	
MS: Could be, it could have a lot of functions. How do you think that it will be useful for 37	
that, I mean you already sort of said it, but give me an example of a triangle. 38	
JL: Well if you align this perpendicular to the x-axis (points at the ends of the right-angle 39	
arm) this is 90 and then you could figure out the degree over here (traces degree between 40	
the hypotenuse and the left side of the x-axis, inside the triangle in the second quadrant), 41	
so it would be 1…(tracing theta now) 42	
RT: 180 minus whatever this is 43	
JL: 180 minus 130, so this would be 50 and that would be 40 degrees. 44	
MS: Cool. 45	
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JL: And you could also…you have the length of them. 46	
RT: Mhm. 47	
JL: Cause over here there are tick measurements, I’m not sure if it’s in inches or not, but 48	
they seem to be the same length for here on this clear thing and then also here (points to 49	
measurements on the radius arm and on the axes). So then you’d have the length of 50	
the…the width and the length or their sides. 51	
MS: Cool. 52	
RT: (incomprehensible) 53	
MS: Alright so here’s an activity that I want you guys to do. Here’s the prompt that I’ll 54	
read for you. So I’m going to ask you to find a right angle triangle, on the xy-plane. In 55	
each of these activities imagine that the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis and the 56	
hypotenuse starts at the origin. Can you show me an example of such a triangle? 57	
JL: hypotenuse is at the origin… 58	
MS: So which one would it be? 59	
RT: Oh wait oh… 60	
JL: (moves radius arm so that it is over the y-axis) like that? 61	
RT: huh? 62	
JL: Oh wait 63	
RT: That doesn’t make sense. 64	
JL: Wait (J moves radius arm back so that the triangle is created in the second quadrant) 65	
RT: Like if you put it here. Oh gosh did we break it? 66	
MS: No it just came out you can put it back in. 67	
JL: The base of the triangle lies on the x-axis. Oh okay. 68	
RT: This is the base (R traces the x-axis) and the hypotenuse starts from the origin (R 69	
traces hypotenuse). 70	
JL: Oh okay. 71	
MS: Cool. Yeah, here are some different examples that I had (M shows a set of examples 72	
drawn on a piece of paper). I’ll also ask you to find some the triangle’s characteristics. So 73	
um in all of these questions theta will be the angle between the hypotenuse and the right 74	
side of the x-axis, going counterclockwise.  75	
JL: (J pointing at correct angle while R points at an angle inside the triangle) wait 76	
counter… 77	
RT: Mhm. So (traces hand in clockwise direction from radius arm to the left side of the x-78	
axis) right? 79	
JL: Is that counter? That’s clockwise right? 80	
RT: Oh yeah. So here (traces angle inside triangle between hypotenuse and x-axis). I’m 81	
so dumb. 82	
MS: So which angle would it be? 83	
JL: Uh…so 84	
RT: Wait the right side of the x-axis. 85	
JL: Yeah and the right… 86	
RT: So is it just here? (traces the angle between hypotenuse and left side of x-axis) 87	
JL: That’s the right side of the x-axis? 88	
RT: Yeah, if you’re looking at it counterclockwise. 89	
JL: Mm… 90	
RT: Like that… 91	
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JL: I’m a little bit confused, hold on. Okay so in all…theta will be the angle between the 92	
hypotenuse, which is this (moves finger along the radius arm) and the right side of the x-93	
axis. This is the right side right? (points at the right side of the x-axis) Or…If we’re 94	
looking at it directly this is… 95	
RT: If you’re looking at it, okay so going counterclockwise it’s like that (moves finger in 96	
a counterclockwise direction) and then if we’re looking at the x-axis going 97	
counterclockwise (rotates the tool 90 degrees and shows the angle between the left side of 98	
the x-axis and the hypotenuse) so isn’t it that one? 99	
JL: Mm…it can go either way. 100	
RT: Okay. Wait what were you saying? 101	
JL: No I’m just confused. 102	
RT: Well what, what are you thinking? 103	
JL: I’m just like staring, okay so it’s uh like if you’re just looking, I just thought this was 104	
the right side (points to the right side). Oh right side of the x-axis! (Rotates tool so that x-105	
axis is perpendicular to her body) cause this would be left and right (splits the plane into 106	
two, indicating the negative y area with her left hand and the positive y area with her 107	
right) 108	
RT: Yeah that makes sense. 109	
JL: No that makes sense. 110	
RT: Okay. 111	
JL: Yeah because this is the x-axis, this would be the left side of the y-axis (drags hand 112	
across the negative x area) right? If we’re looking at the x-axis? So this would be the left 113	
and that would be the right side? 114	
RT: Okay yeah. 115	
JL: Alright? 116	
RT: Yeah. 117	
JL: And then this would be going counterclockwise…Oh wait! Counterclockwise is that 118	
way! 119	
RT: Yeah! 120	
JL: But then wait, how is that…that’s not the angle that we…we’re trying to say this is 121	
the angle (traces the angle inside the triangle between the left side of the x-axis and the 122	
hypotenuse) but that’s not the angle if you’re going counterclockwise right? 123	
MS: What are you thinking about? 124	
RT: Okay, so like the right side of the x-axis is like this, but then if you think about it like 125	
that what does going counterclockwise have to do with it? 126	
JL: Mm… 127	
MS: So you need, for an angle you need two sides. 128	
BOTH: Yeah. 129	
MS: Okay. So one of the sides is the hypotenuse the other one is the right side of the x-130	
axis. (R traces the right side and looks at M). Mhm. 131	
JL: Oh! (traces the correct angle) 132	
MS: But there are two angles with that side, so we’re going from the x-axis… 133	
JL: Counterclockwise so we’re just looking like that! (Traces the correct angle a few 134	
times.) 135	
BOTH: Oh okay. 136	
RT: Oh my god we’re so dumb! 137	
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JL: We were overthinking it. 138	
RT: Yeah. 139	
MS: Yeah you were just overthinking it. Yeah so here are some examples of those angles 140	
with different triangles. 141	
JL: Okay, makes sense. 142	
MS: Okay? 143	
BOTH: Mhm. 144	
MS: Alright. So I’ll just leave that there. 145	
RT: We were making it too hard for ourselves. 146	
MS: Okay so here’s the first question, I mean…put it wherever you’re comfortable. 147	
JL: A base of four units. (J working with triangle in the second quadrant) 148	
RT: It’s in the first quadrant. 149	
JL: Oh my bad (J moves the arms to the first quadrant) I just read the first line. (R adjusts 150	
the right angle arm to be perpendicular to the axes). 151	
RT: So base three height four. 152	
JL: Base four, height three. 153	
RT: That’s what I meant (working on device). 154	
JL: What can you tell us about the hypotenuse? 155	
RT: It’s about five I guess. 156	
JL: Wait where are you putting the uh… (points to right angle arm) 157	
RT: Base four, height… 158	
JL: Do you have to follow it by the blue line or… 159	
RT: Oh… 160	
MS: What was your point? 161	
JL: Uh is there, like four would be where the blue line is. Like where the center is. 162	
RT: It’s about five. 163	
JL: Yeah it’s about five. So we’ll say that the hypotenuse is five units. And then theta… 164	
RT: Theta is… 165	
JL: Theta would be that? (traces theta) 166	
RT: Yeah between the blue line, so it’s uh this tick… 167	
JL: The middle one? 168	
RT: Yeah. 169	
JL: So it’s like 35 degrees. About? 170	
RT: Yeah. 171	
JL: Yeah. 172	
MS: Okay do you mind writing that on there? So you found the hypotenuse was 5 and 173	
theta was… 174	
JL: 35. 175	
MS: Okay um…does that make sense to you? 176	
JL: This is like a special triangle where it’s like…3-4-5. Does that make sense? 177	
RT: Pythagorean identity. Yeah the 3-4-5 triangle. 178	
JL: Mhm. The five makes sense. Um…theta…that’s a right angle 179	
RT: Mhm. 180	
JL: Let’s see, oh yeah. Yeah that makes sense because that means that this angle would 181	
have to be 45, wait 55 right? 182	
RT: Yeah. 183	
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 184	
1-10:04 185	
JL: And then that being 35 would make sense because… 186	
RT: It’s 90 187	
JL: Yeah, because this is the angle opposite of the larger side instead of the three. 188	
RT: Yeah. 189	
MS: Okay. (Hands out next question). 190	
RT: Hypotenuse 6 units and theta 120 degrees. So we’ll move it to this side (Moving the 191	
arms to the second quadrant.) And then hypotenuse 6… 192	
JL: You have to move that (gestures moving right angle arm on the radius arm) We’re 193	
lining that with up the little gold thing there? 194	
RT: Mhm. 195	
JL: Oh okay. 196	
MS: You said, sorry, lining up what? 197	
RT: With this screw. 198	
MS: Oh okay. 199	
JL: The screw on top of the 6. 200	
MS: Oh okay. Yeah I get it. That’s a little loose in there. 201	
RT: It looks like we’re on 3 and 5. Right? Oh that’s crooked. 202	
JL: Oh wait wait. We’re looking at this (points to triangle height) and that (points to 203	
triangle base). 204	
RT: What did you just point to? 205	
JL: Like the width would be 3 (traces the base of triangle on the x-axis with pencil). 206	
Around 3. 207	
RT: You mean the base is… 208	
JL: Yeah the base is 3. 209	
RT: And the height is about…(gets up to read the y value) 210	
JL: 5? 211	
RT: 5 and something. 212	
JL: (incomprehensible) a little. Oh yeah it is 5. 213	
RT: What’s that something? It’s at that first tick. What’s the difference between ticks? 214	
JL: (J counts distance between two whole numbers in ticks) Okay so it’s in tenths so 5 215	
and one-tenths? Okay. So was the base exactly 3? 216	
RT: Yeah. (adjusts arms again to look at the base) 217	
JL: Yeah. Well it’s like a little bit past 3 right? 218	
RT: Um…(gets up to look at x-value from above) 219	
JL: (incomprehensible) 220	
RT: (incomprehensible) So 3.1 and 5.1? 221	
JL: You sure? 222	
RT: Yeah. 223	
JL: I feel like it could vary based on how… 224	
RT: Yeah… 225	
JL: Where we decide to put the 6 on. So it could be… 226	
RT: If you’re making it a right triangle, yeah. 227	
JL: Yeah, so it could be 3, 5, and 6. 228	
RT: What? No. 229	
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JL: Oh this is not a right triangle. Never mind. So then it would be…um…120 is theta 230	
and that would leave 60. 90, 30. That’s also a special triangle. Right? 231	
RT: Mhm. That’s a… 232	
JL: And then we said this was 5.1 and 3.1. It could just be 3, 5, and 6. 233	
RT: Do you remember what the relationship was? Like pi over 3, something. 234	
JL: I don’t remember. 235	
MS: Why did you say it was a special triangle? 236	
RT: It’s a 30-60-90 triangle. 237	
MS: Okay. But you don’t remember the relationships. 238	
RT: Between the sides…something like 2, pi over 3 or something. 239	
BOTH: Oh! 240	
JL: Root 3 and then over 2. 241	
RT: 1, pi over 3, and 2 right? Yeah. 242	
JL: Yeah yeah yeah. Mhm. 243	
RT: So the smallest side is like…1 and then the second largest side is pi over 3 and then 6 244	
is 2. 245	
JL: So then this would... 246	
RT: That kind of makes sense (points to triangle that JL has drawn on paper) cause that 247	
one’s more off. 248	
JL: So then this would be 3? 249	
RT: Yeah. 250	
JL: That could be 3 and then this could be like 5 point something. 251	
RT: Yeah. 252	
JL: Cause you do like 3 times root 2? 253	
RT: 3 times root 3. 254	
JL: Root 3. 255	
RT: Yeah. And then root 3 is like less than 2. 256	
JL: Mhm. 257	
RT: Bigger than 1. 258	
JL: Okay. 259	
RT: Yeah. 260	
JL: Mhm. 261	
RT: I guess that makes sense too. Wait, you didn’t write this one (R pointing to the 262	
questions) 263	
JL: (J starts writing) base around 3, or it is 3 I guess. And then height…around 5? 264	
RT: Mhm. 265	
MS: Root 3 is 1.7, so… 266	
JL: So 5 point… 267	
RT: Do 3 times 1.7. No that makes sense 268	
JL: Oh yeah we’re right on. 269	
MS: You’re right on. 270	
JL: Okay. Cool. Yay! 271	
MS: Okay! Um…(hands out next question) 272	
 273	
1-15:00 274	
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JL: Okay hypotenuse is 6 again, theta is 50 (R is moving arms to the first quadrant). 275	
Alright. We want base and height. (R adjusts arms). Okay so this is the base it’s around 4. 276	
RT: So 50 (points to angle in triangle other than theta), 90, this is going to be 40. 277	
JL: Oh wait. 278	
RT: Yeah 40, it’s going to be 40. 279	
JL: (J is attending to the height) Is that 4.5? 280	
RT: (R stands up to read y value) that looks like 4 point 3 4. 281	
JL: It’s like right where the inner circle is. 282	
RT: Yeah. 283	
JL: So 4.4? 284	
RT: 4.4. 285	
JL: (J is writing answers on the sheet) And that was 4. 286	
RT: 4. 287	
JL: And then if we draw it out. Theta is 50, 90, and then this is 40 (draws correctly). 288	
RT: No other way. Theta was 50. (J points to where she wrote 50). Oh yeah yeah you’re 289	
right. I’m sorry. 290	
JL: And then 6, 4, and 4.4. 291	
RT: Mhm. 292	
JL: That makes sense with the smaller angle with the smaller, the shorter side. 293	
RT: Mhm. 294	
JL: And the larger one is facing the larger side. 295	
RT: Mhm. 296	
MS: Cool. Alright. (Hands out next question). 297	
JL: Should we just keep it at 6? Or should we do smaller. 298	
RT: So we can just keep it at 6 then I guess. 299	
JL: Okay. It’s saying how does the base and height…as theta gets larger and larger so 300	
we’d go (J gestures a counterclockwise rotation with her pencil) the other way. 301	
RT: Mhm. Well… 302	
JL: Let’s start at 0. So how do you…(R is moving the set of arms, holding them together 303	
at the screw, from theta 0 to 90 degrees) 304	
RT: (R moves the set of arms back to theta at 0) If you start out small height is like… 305	
JL: Wait hold on (J reaches out for the arms) 306	
RT: Very small. Base is large. Base is closer to the length of the hypotenuse. (J is moving 307	
around the right angle arm). 308	
JL: Where is like…how are we situating or positioning this thing? (pointing at right angle 309	
arm) You know? (R reaches out for the right angle arm) Cause that keeps on changing as 310	
we move it. 311	
RT: Yeah. So I guess if we’re just talking about right angles, right triangles… 312	
JL: Okay. 313	
RT: it just goes like that (moving the set of arms from theta 0 to 90 degrees). 314	
JL: Yeah. So we’ll just keep it at 90? I see. (R is almost at 90 degrees now). So then base 315	
would get smaller, height would get larger. 316	
RT: I guess you could say if theta increases in the first quadrant the height increases. 317	
JL: Mhm. 318	
RT: And if theta increases in the first quadrant the base decreases. 319	
JL: Mhm. 320	
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RT: And if you’re going (moves set of arms to second quadrant and rotates the right 321	
angle arm accordingly) like that, theta is small, so large height. Bigger theta, is tiny. 322	
JL: Mhm. 323	
RT: In the second quadrant. 324	
JL: Mhm. (R moves set of arms to the third quadrant, adjusting right angle arm 325	
accordingly. R moves the set from 180 degrees to 270 degrees once and then brings it 326	
back to 180 degrees). 327	
RT: I mean…if we’re looking at theta, theta is just increasing as we go around the… 328	
JL: Mhm. 329	
RT: Yeah so in the third quadrant as theta gets bigger (J starts writing their conclusions 330	
on the question sheet) the height gets larger. So the first and third quadrant are similar. 331	
JL: Okay. 332	
RT: And that probably means the second and fourth quadrant are also…(R moves set of 333	
arms to fourth quadrant) 334	
JL: Oh oops (J erases part of her writing) So first and third are the same… 335	
RT: Mhm 336	
JL: And then second and fourth… 337	
RT: Yeah. 338	
JL: Alright second and fourth base increases, height decreases; first and third base 339	
decreases and height increases 340	
RT: Yeah. So base increases (moves set of arms from 270 towards 360 degrees) 341	
JL: As theta gets larger. 342	
RT: Mhm. 343	
JL: Yeah. And then we go back to the first quadrant or it could be fifth, or still the fourth 344	
RT: Yeah, still the first 345	
JL: Yeah 346	
MS: Fifth? Did you say fifth? 347	
JL: I meant to say…I was just thinking in like uh…radians like they could be…more than 348	
360 degrees or something. 349	
MS: Alright (Hands out next question). 350	
RT: Triangle with a constant theta (moves the set of arms to form a triangle in the first 351	
quadrant) let’s just say it’s at like 50 or something. 352	
JL: As the hypotenuse gets larger and larger so like (both R and J reach for the right angle 353	
arm, R moves it along the radius arm) we would just do that. 354	
RT: Base, it just increases. 355	
JL: Mhm I mean maybe. So let’s see, is there a specific the relationship between the base 356	
and the height in all of these triangles? 357	
RT: Wait how about (goes back to device) let’s just go to 60 or uh 45 358	
 359	
1-20:05 360	
RT: We can say that our height and the base are the same length when we’re at 45. So it 361	
would like… 362	
JL: They would both increase. 363	
RT: Mhm, if it’s 45-45 they would increase at…on a one to one ratio. 364	
JL: Right. 365	
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RT: But if it was like 30-60, this would increase (R moves set of arms to 30 366	
degrees)…wait well…no…I mean it would be relative to the side lengths. Right? 367	
JL: Yeah, it would be a different ratio 368	
RT: Yeah it’s a different ratio. 369	
JL: It depends on the theta you start with. Is there a specific relationship between the base 370	
and the height in these triangles? 371	
RT: It depends on theta? 372	
JL: Yeah. 373	
MS: Why does it depend on theta? 374	
RT: Um…because theta helps dictate the relationship or the ratio between the sides. 375	
MS: Okay. Do you know how? 376	
RT: Uh…trig. 377	
JL: Yeah trig. 378	
RT: Trig functions. 379	
JL: Yeah. 380	
MS: Can you think of any trig functions that might tell you that ratio? 381	
RT: Tangent? 382	
MS: You want to write it out and try it? 383	
JL: Wait so tangent (starts writing). 384	
RT: Tangent of theta. Oh wait we’re so stupid. Yeah! Tangent of theta is literally a ratio 385	
between sine and cosine. 386	
JL: Which is like (traces base of triangle)… 387	
RT: uh Height and base. 388	
JL: Right. (writing tangent formula based on sine and cosine). Okay so if tangent is…if 389	
theta is…bigger… 390	
RT: So like let’s say tangent of theta…let’s just say… 391	
JL: So like first tangent of 45 degrees 392	
RT: So like what’s tangent of theta 45 it’s one over one so like the sides are increasing on 393	
a one-to-one. If it’s like tangent of 30 (J starts writing) that’s pi over six, and then 394	
that’s… 395	
JL: Oh wait uh…imagining the circle 396	
RT: Right, so it would be cosine is one-half and then sine is root 3 over 2. Right? 397	
JL: Yeah cosine is (shows base of triangle on the device) wait… 398	
RT: pi over 6 would be like over here (moves the set of arms so theta is pi over 6) 399	
JL: Cosine would be…Oh wow… 400	
RT: Cosine would be root 3 over 2 and sine would be pi over 6 wait yeah 401	
JL: Uh pi over? Wait. Two? One-half. 402	
RT: One over half yeah. 403	
JL: So then it would be just times two, so it’s 404	
BOTH: Root 3 405	
RT: So like as sine increases…that’s the ratio 406	
JL: So the tangent of 30 is… 407	
BOTH: One over root 3 408	
JL: Uh…tangent of 90 is…doesn’t…wait… 409	
RT: Doesn’t exist cosine is zero. 410	
JL: Oh okay. Tangent of zero is zero. 411	
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RT: Yeah. (R moves set of arms to theta zero) I mean that makes sense too cause like if 412	
you’re just…if your theta is here, you’re just going like this (R moves right angle arm on 413	
radius arm) that side is never really increasing. 414	
MS: In terms of triangles what would that mean? 415	
RT: Wait what would what mean? 416	
MS: Being at zero. 417	
RT: Uh…it’s not a triangle. 418	
MS: It’s not a triangle, but if…the hypothetical triangle that we are talking about what 419	
would its characteristic be at that angle. 420	
JL: A very small angle. 421	
RT: It’s like almost a line. 422	
MS: Almost a line, cool. Okay makes sense. Okay so let me just, before we move on to 423	
the next question…so what you said was that there’s some sort of relationship between 424	
the base and height related to the tangent. So the tangent of theta is what? 425	
RT: The height over the base? 426	
MS: Height over the base. Okay. Got it. Do you want to add anything? (Hands out the 427	
next question). 428	
RT: Is it the…no it’s different, right? 429	
JL: It’s different. 430	
RT: Okay. Base and hypotenuse. 431	
JL: Okay. Alright so…that’s (points to base of triangle) adjacent over hypotenuse (points 432	
to hypotenuse) which is…cosine? 433	
RT: Wait, constant theta… 434	
JL: Okay. 435	
RT: As height increases your base is going to increase and so is your height. 436	
JL: The trig relationship is cosine. Like adjacent over hypotenuse (points to the base and 437	
hypotenuse on the device again). I think so… 438	
RT: Mhm…mhm, wait what? 439	
JL: I’m just saying cause at first we did tan, between the relationship between the base 440	
and the height. 441	
RT: Are you seeing a pattern? 442	
JL: No I’m just saying (incomprehensible) So like this is the relationship of cosine, it’s 443	
like base over hypotenuse. Oh okay so then how do the base and hypotenuse change as 444	
height gets larger and larger? (R moves the right angle arm back and forth along the 445	
radius arm). 446	
RT: They increase? 447	
JL: Yes. Is there a specific relationship between the…(R moves set of arms to second 448	
quadrant, moves right angle arm along the radius back and forth, quickly moves the set to 449	
the third quadrant and then moves it back to the second and then the first). 450	
RT: Is there a specific relationship? Uh…Probably cosine… 451	
MS: Think out loud. 452	
RT: Oh sorry. I mean yeah because root, right? Hmm…so the height’s changing. In the 453	
last one, what was happening in the last one? 454	
JL: Hypotenuse was changing? No, angle…Base and height were changing 455	
RT: As hypotenuse was… yeah that makes sense 456	
JL: What makes sense? 457	
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RT: I mean, cause if we have a constant theta (points to the cosine relationship that J has 458	
written on paper) and looking at how base and height change, base and hypotenuse 459	
change, we would change the, the only other thing that we can change is the height. And 460	
then that would tell us how the base and hypotenuse change with the height at a constant 461	
theta, we get the ratio. 462	
JL: Okay yeah that makes sense. 463	
RT: And then you can just multiply that by height or something, I don’t know. You can 464	
figure out a way to like apply that to your height and find out what your base and 465	
hypotenuse are if you knew your height. 466	
JL: Is there something specific that we…? 467	
MS: No I think you’re good. I just have one question. So I think R mentioned something 468	
like what would happen if we go to the second quadrant, I want you guys to discuss that 469	
too. (R moves set of arms to second quadrant). 470	
JL: Okay. 471	
RT: I mean if we ignore the negative numbers… 472	
JL: Mhm… 473	
RT: It’s pretty much the same relationship. But if we don’t ignore the negative numbers 474	
then your ratio would be negative because we’re looking at it on a graph and as the height 475	
gets larger you’re going to have a larger negative base, I mean that doesn’t make sense… 476	
JL: Yeah. 477	
RT: But if we’re looking at this, yeah. 478	
JL: I think it would be the same as the first quadrant basically… 479	
RT: It’s the same as the first quadrant, you just kind of look at the signs I guess. 480	
MS: And how is that related to the cosine? 481	
JL: Oh… 482	
RT: Cosine is negative in the second quadrant, right? 483	
JL: Yeah. 484	
RT: Cosine, negative… 485	
JL: Yeah…it would matter if we were graphing out cosine, right? 486	
RT: Hm? 487	
JL: It would matter if we’re trying to draw the graph of cosine. 488	
RT: Yeah. It’s positive in these two (points to first and fourth quadrant) negative in these 489	
two (points to second and third quadrant). Because hypotenuse is always positive (J 490	
points to device) or uh…well yeah. 491	
MS: Cool. (Hands out next question). 492	
JL: What’s the relationship between the two thetas of two equivalent triangles…(R 493	
reaches for the device, but stops) Uh…are you thinking how? Two equivalent triangles 494	
one being in the first quadrant the other being in the third (J moves the set of arms to the 495	
first quadrant) Okay let’s say this one, at 30 degrees 496	
RT: Mhm 497	
JL: And then in the other quadrant (J moves set of arms to third quadrant) we can do the 498	
same thing and it would be at 120 degrees right? 499	
RT: Mhm. 500	
JL: So here both base and height or the theta would be180 plus theta or like the theta here 501	
(J points to triangle in third quadrant) would be 180 plus the theta here in the first 502	
quadrant (J points to first quadrant), I guess. 503	
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RT: I mean do you remember how so in this quadrant both x and y are negative. There x 504	
and y are positive, but like if you did 180 minus whatever, this (points to third quadrant) 505	
minus 180 you would get the same thing here (points to first quadrant) and whatever was 506	
here like the x and y are going to be the same as this except these ones are going to be 507	
negative. 508	
JL: Right. 509	
RT: That’s what I remember. 510	
JL: Yeah. 511	
RT: And the tangents would be the same right? Cause the negatives cancel out. 512	
JL: Yeah. 513	
RT: Yeah. 514	
JL: I mean yeah it’d be the same except like the sides are negative here, but then they’re 515	
both negative so then it will become positive, for the tangent relationship. But yeah it’s 516	
asking the relationship between two thetas. Yeah it’d be like the first theta minus the 517	
second theta it would give you 180. 518	
RT: Mhm. 519	
MS: Cool. Wow you’re just breezing through this! (Hands out next question). 520	
RT: We could be doing it all wrong. 521	
JL: If you were to ask me to draw a triangle what would be sufficient information to give 522	
me? Don’t you need like two sides and one angle? 523	
RT: Yeah. 524	
JL: And that’d be enough… 525	
RT: That’s it then…Or three sides, or… 526	
JL: Yeah you could do three sides 527	
RT: Is two angles and one side a thing? Yeah. So if I told you draw something with (J 528	
starts writing on the paper) you can just do it on here pal! 529	
JL: You can just do it on here. 530	
RT: So if I said, make one that’s 30 degrees theta and side lengths of 2 and 2 there’s only 531	
one triangle you can draw right? (R reaches for the device). 532	
JL: Wait you say theta is 30 and then side lengths 2 and 2? 533	
RT: Yeah side lengths 2 and 2, I’m going to tell you which side is like 2 and 2 or if I said 534	
like…(R has now constructed a triangle with sides 2 and 2 in the first quadrant) Are we 535	
only doing right triangles? 536	
JL: No. 537	
MS: Yeah we’re still talking about the same types of triangles. 538	
BOTH: Oh! 539	
RT: Yeah, two sides and an angle…wait what was I saying again at first? Two angles and 540	
a side? 541	
JL: I feel like that’s… 542	
RT: AAS I remember that. From somewhere. 543	
JL: AAS. 544	
RT: Right? Like all those things…oh my gosh! 545	
JL: Yeah like congruent triangles or something? 546	
RT: Yeah. 547	
JL: But I guess you can… 548	
RT: I don’t know. 549	
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JL: We’re sure that at least if you’ve got three sides you can draw a triangle? 550	
RT: SSA, wait no, wait I think… 551	
JL: No SAS, one angle and two sides 552	
RT: Yeah and then AAS 553	
JL: Yeah but just not one angle… 554	
RT: Wait not… 555	
JL: Oh! 556	
RT: Not two sides and an angle that’s not in between them. 557	
JL: Oh yeah so it has to be in between them so it can’t be ASS 558	
RT: Yeah yeah yeah 559	
JL: Okay. 560	
RT: I remember that from elementary school, my teacher said never (R attends to the 561	
triangle on the device that they previously constructed). 562	
JL: So then there’d be like these three ways are sufficient information to draw a triangle. 563	
MS: Can you… 564	
JL: What about three angles? 565	
RT: No because you can, uh… 566	
JL: Oh you just wouldn’t know like what the length of the base and the height and the 567	
hypotenuse would be… 568	
RT: Yeah 569	
JL: Right? 570	
RT: Yeah 571	
 572	
2-00:00 573	
MS: Can you give me less information and I might still be able to find a triangle? 574	
JL: Less information than like one of these for example? 575	
MS: So in each of these you’re giving me three pieces of information. 576	
JL: Oh okay. 577	
MS: Can you do it with two pieces? 578	
RT: Given that it’s a right triangle? 579	
MS: Yeah. 580	
JL: Oh yes you can. 581	
RT: Yeah you just need an angle and a side, but like which side, to tell you which side it 582	
would be… 583	
JL: Like A squared plus B squared equals C squared you can find the third side, right? 584	
RT: Yeah 585	
JL: Right triangle… 586	
RT: Oh no the cosine and then…law of cosines or something law of sines can’t you use 587	
that too? 588	
JL: I don’t know what that is. 589	
RT: You don’t know what law of cosines is? 590	
JL: No I forgot it. 591	
RT: Okay. 592	
JL: Yeah you can like… Uh with a right triangle you can figure out whatever missing 593	
side, the third missing side like if you’re given just two sides then… 594	
RT: I mean if you… 595	
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JL: You can figure out the third side. 596	
RT: Yeah. Because if you’re given a right triangle and you’re given one angle, you can 597	
find the other angle and if you’re given one side 598	
JL: Oh yeah (starts writing on question sheet) 599	
RT: it’s probably related to one of…like the base or height you can relate that to one of 600	
the angles you found or were given and then do law of sines like sine of A over A equals 601	
sine of B over B equals sine of C over C, do you remember? 602	
JL: Oh that one! 603	
RT: Yeah yeah yeah. 604	
JL: Okay yeah that too. That’s just a while ago since I’ve done trig. Okay so then you can 605	
do law of cosine you can get just two sides… 606	
RT: I forgot about, I forgot law of cosines. Uh…what was law of cosines? 607	
MS: So I heard two different things from you. I heard side side and you said you can 608	
have two sides and I think you said you can have a side and an angle. Would both of 609	
those work? 610	
JL: Depends where they are right? 611	
RT: Hm? 612	
JL: Depends which angle… 613	
RT: No both of those would work cause if you did your way, side and side, then you can 614	
do Pythagorean theorem to find the third side and you can use trig identities or trig 615	
functions to find the angles. And then if you just did angle and a side you could find the 616	
third angle 617	
JL: No I was saying it would depend on where the angle is 618	
RT: Oh it depends where the angle is or what side is given. 619	
JL: Yeah (R nods). 620	
RT: Cause if you’re given the hypotenuse and another angle you can’t really figure it out 621	
because you’d be like… 622	
JL: You don’t know the sides 623	
RT: You’d be like sine of 90. Which is just…Oh no wait sine of 90 is 1. Uh no that 624	
would work. So okay… 625	
JL: Wait say it again. 626	
RT: So say I give you angle 30 or something (J starts writing). 627	
JL: Okay, so we have 90 over here, you don’t know how long it is. And then 30, where’s 628	
the 30? 629	
RT: I don’t know, draw it wherever you want. 630	
JL: Okay 30 is over here. 631	
RT: Okay. And then say your hypotenuse is 5. 632	
JL: We can use trig identities to figure that out. 633	
RT: Yeah. 634	
JL: Right? 635	
RT: Okay. So that’s like sine of 90 over 5 equals sine of 30 over whatever the base length 636	
is. So yeah you can figure that out too. So both work? Am I talking too fast? 637	
JL: Yeah my brain’s slow. 638	
RT: I’m sorry. 639	
JL: Okay so you said sine 640	
RT: of 90 641	
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JL: of 90. Equals 5…oh wait (R takes pencil from J) 642	
RT: Wait wait. So say you’re given that, this side is equal to 30 and then this side is, oh 643	
no this angle is equal to 30 and then this side is 5. You know it’s a right triangle so this is 644	
90. So sine of this and then the opposite side so sine of 90 over 5 equals, and say we’re 645	
trying to find this so the sine of 30, we’ll call it x. So x times sine of 90 which is 1 so it’s 646	
sine of 30 times 5. 647	
JL: Wait what’s this relationship? 648	
RT: Law of sines. 649	
JL: Oh it’s the law of sines, okay I didn’t get that. 650	
RT: And then you can do 90 minus 30 to find 60. 651	
JL: Right. 652	
RT: And then do the same thing to find this. 653	
JL: Yeah so if you’re just given another angle and a side it works. 654	
RT: Yeah 655	
MS: Sounds good. Okay (hands out next question). Last question. 656	
JL: The green point. So I’m guessing that’s the screw. 657	
RT: Mhm. 658	
JL: What can we say about the coordinates… 659	
RT: Have you noticed the green point? 660	
JL: Uh…I mean like…no, I just noticing like where we put it over, for the hypotenuse. 661	
Wait how are the coordinates related to the triangles we’ve been talking about? 662	
RT: (incomprehensible) 663	
JL: So would it be like if for example (J reaches for the device) this was at 3 and this was 664	
2 or something. Then it would be (2,3)? Wait no no no just kidding. Scratch that scratch 665	
that. 666	
RT: Wait no yeah, if this was at 2 and 3 (R reaches for the device) coordinates for this is 667	
(2,3). 668	
JL: Yeah. No, yeah. 669	
RT: Is that what you were saying? 670	
JL: Yeah. Sure. 671	
RT: Is that what you’re saying now? 672	
JL: Yes. It’s what I’m saying now. What is the relationship between the coordinates of 673	
the point and theta? 674	
RT: Theta, is equal to the tangent inverse of the y coordinate over the x coordinate? 675	
JL: Will you write that out? 676	
RT: Theta is tangent inverse of y over x. Yeah? 677	
JL: Yeah. 678	
RT: Yeah. 679	
JL: Oh yeah, yeah it is. 680	
RT: Yeah? 681	
JL: Mhm and the coordinates are just giving you the x and y? 682	
RT: The coordinates are like your base and height. 683	
JL: Yeah, exactly. 684	
RT: So the green point is just like pretty much the point where you have coordinates of 685	
your base and height. Oh! Interesting. I never thought about that. 686	
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MS: So what would happen if you flip this to the fourth quadrant? (R moves set of arms 687	
to fourth quadrant) is there a similar relationship there, between the coordinates and 688	
theta? Remember how we defined theta. 689	
RT: So…(Both R and J gesture theta on the device) Darn. How could it be different? 690	
Tangent inverse only exists in the first and fourth quadrant anyways so…so that doesn’t 691	
work. 692	
JL: Wait what? 693	
RT: Doesn’t tangent inverse only exist in the first and fourth? 694	
JL: Yeah. 695	
RT: So we take that. Technically wouldn’t that still work? 696	
JL: Uh I don’t know. 697	
RT: Yeah because if you take a negative number that’s going to give you (points to the 698	
300 degree line in the fourth quadrant) like 300 or something. 699	
JL: (incomprehensible) 700	
RT: So if I say what’s the tangent inverse of like negative 3 over 2 (moves right angle 701	
arm to negative 3 and 2) 702	
JL: Right. 703	
RT: You would get um... 704	
JL: You would get a negative number. 705	
RT: No. 706	
JL: Like you would… 707	
RT: Would you? 708	
JL: Because doesn’t it only exist in the, from pi over 2, negative pi over 2 to 2 pi, pi over 709	
2 sorry. So it would be from negative 90 to 90 degrees. If you’re talking about tangent 710	
inverse. 711	
RT: It goes from negative 90 to 90, yeah you’ll get a negative number. 712	
JL: Yeah. And then you’d add… 713	
RT: so you would have to add 360 to make it positive 714	
BOTH: then you can find theta 715	
RT: So I guess you can keep adding 360 until it becomes positive? If it’s a negative 716	
number? 717	
JL: Mhm. 718	
RT: So theta equals this if theta ends up getting positive, but if it’s negative theta equals 719	
360 plus theta until it’s over zero. 720	
JL: Sure, yeah. 721	
MS: So I’m going to challenge you one more step. What if it’s in the third quadrant? (R 722	
moves set of arms to the third quadrant) 723	
JL: Okay. 724	
RT: Theta would be…oh wait. It’s not that (R points to tangent inverse relationship on 725	
paper). Darn. Okay. 726	
JL: Wait what? You just can’t use tangent inverse anymore, 727	
RT: Yeah. 728	
JL: Okay sure 729	
RT: Okay 730	
JL: Okay. You can use… 731	
RT: Got to figure out a different way to define it. Alright let’s… 732	
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JL: Well maybe theta could be like cosine inverse of…wait no just kidding. 733	
RT: Cosine inverse…if we’re using coordinates… 734	
JL: Cause you’re talking about the coordinates 735	
RT: None of them exist in all four quadrants do they? Where does sine exist? Sine 736	
exists…(incomprehensible) Could you relate it to like hypotenuse? 737	
JL: Yeah but it’s asking about the relationship between the coordinates, we defined, we 738	
said the coordinates was the height and the base, right? So then I guess we could do some 739	
like A squared plus B squared equals C squared, you know? To find C and then take the 740	
square root of that. 741	
MS: That would be…what would that be? 742	
 743	
2-09:56 744	
JL: That would be the…we could say theta equals cosine inverse of what is it again? (J 745	
points to triangle in third quadrant) Adjacent over hypotenuse right? So x over 746	
hypotenuse. And then if we were trying to define hypotenuse using the coordinates like 747	
height and base then we can say hypotenuse it’d be square root of X squared plus Y 748	
squared? Right? 749	
RT: I was not following what you were saying, I’m sorry. 750	
JL: Cause you know how hypotenuse is the C value 751	
RT: Yeah. 752	
JL: So then you just take the square root of it. Hypotenuse would be the square root of 753	
the… 754	
RT: But that would give you something like if it was here (R moves set of arms to the 755	
first quadrant) and that wouldn’t be the right theta 756	
JL: What do you mean? 757	
RT: Cause if you just squared it and then square rooted it and you try to get a positive 758	
value you’re giving yourself a theta that’s in the first quadrant, but then if I wanted the 759	
third quadrant… 760	
JL: Hm…The negative of it…would that… 761	
RT: What? 762	
JL: Do anything? 763	
RT: Yeah the negative… 764	
JL: Wait… 765	
RT: Cause theta would give you something between here and here (R points to first and 766	
second quadrant) I mean if you were told it was in the first or fourth quadrant (R points to 767	
the third and fourth quadrant) you could add 180 to it, like whatever this is (R points to 768	
first and second quadrant) because if it was here and here (R points to first and second 769	
quadrant) it would bring it here (R points to third quadrant) or here (R points to fourth 770	
quadrant). But unless you’re told what quadrant it’s in you can’t really…I mean the 771	
inverse trig functions won’t really work cause they’re defined in certain spaces 772	
JL: So we’re… 773	
RT: It depends on which quadrant you’re in. 774	
JL: So we’re in the third quadrant, so what number would we need to add to it? In order 775	
to get the theta we want in the third quadrant. 776	
RT: So if you’re doing…hm… 777	
JL: Or where does cosine inverse exist? 778	
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RT: Cause if you get, cosine exists in first and second (R points to first and second 779	
quadrant). 780	
JL: Okay. 781	
RT: So if you’re given positive 3 and positive 2 then you know you’re in the first 782	
quadrant (R points to first quadrant), but you want it in the third quadrant (R points to 783	
third quadrant) so you would do that (R points to paper) and… 784	
JL: Plus 180? 785	
RT: Plus 180. 786	
JL: Okay. 787	
RT: If you’re given negative 3 and positive 2, you know you’re in the second 788	
quadrant…(R points to second quadrant) 789	
JL: Then we would know what theta is 790	
RT: No. 791	
JL: What? If it was in the second quadrant. 792	
RT: Oh yeah yeah yeah. If you’re given like negative 3 negative 2 (R points to third 793	
quadrant) You can just do that and realize that you have to add 180 (R gestures adding 794	
from first to third quadrant) 795	
JL: We would still have to add 180 to it. 796	
RT: Yeah. 797	
JL: Yeah. 798	
RT: But if you’re given negative 3 and 2 799	
BOTH: Then you would know it’s in the second quadrant 800	
JL: So then… 801	
RT: So if you wanted to find that you would just get it from cosine inverse 802	
JL: Mhm 803	
RT: If you’re in the fourth quadrant again you square it cause it would be negative 3, the 804	
height would be negative and that 805	
JL: Or like we could basically take from the value we had from the second quadrant 806	
RT: Yeah and add 180 807	
JL: Add 180 yeah. 808	
RT: Yeah. 809	
MS: Cool. Thank you so much. We’re done with the activity, I’m just going to ask you a 810	
couple of reflection questions. 811	
BOTH: Okay. 812	
MS: So what did you think about the activity, just very general anything that comes to 813	
your mind. 814	
RT: I don’t know if I did anything right. I feel like I just talked a lot. 815	
JL: I feel like um…when you first put this board on I was like wait what is this cause it 816	
had like more numbers, it wasn’t like the unit circle cause it had more values I guess. I 817	
guess it’s kind of like the unit circle we just have to look at that (J gestures a small circle 818	
with center on the origin). Um…I thought it was pretty cool cause we kind of like figured 819	
out some relationships or we thought about some things in different ways. 820	
RT: Yeah. 821	
MS: Cool. So how did the device help or not help you during the activity? 822	
RT: It helps you visualize everything so you can just mess around, give yourself 823	
examples to play around with 824	
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JL: Mhm… 825	
RT: I don’t really know that it didn’t…I mean like maybe at the beginning I was really 826	
confused looking at it… 827	
JL: Mhm…you still figured it out 828	
RT: and then as you move on then it’s not that bad 829	
JL: Yeah. 830	
MS: Were there specific question that you thought it was more helpful? 831	
JL: Yeah like…I guess the one where you were like, it was like asking to draw out a 832	
triangle or something, and you (J facing R) were like we could just use this 833	
RT: Yeah. 834	
JL: So for that question it was helpful to just use that instead of drawing a lot of the 835	
examples. Any other ones that you can think of? 836	
RT: No I mean just in general when you were saying let’s say we have a triangle… 837	
JL: Yeah that too 838	
RT: with these characteristics 839	
JL: Mhm 840	
RT: this helps you piece it all together 841	
JL: Mhm 842	
MS: Cool. Okay. Did you learn something new or did you already know most of this 843	
stuff? 844	
RT: Uh…I don’t know if I learned anything new I just thought about what you know in 845	
different ways so I guess you learned something new like thinking about, just thinking 846	
about stuff in different ways helps you learn it I guess 847	
JL: Mhm…Yeah and then like when we realized trig, like relationships between the base 848	
and height or like the base and hypotenuse, or the base and the… 849	
RT: Height 850	
JL: The height and the hypotenuse. It was like okay so this is like what we were taught 851	
when we were learning trig so it was like nice to connect it with those things. 852	
MS: Alright. Thank you so much! 853	
JL: Yeah of course. 854	
MS: You guys were great. 855	
JL: Thank you. 856	
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Interview 4 
1-00:00 1	
MS: Alright. Hello! 2	
BOTH: Hi. 3	
MS: Okay why don’t you go ahead and introduce yourselves. 4	
JM: Okay my name is J. 5	
MJ: My name is M. 6	
MS: And you’re both freshmen? 7	
BOTH: Freshmen yeah. 8	
MJ: At Berkeley. 9	
MS: Okay awesome. So let’s get started. So here’s a device and what I want you to do is 10	
just think about what it is. You can play with it. 11	
MJ: So it’s like a unit circle in the back. Or… 12	
JM: Yeah. 13	
MJ: Or a unit or a circle with a radius of 5. What can this do? (M reaches for the set of 14	
arms). 15	
JM: Radius 5, yeah. It kind of looks like a…what is it called…um…protract…uh, 16	
compass? 17	
MJ: Yeah. Kind of…and, or, (M still playing with set of arms). 18	
JM: This would make a right angle (points to right angle arm), so then… 19	
MJ: Can it tell the angles of a certain circle with this kind of radius or something? 20	
JM: I’m not sure. 21	
MJ: Here you want to…(M hands device over to J). 22	
JM: (J moving set of arms around) can you like…I don’t know… 23	
MS: What are you thinking about? 24	
JM: Well…It just seems like (J moving set of arms around) it could make a good circle. 25	
MS: Okay. 26	
MJ: Mhm. Yeah, if you wanted to draw a circle, but that would just be like this (M points 27	
to the radius arm)… 28	
JM: (incomprehensible) 29	
MJ: I don’t know what this one’s for (M rotates right angle arm on the radius arm). I feel 30	
like it has something to do with finding an angle or something. Because… 31	
MS: Like what type of an angle, like where would that angle be? 32	
MJ: Yeah that’s what I’m trying to figure out. So I’m not really sure how to orient this 33	
(M rotates right angle arm on the radius arm). So if you have a radius of 3 or something 34	
(M has the radius arm aligned with the x-axis, the screw on the 3 mark on the radius arm, 35	
and the right angle arm facing upwards). Hm…I’m not really sure how this would find a 36	
certain angle. 37	
JM: What if you spun this in a circle (J moves radius arm to a larger angle in the first 38	
quadrant) but then this in the circle (J rotates the right angle arm so it is making a square 39	
with the axes). Oh wait… 40	
MJ: Then we would have… 41	
JM: But that wouldn’t do anything. Well… 42	
MS: Tell me what you see. 43	
MJ: Okay so I already said in the beginning that I see a unit circle with a radius of 5. It’s 44	
not really a unit circle, but it’s just a circle with a radius of 5 and then this ruler (M points 45	
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to radius arm) tells the radius of a circle, each circle, and then the 5 is the one drawn here. 46	
But it spins around (M rotating radius arm). And then this, is the one thing I don’t really 47	
know (M points to the right angle arm while J reaches for it as well). 48	
JM: Yeah. This spins too (J rotates right angle arm). 49	
MS: What do you think? What’s the characteristic of that thing? 50	
MJ: This is a right angle. So…yeah I’m not really sure what to do with this part. 51	
MS: Okay. Well let’s start an activity and see if you guys can figure out more stuff about 52	
this. 53	
MJ: Mhm. 54	
MS: So here’s the prompt to the activity. I’m going to ask you to find a right angle 55	
triangle on the xy-plane. In each of these activities imagine that the base of the triangle 56	
lies on the x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. 57	
JM: So like (J traces a correct triangle in the second quadrant using her fingers). 58	
MS: Can you use the pieces of the device to show me the triangle? 59	
JM: Oh (J reaches for the set of arms and starts rotating the right angle arm, while the set 60	
is in the first quadrant). 61	
MS: You can take that out at the beginning (J has moved the set to the fourth quadrant 62	
now), and see if you even need it. 63	
MJ: This one (M reaching for right angle arm)? 64	
MS: Yeah you can take it out. 65	
MJ: (M pulls out the right-angle arm) Oh. So the triangle would be like…it’s on, base is 66	
on the x-axis (M traces the x-axis with her finger), and then (M traces the height of the 67	
triangle) and then one leg would be going here (M traces the height again), and this is the 68	
hypotenuse (M traces the radius arm with her finger) so it would be going like up there 69	
(M traces height in the fourth quadrant again). 70	
MS: Okay. So do you think you can use this to show me exactly where the triangle is? (M 71	
slides right angle arm onto the radius arm) 72	
MJ: So if you have a base of 5… (the radius arm is aligned with the x-axis and M keeps 73	
sliding the right angle arm back and forth on the radius arm. M then rotates the set of 74	
arms to the second quadrant.) 75	
MS: So the same triangle that you were showing me before. Can you… 76	
MJ: (the radius arm is now aligned with the left side of the x-axis) if you have a triangle 77	
like this (M traces the hypotenuse of a triangle in the first quadrant) the base is here 78	
(points to the left side of the x-axis) on the x-axis…and the hypotenuse is here (M traces 79	
the radius arm, which is still on the x-axis) how would… 80	
JM: Does this have to be the base? (points to the radius arm) oh yeah. 81	
MS: Yeah? Why does it have to be the base? 82	
MJ: We can do it like this (makes a right triangle in the second quadrant, using the radius 83	
arm as the base, one leg of the right angle arm as the hypotenuse, and the y axis as the 84	
height). Oh no the hypotenuse doesn’t start at the origin, nevermind. 85	
JM: Cause I’m thinking if the triangle was like this (J takes the set of arms and moves 86	
them upwards so that the radius arm is not aligned with the x-axis anymore, then she 87	
traces a correct triangle with her index finger) then the right angle needs to be here and 88	
then this thing (J shows the leg of the right angle arm that is not involved in making the 89	
triangle, but is an indicator of the y value) could be like here (J shows the x-axis). Then 90	
this wouldn’t be connected. 91	
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MJ: Hm… 92	
JM: Because this is the right angle. So it needs to (incomprehensible). 93	
MJ: The hypotenuse starts at the origin and the base of the triangle lies on the x-axis (M 94	
takes the set of arms) So…I feel like (M takes out right angle arm, and aligns the radius 95	
arm with the x-axis) I don’t really know. 96	
MS: Why don’t we go just with a hypothesis,  97	
MJ: Yeah… 98	
MS: What if we use that uh long side, 99	
JM: This one? (J points to one leg of the right angle arm) 100	
MS: as the hypotenuse. This one (MS points to radius arm) 101	
MJ: So…we need one more leg like (M traces the height of a triangle in the third 102	
quadrant) 103	
MS: Can you somehow…(J rotates the right angle arm so that a correct triangle is built in 104	
the third quadrant) 105	
MJ: Like that? 106	
MS: Where would your triangle be if you do it like that? (J rotates the right angle arm so 107	
that one of the legs is aligned with the radius arm, making a triangle in the third quadrant 108	
with its hypotenuse on the x-axis and the right angle arm as its base and height). 109	
MJ: Oh yeah this is the right angle (M points to the right angle in the triangle J has 110	
made). 111	
MS: That’s a right triangle, but the hypotenuse, I mean sorry the base isn’t on the x-axis. 112	
MJ: Oh yeah this is the hyp- (M traces the radius arm) it has to be, this is the base right? 113	
(M traces the x-axis). 114	
JM: Um…(J rotates right angle arm to form the correct triangle again). 115	
MS: Yeah so if that’s the base and you have the hypotenuse then where should the right 116	
angle be? 117	
MJ: The right angle should be between…right here basically (M points to the correct 118	
right angle, and J traces it.) 119	
MS: So how can you make that? 120	
MJ: (takes set of arms from J and aligns the radius arm with the x-axis again) So 121	
this…how you make a right angle with this thing (M rotating the right angle arm on the 122	
radius arm) 123	
MS: Let’s say that this was the hypotenuse (MS moves the radius arm down to the third 124	
quadrant again) 125	
MJ: Oh okay. 126	
MS: and then you have the base here (MS traces the left side of the x-axis) 127	
MJ: How do you…(the right angle arm is correctly positioned) 128	
MS: Okay, where is the triangle? 129	
MJ: This is the triangle (M traces the correct triangle in the third quadrant) How do we 130	
get this (M points to the leg of the right angle arm that indicates the y value) to go over 131	
there (M points to the base of the triangle). 132	
MS: Does it have to go over there though? 133	
MJ: I mean if you want it to be covered by this leg (M points to the leg of the right angle 134	
arm that indicates the y value) and this leg (M points to the other right angle arm leg) and 135	
this one (M points to the radius arm). 136	
MS: Right, but I mean which triangle currently fits into the description? 137	
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MJ: This one (M traces the correct triangle again) 138	
MS: Okay. 139	
JM: (incomprehensible) 140	
MJ: This one doesn’t (trances the other triangle that is formed by the right angle arm, the 141	
y axis and the radius arm) cause this (points to the leg of the right angle arm) doesn’t lie 142	
on the x-axis. 143	
JM: Oh yeah. 144	
MS: Yeah. So that’s basically what I meant. 145	
MJ: Okay. 146	
MS: So you’re using all the pieces to find a right angle triangle where the base is on the 147	
x-axis and the hypotenuse starts at the origin. 148	
MJ: Mhm 149	
MS: Can you both see the triangle? 150	
JM: Mhm. 151	
MS: Okay so here are some examples that… 152	
 153	
2-00:00 154	
MS: okay yeah, I was saying that here are some examples that I had. 155	
MJ: Okay, of the triangles? 156	
MS: Of the different triangles that you can get. 157	
MJ: Yeah. 158	
MS: Okay, so the second part if you keep reading says that, I’ll also ask you some of the 159	
triangle’s characteristics. In all of these questions theta will be the angle between the 160	
hypotenuse and the right side of the x-axis going counter clockwise. 161	
MJ: Mhm… 162	
MS: So in the triangle that you found can you show me where theta would be? 163	
MJ: The right side of the x-axis…would this…mm…which one? This one? (M points to 164	
the angle between the x-axis and the hypotenuse inside the triangle) Or this one? (M 165	
points to the right angle in the triangle) 166	
JM: Mm…Does that mean this one? (J points to the angle between the x-axis and the 167	
hypotenuse inside the triangle) 168	
MJ: That’s what I was thinking. 169	
JM: Going counterclockwise. 170	
MJ: The right side… 171	
MS: So where is the right side of the x-axis? 172	
MJ: That would be this side (traces the right side of the x-axis) 173	
MS: Mhm…So we want the angle between the right side of the x-axis and the 174	
hypotenuse. 175	
MJ: Oh so this way (M traces the angle supplementary to the correct angle). Like here (M 176	
pointing to the sheet with examples) 177	
MS: Okay. 178	
MJ: Well that’s…that’s counter clockwise 179	
JM: Oh… 180	
MS: You want to go counterclockwise from the x-axis. 181	
JM: Mm…So 182	
MJ: Oh so all the way around 183	
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JM: Okay. 184	
MS: Mhm. 185	
MJ: Okay. 186	
MS: So can you show me on the device? 187	
MJ: So for this triangle, it would be from the right side all the way to here (M traces the 188	
correct angle, J points to the device as M traces) 189	
MS: Okay. And then…how about if you make another triangle and show me its theta. 190	
MJ: Okay. Here (incomprehensible) (M hands over device to J. J makes a triangle in the 191	
fourth quadrant). 192	
JM: So theta would be here (J traces theta correctly, M nods) 193	
MS: Okay and where’s your triangle? 194	
JM: This one (J traces the triangle correctly, M nods) 195	
MS: Okay. Yeah so here are some examples that I had. 196	
MJ: Okay. 197	
MS: Um…They’re pretty similar to the ones that you had. Okay so are we clear on what 198	
we’re talking about? 199	
MJ: Mhm (J nods). 200	
MS: Okay. So here is the first question. 201	
MJ: Find a triangle with base 4 units (M moves the set of arms to the first quadrant)… 202	
MS: Make sure to think out loud. 203	
MJ: Okay. So yeah… 204	
JM: Base 4 units so this has to be here (M has moved the radius arm to the x-axis, J 205	
moves the screw to the 4th mark on the radius arm). Oh I see… 206	
MJ: So base will be 4 (M adjusts screw on 4) so keep it there (M moves the set of arms 207	
upwards) so this has to be 4 (M indicates the base on the x-axis using her thumb and 208	
index finger and then rotates the right angle arm to indicate 4 on the x-axis). 209	
JM: Wait how do we know that the height is…oh so that (J points to the radius arm) if 210	
that, the hypotenuse is 5, then the height should be 3 right? 211	
MJ: Wait wait wait, so base, so we can use the Pythagorean theorem right? 212	
JM: Uh…yeah. 213	
MJ: So 5, 4, 3. 214	
JM: Yeah. 215	
MJ: So the hypotenuse has to be 5 216	
JM: Yeah and the 217	
MJ: Base is 4 218	
JM: So then height should be 3 219	
MJ: Yeah, that’s should be what it is. 220	
MS: Can you show me how the height is 3? 221	
JM: Uh… 222	
MS: Like on the device, where can you see that? 223	
MJ: What… 224	
JM: Oh here (J points to the 3 mark on the y axis and then traces the distance between the 225	
origin and 3 on the y-axis with her finger) 226	
MJ: Yeah you can see it there. Yeah that’s…(M adjusts the right angle arm and points to 227	
the 3 mark on the y-axis) that’s…oh yeah yeah okay now I see. So that’s how you see 228	
where the height is, over there (points at the 3 mark on the y-axis again). So what can you 229	
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tell me about the hypotenuse? So the hypotenuse is 5 even though we didn’t really use 230	
this to calculate it. 231	
JM: Mhm. 232	
MJ: Yeah. 233	
JM: We did it the other way around. 234	
MJ: Yeah. Then what can you tell me about theta? So… 235	
JM: Um…theta would be here (J traces the correct theta). 236	
MJ: Mhm… 237	
JM: Uh… 238	
MJ: What do we know? It’s not…do we know that it’s like 30, 60, and 90? 239	
JM: I don’t think it is. 240	
MJ: Yeah it’s not, it has to be 1 to root 3 to 1 right? 241	
JM: Yeah. 242	
MJ: What do we know about theta? 243	
JM: I don’t think…I mean…we can measure it (J points to the radius arm). 244	
MJ: Oh yeah that’s true. We can measure it. It’s like 245	
JM: 35? 246	
MJ: 36? 247	
JM: 36. 248	
MJ: Yeah (M stands up to look at the device perpendicularly) 36 degrees. 249	
MS: Okay. Cool. (Hands out next question). 250	
MJ: So… 251	
BOTH: hypotenuse 6 252	
JM: Theta would be… 253	
MJ: So theta would be this (M traces an angle with her finger that goes to the second 254	
quadrant and then starts moving the set of arms in the same direction) 120. 255	
Between…wait theta is between (M traces her finger in an arc from the right side of the 256	
x-axis) and the hypotenuse. 257	
JM: Is 6… 258	
MJ: Okay I think…(M adjusts the radius arm correctly). Is that correct? 259	
JM: Mm… 260	
MS: What are you thinking about? 261	
JM: Well we found theta (J points tot the radius arm) so we put it to 120 first. 262	
MJ: Mhm. 263	
JM: And then we made the hypotenuse 6 units by moving this to 6 (J points to the screw). 264	
MJ: Yeah. Now we can find the base using this leg of the device (M points to the side of 265	
the right angle arm that is indicating the x value), which is around 3. And then we can 266	
find the height using this leg (M points to the side of the right angle arm that is indicating 267	
the y value), which is around 5.3. If we did it correctly. Yeah. Or 5.1 or 2. So we did the 268	
right theta right? 269	
JM: Yeah. 270	
MJ: Yeah. 271	
MS: Okay, um…is there anything special about this triangle? 272	
JM: Um… 273	
MJ: Um…okay so this theta (M points to the angle inside the triangle with the x-axis 274	
side)…this is 120 (M points to the actual theta) so this is 275	
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BOTH: 60. 276	
MJ: And this is 90 (M points to 90 degree angle), so it must be 30  (M points tot 30 277	
degree angle). Right? 278	
JM: Yeah so that angle’s 30. 279	
MJ: 30, 60, 90. And that’s like a special…one of those rules. 3, 6, and the height is 5. Or 280	
a little bit more than 5. 281	
JM: Wait what was the rules for 30, 60, 90? 282	
MJ: It’s like the angle or the sides are t, to root 3 t, to 2 t. So you know t is 3 and you 283	
know 2t is 284	
JM: Oh right 285	
MJ: 6 and so 3 times root 3 I guess would be 5 point something. 286	
JM: Mhm… 287	
MS: Okay. By the way root 3 is 1.7 so 3 times 1.7 would be 5.1. (Hands out next 288	
question.) 289	
MJ: Okay! So theta 50. (M moves set of arms to the first quadrant). So move it to 50 290	
here. And then put the leg 291	
JM: at 6, oh no, make the hypotenuse 6. 292	
MJ: 6. Then the leg there. So okay the base is like 4, right? 293	
JM: Yeah. 294	
MJ: and you know like the height… 295	
JM: Is uh…(J gets closer to read the y value) it’s like 4 point 4 296	
MJ: Mhm. This is 4 to 6 sorry 4 to 4 to 6. 297	
 298	
2-10:05 299	
JM: 4 to 4.4 ish 300	
MJ: Oh yeah 4.4 to 6. And this is 50. 50, 90…yeah it’s not really a special triangle. 301	
JM: Yeah. 302	
MS: Okay. Cool. (Hands out next question). 303	
MJ: So 304	
JM: Constant hypotenuse. 305	
MJ: We can keep it at 5 (M moves the crew to the 5 mark on the radius arm while also 306	
moving the arm set down to a theta of zero). 307	
JM: How do the base and height change as theta gets larger and larger? Okay so I guess 308	
we can try it with the thing. 309	
MJ: So it gets larger and larger (M holds on to screw and the right angle arm and moves 310	
the set of arms upward) 311	
JM: The height increases 312	
MJ: and the 313	
BOTH: base decreases. 314	
MJ: Yeah. Until… 315	
JM: Until 90 316	
MJ: Until 90. At which point…(M rotates the right angle arm to accommodate her in the 317	
second quadrant) height starts 318	
BOTH: decreasing 319	
MJ: And base starts 320	
BOTH: increasing 321	
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MJ: And then we get to 2, no 180. Height increases and base decreases. 322	
JM: yeah. 323	
MJ: Then… 324	
JM: 270 325	
MJ: Yeah, height 326	
JM: Height decreases, base increases 327	
MJ: So it like alternates from each quadrant. Yeah. 328	
MS: Cool. (Hands out next question). 329	
MJ: (M moves set of arms to the first quadrant) So this is constant (M holds down the 330	
radius arm with her middle finger) how…how do the base and height change as the 331	
hypotenuse gets larger and larger? (M moves the screw up the radius arm) They both 332	
increase. Is there a specific relationship between the base and the height? (M moves 333	
screw back down). 334	
JM: What are you making it at? What are you doing? 335	
MJ: I’m just looking…I’m just keeping it at 50 or something. 336	
JM: Oh okay. 337	
MJ: So 338	
JM: Both of them increasing… 339	
MJ: Both of them increase. 340	
JM: Yeah. 341	
MJ: I’m just trying to see if there’s like a one-to-one ratio or something. (M moves set of 342	
arms so that the angle is now at about 30 degrees). No they’re not…only if it’s 45 degrees 343	
it would be one-to-one. We’ll just move it here? What’s the relationship? 344	
JM: I mean I guess it depends on the angle or the hypotenuse. 345	
MJ: Yeah…but if you keep it at a certain theta, is it…is each increase…like is it the same 346	
ratio? This (M points to height of triangle) to this (M points to the part of the right angle 347	
arm that is indicating the base of the triangle)? Is it the same ratio? 348	
JM: I mean…it should be… 349	
MJ: It should be the same ratio 350	
MS: Why do you think it should be the same ratio? 351	
JM: Well I guess…at every…so if the theta was constant and only the hypotenuse 352	
changed (J keeps theta constant and moves the screw up and down the radius arm) all 353	
these triangles are similar so the ratio of base to height in a small triangle is the same 354	
ratio in a larger triangle. 355	
MS: Okay. 356	
MJ: I think that’s what I was thinking, like they’re all similar triangles it’s just by 357	
definition that their sides are in a similar ratio just bigger or smaller. Proportional. 358	
MS: So you’re saying that the height and base of two similar triangles are going to be 359	
proportional do you think we can find that ratio somehow? 360	
MJ: Yeah we can use this, we can use this to measure each, so if we had a radius of 5 and 361	
so…base to height would be like 4.2 to 2.8. That’ll be a little less than 2. 362	
MS: Okay. 363	
MJ: And if we increase it to 8 (M moves the screw on the radius arm to the 8 mark) it 364	
would be like 6.8 to  365	
JM: 4 point 366	
MJ: 4.1 or 2, which is also a little bit less than 2. 367	
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MS: Okay. 368	
MJ: So I think they should be in a similar ratio. 369	
JM: Yeah. 370	
MS: Cool so we can use the device to find the ratio, what if you weren’t going to use the 371	
device? 372	
MJ: At all? How to find the ratio? Um… 373	
JM: And you knew the hypotenuse? 374	
MS: Let’s say you didn’t know the hypotenuse. 375	
JM: And you knew the theta? 376	
MS: Mhm. 377	
MJ: You knew theta… 378	
JM: Um… 379	
MJ: You just know theta about the triangle? And you know it’s a right triangle? 380	
MS: Mhm. 381	
JM: Well you know, if you know theta then you know the 3 angles. 382	
MJ: Yeah. And you can use… 383	
JM: And you’re the one controlling the hypotenuse (J gestures her hand in a back and 384	
forth motion similar to when she was moving the screw) 385	
MJ: Yeah, can’t you use the law of sines or cosines? 386	
JM: Uh… 387	
MJ: No, but you still need to know at least one side for that 388	
JM: I mean… 389	
MJ: Or are you just trying to find the ratio? Just the ratio? 390	
MS: Yeah you’re just trying to find the ratio. 391	
MJ: Yeah I think you can use the law of sines, like sine of this side (M shows the base of 392	
the triangle on the device) over its angle that’s right across from it (M points to the angle 393	
across from the base) is equal to sine of, the other side is equal to the sine of the angle 394	
across from it. Since you know the 3 angles, I think can find the ratio of this (M points to 395	
the height of the triangle) to this (M points to the base of the triangle). And the sines will 396	
cancel out. I think. 397	
MS: Okay. Anything else you want to add? 398	
JM: No. 399	
MS: Okay let’s go on to the next question (Hands out next question). 400	
JM: Constant theta, how do the base and hypotenuse change… 401	
MJ: Oh so it’s asking about the hypotenuse. Okay. (M reaches for the device). 402	
JM: As the height gets larger and larger. 403	
MJ: How…okay constant theta but the height gets larger. Oh the screw came off. 404	
MS: Oh it did? Here I’ll put it back on. (Takes out right angle arm) 405	
MJ: As the height gets larger and larger (M uses her left hand to hold down the radius 406	
arm and uses her right hand to indicate the base on the triangle, the right angle arm is still 407	
out) well if it’s a constant theta and the height gets larger then the base must get larger 408	
too. 409	
JM: Um...yeah. And the hypotenuse should… 410	
MJ: And is there a relationship, it should also be the same ratio thing. And yeah the 411	
hypotenuse should get larger. 412	
JM: Yeah. 413	
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MJ: I feel like the ratio still applies. 414	
MS: (slides right angle arm back on the radius arm) 415	
JM: Yeah the ratio should still apply, because it’s still going to be similar triangles. 416	
MJ: Yeah. 417	
JM: Because if you’re having a constant theta. 418	
MJ: Yeah it’s just instead of these two (M points to base and height) it should be this (M 419	
points to base) and this (M points to hypotenuse). 420	
JM: Yeah. 421	
 422	
2-19:50 423	
MJ: So…how, yeah so it should be the same thing so as the height gets larger the base 424	
also gets larger and the ratio is still, the ratio still applies. 425	
MS: Okay. Can you write for me what the ratio would be? Can you write it down. 426	
MJ: Uh…so (M takes out a pen). 427	
JM: The ratio? (M sets down pen) 428	
MS: Mhm. Or the relationship. 429	
JM: Like (J picks up pen) would it be like, base over. Or…with numbers? 430	
MS: Whatever way you want to do it. 431	
MJ: Write out the relationship between the base and the hypotenuse? 432	
MS: Mhm… 433	
JM: Uh…well…would it be like a fraction? 434	
MJ: Yeah so…can I see that 435	
JM: Yeah (M takes back pen) 436	
MJ: Thanks. So if you have a base that’s like original and then over the hypotenuse we’re 437	
saying that that equals the base plus some number over the hypotenuse plus…is it the 438	
same number? I don’t know if you can say it’s the same number. 439	
JM: It wouldn’t be the same number. 440	
MJ: If you move this (M slides screw on the radius arm), it doesn’t increase by the 441	
same…? I’ll just say like a y… 442	
MS: Right, so we’re looking for a specific relationship. And for the previous question 443	
you told me that you can find the ratio. So that’s what I’m asking. 444	
JM: Mm…Would it just be base over hypotenuse? Is that a ratio? 445	
MS: Right so we want to know what that would be in terms of theta. Cause the only thing 446	
we really know about this triangle is it’s theta. 447	
MJ: Mhm. 448	
JM: So we would have to use some trig stuff. 449	
MJ: So like in this triangle for example, you know what this is, and then you know this 450	
(M draws a triangle) and you also know this, right? 451	
JM: Yeah. 452	
MJ: So the relationship between this one and this one (M pointing to aspects of the 453	
triangle she drew) so it would be sine of 90 over hypotenuse equals sine x over the base. 454	
So you know that sine of 90 is 1 (In M’s drawing x is the angle complementary to theta.) 455	
JM: Yeah. 456	
MJ: So it would be the sine of x equals the hypotenuse, the base over the hypotenuse. 457	
MS: Can you write that? 458	
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MJ: So sine x equals base over hypotenuse and you know what x is cause you already 459	
know these two angles so you can find the third angle 460	
JM: Mhm. 461	
MJ: So then you can find this so you can find the ratio of the two. Yeah. 462	
MS: Okay. That’s still not in terms of theta though. I know you can find it. 463	
MJ: Oh so you want the ratio in terms of theta. 464	
MS: Mhm. 465	
JM: Oh could you just do 90 minus theta? Sine of 90 minus theta. 466	
MJ: Sine… 467	
JM: Oh sine of…yeah sine of 90 minus theta 468	
MJ: Yeah. So it would be…so what is x in terms of theta? X plus theta plus 90 equals 469	
180. Yeah so 90 minus theta. Equals b over h. Yeah. 470	
MS: Okay. Let’s visit the previous question one more time and let’s write a similar 471	
relationship for that one as well. (J takes over the writing). 472	
JM: So this is theta…in that triangle and that’s x (J draws a triangle similar to the one M 473	
drew) So the relationship between the base and height this is base and this is I’ll call 474	
height l, and this is hypotenuse. So sine of x over base is equal to sine of theta over l and 475	
so l times sine of x equals b times sine of theta and b over l equals sine of x over sine of 476	
theta and since x equals 90 minus theta the ratio is sine of 90 minus theta over sine of 477	
theta. 478	
MJ: Can we simplify 90 minus theta? There’s like those addition subtraction rules. I 479	
don’t know. 480	
JM: I don’t know. 481	
MS: Yeah that was actually my next question. 482	
MJ: Simplify sine of 90 minus theta? 483	
MS: Yeah how can you say, what is sine of 90 minus theta? 484	
MJ: Okay so you have a theta here (M goes back to the device) and sine of that theta if 485	
it’s a one unit, it would just be the height. Hm…I don’t know if you can say that for all 486	
thetas. Okay. This is theta and we have the height, which is the sine (M goes back to 487	
drawing a triangle on paper). That’s for unit, okay I’m just thinking in terms of the unit 488	
circle, then sine of 90 minus, this would be like here. (M has drawn two triangles one 489	
with theta and the other with 90 minus theta, both on the same plane, in the first 490	
quadrant). So I think this part becomes this (M draws an arrow from sine of theta which 491	
is the height of the first triangle to the base of the second triangle) and the cosine 492	
becomes that (M draws an arrow from the base of the first triangle to the height of the 493	
second triangle). So it would be the…but then that’s not for…yeah this is only for a unit 494	
circle (M crosses off her drawing) I don’t think it applies cause it’s not one unit on the 495	
base. 496	
JM: Okay. 497	
MJ: So the sine is opposite over hypotenuse. (M draws a new similar triangle). Oh wait 498	
are we already…l, b, sine of theta is equal to l over h 499	
JM: But, so by finding sine of theta… 500	
MJ: Can you use that to simplify? 501	
JM: Yeah so how would you do sine of 90 minus theta? Aren’t there? Are we supposed 502	
to know some rules? 503	
MS: No, you can use the device too. 504	
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JM: So you’re asking us to make sine of 90 minus theta into something else? 505	
MS: Yeah, you could. I’m mostly asking you to talk more about it. 506	
MJ: Okay so let’s just say like 30 so the sine of 30 and it’s like 4, what’s the easy angle? I 507	
think 30, 60, 90 is easiest. 508	
JM: What are you trying to do? 509	
MJ: Just see what happens when you change it to 90 minus 510	
JM: So 90 minus 30 511	
MJ: But we need to find the sine of this one first 512	
JM: Oh 513	
MJ: So what was it? Like 6, 3 to 6…yeah (M is building a triangle on the device in the 514	
first quadrant). 515	
JM: 3 516	
MJ: 3 yeah. So 6, 3 and this would be 3 root 3 (M points to the base of the triangle) 517	
JM: Yeah. 518	
MJ: Using the special triangle. So sine of, 3, opposite over hypotenuse, this is one half 519	
(M shows the height and then the hypotenuse of the triangle). Right? 520	
 521	
2-30:06 522	
JM: Uh… 523	
MJ: Opposite, oh wait it’s not one half. 524	
JM: Oh sine is one half? 525	
MJ: Yeah so this is theta (M points to theta), this is 3 (M points to the height) over 526	
hypotenuse (M points to the hypotenuse) would be 6. 527	
JM: Yeah. 528	
MJ: So one half. Then let’s see what happens to 90 minus 30 is 60 (M moves the set of 529	
arms to theta 60) 530	
JM: So… 531	
MJ: Now it’s 6 (M points to the height) to…so theta was…so now this is 90 minus theta 532	
2t over t, root 3 t. But that doesn’t really give us any information about other triangles. 533	
JM: Uh...Is there anything… 534	
MS: So you found sine of theta in your first triangle was one half 535	
JM: Mhm. 536	
MS: where your theta was 30. 537	
JM: Yeah. 538	
MS: Can you see one half in the new triangle that you made somewhere? 539	
MJ: That would be the cosine of the 540	
JM: Yeah… 541	
MS: Okay 542	
MJ: Oh wait no…yeah cosine sorry. 543	
MS: Okay. So the sine of 90 minus theta ends up being what? 544	
MJ: the co oh yeah the cosine of 545	
BOTH: theta. 546	
JM: Oh! 547	
MJ: Yeah. 548	
MS: Does that make sense? 549	
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MJ: Yeah. So you can change this into cosine theta equals which makes sense because we 550	
basically derived the formula for cosine, like adjacent over hypotenuse is what we got 551	
like this over hypotenuse. And this one (M goes back to the question where the 552	
hypotenuse was changing) would be cosine over sine, equals adjacent over opposite, 553	
which is the definition of cotangent. 554	
JM: Oh yeah. 555	
MJ: Yeah. 556	
MS: But if you flip it. 557	
MJ: It’ll be tangent. Which is opposite over adjacent. 558	
JM: Yeah. 559	
MS: Cool. Awesome job! Here’s another question. 560	
MJ: I have class at 4 so we have 561	
MS: Yeah we’re pretty much done. 562	
MJ: Okay. Cool. 563	
MS: Yeah we’re definitely done before 4. 564	
JM: What is the relationship between the two thetas of two equivalent triangles, one 565	
being in the first quadrant and the other being in the third. 566	
MJ: So this theta would be like 40 or something (M is holding the set of arms in the first 567	
quadrant) and if you keep. So 40 around it would be like, hypotenuse of 5, base of like 568	
3.8 and height of like 3.2. This is what third quadrant (M moves the set of arms to the 569	
third quadrant) So, what did I say? Height of 5 base of 3.8, 3.2. Yeah. 570	
 571	
3-00:00 572	
MJ: So now what’s this theta? 573	
JM: So 2… 574	
MJ: So this is like 40 something, now it’s like 220. So you would just add 180. 575	
JM: 180. 576	
MJ: Yeah. So this theta’s going all the way here (M traces her finger from the first 577	
quadrant to the third quadrant). It’ll be 220 versus 40 so yeah 180. 578	
MS: Okay. (Hands out next question). 579	
MJ: Um… 580	
JM: Uh…I think you would need. You’d probably need uh, you need two angles 581	
MJ: We would need. I think you need two pieces of information because you can either 582	
give like theta and like either the hypotenuse the leg or the height. Or you can give, 583	
without the theta you can give…these…without theta would you need all three sides? Or 584	
just two? No without theta you can just use, you just need the height and the base length. 585	
JM: Well I think you need some angle, and they’re not saying it’s a right triangle. 586	
MS: Oh we’re still talking about the same triangles. 587	
JM: Oh okay. 588	
MS: So they’re still right triangles with base on the x-axis 589	
MJ: Yeah. So you only need two pieces of information. If you have theta you just need 590	
the length of one of these 3 591	
JM: Yeah. 592	
MJ: And if you don’t have theta you just need one of these, oh you need two of these 593	
lengths. So either this and this (M points to height and base, indicated by the right angle 594	
arm), this and this (M points to height and hypotenuse), or this and this (M points to base, 595	
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indicated by the right angle arm and the hypotenuse). Yeah so you need two pieces of 596	
information. Can you find it with just one of them also? 597	
JM: You need both the theta and…the legs 598	
MJ: Or if you don’t have theta you need like two of the legs 599	
JM: Yeah. 600	
MJ: Or the hypotenuse. Yeah. 601	
MS: Okay. So here’s the last question. 602	
MJ: The green 603	
JM: The green point. 604	
MJ: Is this the green one? 605	
MS: Yeah, it used to be more green. 606	
JM: What can you say about the coordinates. How are the…oh what have you noticed so 607	
far about the green point.? 608	
MJ: So the coordinates are basically…so the x coordinate would be the base length of the 609	
triangle and the y coordinate 610	
JM: is the height 611	
MJ: Yeah. 612	
JM: Um…I think, yeah so that’s how they’re related to the triangle. Point and theta…well 613	
MJ: What is the relationship between the coordinates and theta? 614	
JM: Um… 615	
MJ: So when you know the coordinates you know the base and the height of the triangle 616	
JM: Yeah. 617	
MJ: So (M draws a triangle on the paper) this is theta, this is the base 618	
JM: If you know the base and height then you should know theta 619	
MJ: Yeah you can find the tangent of theta is equal to the coordinates, so it would be the 620	
y coordinate over the x coordinate and then you can find the theta by taking the arc 621	
tangent of that. Yeah. 622	
MS: Does that work if your triangle is in the second quadrant? 623	
JM: You’d have to… 624	
MJ: Well… 625	
JM: You’d have to subtract it from 180. 626	
MJ: Yeah because arc tangent is only in this domain or the range of this to this. But you 627	
can still find it by… So you have this how do you find it? 628	
JM: I mean if you do arc tangent wouldn’t you just find this angle over here? Right? 629	
MJ: Yeah so you would find, it would give you the angle on this side so you would have 630	
to make sure that you add whatever, like if it’s in the second quadrant your theta would 631	
be here (M traces theta) it would give you like 30 you have to make sure you subtract, 632	
whatever it gives you from 180. 633	
JM: Yeah. 634	
MJ: Because arc tangent is only, the range is only negative pi over two to pi over two. 635	
MS: Okay. Cool. So we’re done with the activity, I’m just going to ask you a couple of 636	
reflection questions. 637	
MJ: Okay. 638	
MS: So what did you think about the activities generally? 639	
MJ: I thought it was, like I didn’t know what this was for at first but then once I realized 640	
that you can find a triangle for it, it’s, it was pretty cool to see how you can find the base 641	
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and the height for it. For any triangle. Or you can find any information about the triangle 642	
if you have certain information about it. Yeah. 643	
JM: I think it was a lot of critical thinking but also you had to have a little bit of 644	
knowledge from some previous math too, in order to solve them. Like a little bit of the 645	
combination of being on the spot and having a background. 646	
MS: Cool. How did the device help or not help you in the different activities? 647	
JM: Well it did give us specific answers when we were trying to find specific numbers 648	
but then if it was like a theoretical general question it wouldn’t directly give us what we 649	
want. Although we could use it to solve the problems. 650	
MJ: Yeah I think that it was cool to see how if you wanted like I said, something about a 651	
triangle that you needed to know this device would be helpful to find you know the 652	
missing information piece. But you could also use, if you had enough knowledge about 653	
geometry you could also use that to figure out the same thing. 654	
MS: Okay. What about the more theoretical questions? How do you think it did or did not 655	
help you? 656	
MJ: The theoretical questions like which one? 657	
JM: Like if it was like sine of 90 minus theta. 658	
MJ: Yeah. 659	
JM: At first we kind of just wrote down 660	
MJ: Yeah but we also, yeah it was good that we also used this to find 661	
JM: Yeah we still were able to use it to help us visualize it 662	
MJ: Yeah see the relationship between the sine of 90 minus theta and then see that it was 663	
the cosine of the other angle. Yeah I think that obviously you can’t use it to solve a large 664	
problem with a lot of information needed, but it can help you get to the end. 665	
MS: Cool. Did you learn something new or did you already know a lot of this stuff? 666	
JM: Uh…I think a lot of it was stuff that…I don’t know I mean a lot of it I kind of forgot, 667	
so it was kind of a refresher, but a lot of it was intuitive. Like you wouldn’t be thinking 668	
about these questions if you were learning about this math, like when you were learning it 669	
from before, but then now you’re like forced to think about it. 670	
MS: Like which question? 671	
JM: Like when we’re asked about, like the relationships between base and height or like 672	
base and hypotenuse. Or like how what the relationships between two equivalent 673	
triangles in the first and third quadrant…and then also the one where…yeah I already 674	
said the relationship… 675	
MJ: What I was going to say was I don’t think that, I know like my teachers in high 676	
school have shown us how, why cosine is adjacent over hypotenuse, but I don’t think I’ve 677	
ever seen in this format like me actually going through it myself. They’re just like oh this 678	
is it, let’s do problems with just the numbers and plug it in. But this was cool to see. And 679	
then see how it actually gets to be that base over the height. That was something cool. 680	
MS: Alright. Anything else you want to add? 681	
MJ: No. 682	
MS: Okay thank you so much! 683	
BOTH: Thank you. 684	
MS: This was really helpful. 685	


